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Summary 
 
There has been a continuous interest in academia with regard to the venture capital as the 
main flourishing aid to new business. Nowadays, academia and the public consider it ‘hot 
‘ to argue and invest in business that define their activities with sustainable goals, and call 
themselves ‘green’, ‘clean’ or ‘eco’. Furthermore, circles of discussions about 
sustainability, triple bottom line, green, clean, eco, and other terms related with positive 
impact towards society environment alongside financial returns have created uncertainty 
with respect to what defines an entity as green and how this can be used as a competitive 
advantage in the attractiveness of the business in the very first steps of its existence. 
However, green startups are considered a strong tool for the emergence of the 
environmentally friendly solutions needed in order to avoid dangerous and irreversible 
climate change. Furthermore, venture capitalists (VCs) are a key provider of financial 
capital for emerging firms. Therefore, given the complex nature of the VC investment 
decision, it is paramount to understand the VCs perspective on what are the factors and 
characteristics that attract and repel investors toward green startups. 
 
By undertaking this investigation, we seek to create an understanding of the evaluation 
criteria, as well as, characteristics and challenges related to VC investments in green 
startups. Therefore, contributing to the fields of environmental entrepreneurship and 
entrepreneurial finance, by identifying what VCs take in consideration when evaluating 
green startups. To develop this understanding of the VCs perspective on green startups 
we first developed an in-depth literature review of the extant research, then we conducted 
in-depth semi-structured interviews with practitioners from the mainstream and the green 
VC industry operating in Sweden. Furthermore, we implemented an interpretative 
approach which enabled us to analyze the individual perspectives of VC depending on 
the context in which they operate. 
 
This study provided interesting results that complement the existing literature and provide 
useful insights on the current state of green VC. Combining the findings of our study with 
the theories discussed in our comprehensive literature review on green entrepreneurs, 
green startups and venture capital, we provide an understanding of the evaluation criteria 
and investment thesis relevant to green startups as well as, insight on characteristics, 
challenges and opportunities related to investments in green startups. Therefore, this 
study generates new knowledge in this scarcely studied area of research and provide 
interesting insights for future research. To the end of this continuum, both actors involved 
- VCs and green entrepreneurs - will benefit from the findings which provide: green 
entrepreneurs with the tools to develop green startups with more potential to attract 
investors; and VCs with an understanding of the nature, challenges and opportunities of 
green startups´ investments. 
 
Key words: entrepreneurial finance, environmental entrepreneurship, green startups, 
green entrepreneurs, green venture capital,  
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1 Introduction 
 
The first chapter of the study will introduce the problem background of our research, as 
well as defining the research problem and introducing the research question. Then the 
purpose of the study will be explained, and the theoretical point of departure will 
introduce the underlying theories of the study. 
 
1.1 Problem Background 
 
As the second decade of the 21st century draws to an end, concerns about environment 
and its various hazards established the implementation of 17 sustainable development 
goals (SDG’s) of the United Nations (UN) together with the Paris Agreement as an 
inevitable obligation for business and policy makers. Yet political actors, economists, 
investors, entrepreneurs and civil society are daunted by the task at hand. At this moment,  
discussion with respect to business and environment have proliferated, shifting the focus 
on creating solutions to problems by creating value both business and society with special 
focus on entrepreneurship. An opportunity for change is creating by providing one of the 
biggest new global markets defined as “Cleantech”. The phenomenon referred to as 
‘cleantech boom’ caught the attention of various actors and media, while has been 
rumored to exceed the ‘dot.com boom’ (Warren, 2007). Such thoughts are driven by the 
assimilation of entrepreneurship as an important contributor in a country’s economic and 
non-economic development (Fayolle, 2007). Market-based solutions have been identified 
as integral to traversing towards sustainability and at the other end of the continuum they 
have already led to the creation of new markets consisting of supposedly green firms 
(Schaper, 2010, p. 2). Yet, the more conventional response of environmentalists and 
governments has been proved to not be efficient enough in itself to deliver the desirable 
environmental outcomes. Since the industrial revolution people and labor productivity 
has been the holy grail ever since (Lovins, 1999). Until today, the mind-set has not 
changed. Capitalism explain the productive use of and reinvestment in capital. While the 
industrial system uses three forms of capital, namely; human, financial and manufactures, 
Natural capitalism also accounts for natural capital made up of resources, living systems, 
and ecosystem services. On the grounds that the balance among resources has changed, 
with a surplus of human capital over natural resources, the same logic yields new business 
models with striking competitive advantage and environmental benefits. What is meant 
by Natural Capitalism can be explained by four principles that enable business to behave 
responsibly towards both nature and people while increasing profits, inspiring their 
workforce and gaining competitive advantage. Therefore, it combines radically increased 
resource productivity; closed-loop, zero-waste, nontoxic production; a business model 
that rewards both; and reinvestment in natural capital (Lovins et al., 2001). Natural 
Capitalism and the possibility of a new industrial system are based on a very different 
mind-set and set of values than the conventional capitalism. It recognizes the critical 
interdependency between the production and use of human-made capital and maintenance 
and supply of natural capital. The next industrial revolution will come as a response to 
changing patterns of scarcity (Hawken et al., 2010). It will create upheaval, but more 
importantly, it will create opportunities. Business must adapt and adjust to the new reality. 
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1.2 Research Problem  
 
Entrepreneurs are highly recognized as important actors in the innovation process and for 
this reason they can play a fundamental role in the shift of society towards sustainability 
(Mrkajic et al., 2017). Based on a survey of European energy technology VCs, while there 
are sizeable investment opportunities, only 2–5% of all venture capital is invested in 
energy. Evidence support that the emergence of new industries and innovations has been 
driven by the availability of venture capital for new companies (Marcus et al., 2013; 
Bocken, 2015). Consequently, green innovations and technologies are very likely to be 
funded by venture capital as it has happened with the Internet and the IT revolution 
(Marcus et al., 2013; Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Venture capital (VC) was the most popular 
way of financing new “dot.com” companies and even created a trend since such 
investment provided fast and high return on the investment (Gaddy et al., 2018; 
Randjelovic, 2001). The emergence of dot.com companies changed our society, and this 
can happen again with green ventures driving change towards sustainability. However, 
the development of green products and services often involves high levels of capital 
commitment, high risks related to the newness of technology and longer periods of 
development, which in turn means that investors can benefit from returns in a longer time 
(Mrkajic et al., 2017; Ghosh & Nanda, 2010; Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). Moreover, exit 
opportunities in green ventures are rarer and more difficult since IPOs are not very 
common and acquisitions have not been very successful (Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). 
Those are only some of the characteristics that represent crucial differences with the 
sectors in which VCs used to invest and often in contrast with the very way in which VC 
firms operate (Mrkajic et al., 2017; Marcus et al., 2013) 
  
It is clear that the challenges in the green sector are still numerous with a lot of different 
actors playing a role in it which includes entrepreneurs, established firms, venture 
capitalists (VCs) and policy makers (Bocken, 2015; Gaddy et al., 2017; Cumming et al., 
2016; Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). Thus, more research is needed in order to 
understand how VCs and entrepreneurs can have a better impact on the required 
transformational change of society toward sustainability (Mrkajic et al., 2017; Gaddy et 
al., 2017; Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). Nowadays we see that the number of investors and 
VC firms concerned about sustainability issues, is increasing  and funds are created 
specifically to support green ventures (Cumming et al., 2016; Bocken, 2015) 
 
1.2.1 Green as New Sector for VC investments 
 
Theoretical research efforts tend to focus on problems and benefits of VC without an 
explicit link between these investments and environmental innovations. Very little work 
has been done to understand how new sectors for VC investment emerge, which is 
necessary to understand the development of the sustainable energy VC market 
(Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). Venture Capital firms (VCFs) are, on average, more 
prone to invest in an emerging sector (such as the green sector) if the sector is legitimized 
(Petkova et al., 2014). According to them the mechanisms that define the legitimacy of a 
sector are (positive) media attention and government support. With regard to the green 
energy sector both media attention and government support  are signaling positive as it 
has been considered “hot” to invest in such technologies (Mrkajic et al., 2017). To that 
end, VC firms should find it desirable to capture a potential “next big thing” and meet 
their stakeholders’ high expectations as well as provide environmental benefits for the 
society in regards with added-value creation. However, although the green sector seems 
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to provide an opportunity and niche in the market, both entrepreneurs and VCs, lack the 
relevant experience in the field. Another pitfall regarding green ventures is that even when 
performed successfully they generally require longer time horizons to become profitable 
than a conventional venture, increasing the duration of investment (Mrkajic et al., 2017). 
Despite the profound vital importance of nourishing the green sector, it is clear that more 
has to be done in order to bring a substantial change towards sustainability. Therefore, 
we aim to provide a solid understanding of success and failure factors in regard with VCs 
evaluating criteria when assessing green ventures or sustainable oriented startups. In this 
way we can contribute to the literature and strengthen the legitimation of the green sectors 
by providing new knowledge on the topic. 
 
1.2.2 Sustainable entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial finance 
 
The literature on entrepreneurial finance analyses different aspects of business finance at 
the early stages of company development from both the supply and demand sides 
(Bergset, 2018). So, both investors and entrepreneurial behaviors are analyzed, as well as 
potential conflicts arising from moral hazard and information asymmetries between the 
two sides and contract design as a potential solution (Bergset, 2018). Entrepreneurial 
finance is the field of research that focuses on the access to funding for new and young 
companies (Bergset, 2018). Several studies in this field have investigated the factors that 
influence the investment process of venture capitalists (Miloud et al., 2012), but there are 
only a few instances where entrepreneurial finance is merged with sustainable 
entrepreneurship (Bocken, 2015; Cumming et al., 2016). This paper aims to merge those 
two fields of research by analyzing entrepreneurial finance in the context of green 
ventures.  
 
1.3 Introducing Research Question 
 
The research in screening criteria used by venture capitalists in their investment decisions 
is wide and extensive, but when looking specifically at green ventures more research is 
still needed (Mrkajic et al., 2017). More attention is needed to the way in which VCs 
perceive and interpret the signals that green ventures give and how they identify green 
ventures to invest in (Mrkajic et al., 2017; Ghosh & Nanda, 2010; Cumming et al., 2016). 
In the field of green or sustainable ventures several factors have been studied including 
the role of incumbents (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010), the role of different policies 
implementation (Bürer & Wüstenhagen, 2009), and the role of green signals that green 
ventures can give (Mrkajic et al., 2017). But there is a need for a better understanding of 
the VCs perspective on these kinds of investment, especially when considering VC firms 
that are not explicitly interested in sustainable and green investments. This is why our 
research aims to analyze the VCs perspective on green investments and develop the 
existing theory on environmental entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial finance. At the 
same time, providing guidelines for practitioners: giving to green entrepreneurs an 
understanding of which aspects and characteristics of their startups are important when 
seeking for funding; and provide VCs an understanding of green startups investments and 
on, how green startups are evaluated by their peers. Our research question has evolved in 
the process of specifying the topic of the research and resulted in: 
 
What do venture capitalists take into consideration when evaluating green startups? 
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The research question was formulated without specifically aiming at identifying 
evaluation criteria, in order to not limit our understanding but rather consider all the 
variables that are taken in consideration by VCs. Therefore, enabling us to understand the 
complex nature of the VCs investment decision. To investigate this topic, we decided to 
develop an empirical study based on interviews with venture capitalists from both the 
mainstream and the green industry. To clarify, from now on we will refer to venture 
capitalists focusing on startups in general as mainstream or conventional VCs, while we 
will refer to venture capitalists focusing on green startups as green VCs. Interviewing 
both types of venture capitalists will enable us to collect insights on the different 
perspectives on green startups. Furthermore, our theoretical framework will provide a 
review of the main literature on the actors and dynamics involved in this study, in order 
to provide a clear and detailed picture of the topic under research. 
 
1.4 Purpose of the Study 
  
We identify our main purpose in developing an understanding of how venture capitalists 
evaluate green startups. Not only in terms of evaluation criteria, but also in terms of 
challenges related to investments in green startups. In doing so, we are aiming at the 
development of the existing research in regard to the VCs’ evaluation of green startups 
as well as, the characteristics of investments in green startups. Including the challenges 
and opportunities related. In this way, the investigation conducted will contribute in the 
literature by filling in the research gap on how VCs perceive and interpret green ventures 
signals and characteristics. This gap was identified with neglect spotting, since the VC 
evaluation of green startups is an under-researched area where not much empirical 
evidence is available (Sandberg & Alvesson, 2011). Therefore, this research will provide 
green entrepreneurs a better savvy of what VCs look for when investing in green ventures. 
Acquiring knowledge on VC evaluation criteria helps them to judge their own venture 
better and prepare to avoid potential flaws in their proposals (Franke et al., 2008). 
Moreover, since VCs are considered experts in identifying promising new ventures, the 
evaluation criteria of VCs are often interpreted as success factors for emerging firms 
(Shepherd & Zacharakis, 2002). Furthermore, given that the majority of venture 
capitalists nowadays does not focus on green startups, we aim at providing VCs with 
insights on investments in green startups, related challenges and opportunities. Therefore, 
we want to provide a complete and in-depth understanding of the characteristics of 
environmental entrepreneurs and their startups, along with the influence they can have on 
the investment decision of venture capitalists. Furthermore, the different perspectives of 
mainstream and green VCs can provide useful insights on how different investors 
perceive and interpret green startups.  
 
1.5 Theoretical Point of Departure 
 
The research starts from the assumption that venture capitalists together with 
entrepreneurs have the potential to boost the emergence of green ventures. It might seem 
apparent that no one would run a business without accounting for its capital outlays, yet 
most companies overlook one major capital component, the value of earth’s ecosystem 
in terms of natural capital required for existence. Venture capital and entrepreneurs can 
play a key role in a shift of society towards sustainability (Marcus et al., 2013; Mrkajic 
et al., 2017; Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). The literature identifies entrepreneurs as the main 
source of disruptive innovation (Marcus et al., 2013). Because of the entrepreneurs’ 
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orientation toward break-through innovation, risk-taking propensity and flexibility, they 
have the potential to foster also sustainable development (Mrkajic et al., 2017). 
 
One way to link sustainable development and entrepreneurship, is to use the concept of 
“creative destruction” of Schumpeter (1942) which can be described as the disruption of 
long-standing practices in order to make way for innovation. Moreover, since 
environmental degradation results from market failures and entrepreneurs are defined as 
those that recognize and exploit opportunities in market failures, their solutions can 
potentially be a way to deal with environmental issues (Dean & McMullen, 2007; 
Cumming et al., 2016). As it happens in most industries, also green entrepreneurs have 
to deal with the “valley of death” between the idea vetting and development process and 
the large-scale deployment through commercial viability (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). 
Especially in the case of cleantech industry, the development of new technologies is 
supported and funded by universities, public labs and governmental grants, but once the 
idea is developed it is hard for entrepreneurs to get the resources necessary to establish 
commercial viability (Cumming et al., 2016). This funding gap is often covered by 
venture capital investors that typically finance startups at the high-risk early stages of 
commercialization (Gaddy et al., 2017). VC firms often invest in high-risk ventures with 
the potential for exceptional returns, where the initial capital needed is not too high and 
there are good exit possibilities through IPOs or acquisitions (Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). 
VCs are considered experts in identifying promising new ventures, their evaluation 
criteria are often interpreted as success factors for emerging firms (Riquelme & Rickards, 
1992; Shepherd & Zacharakis, 2002). However, investments in green ventures can have 
very different characteristics and especially when including more radical innovations the 
investment required is large, the time of the investment is longer and the exit opportunities 
are less than in more traditional VC backed sectors such as healthcare and software 
industries (Gaddy et al., 2017; Ghosh & Nanda, 2010; Mrkajic et al., 2017). Even when 
performed successfully, green ventures require a longer time horizon to become 
profitable than a conventional venture, causing the duration of the investment to increase 
(Mrkajic et al., 2017). Moreover, due to those characteristics, VC firms tend to feel and 
often have stronger pressures from their limited partners when investing in green ventures 
and so they often avoid these kinds of investments or disinvest prematurely (Ginsberg & 
Marcus, 2018).  
 
Furthermore, policies and regulations play a fundamental role in determining the 
attractiveness of green investments (Gaddy et al., 2017) as well as the presence of 
corporate venture capital investments (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). Then the 
investment decision is also influenced by characteristics of the entrepreneur and the 
management team, as well as the sector in which the entrepreneur positions its company, 
the characteristics of the product or services, and the characteristics of the business model 
(Mrkajic et al., 2017). Because of the complex nature of the VC investment decision it is 
then fundamental to understand the point of view of the VC firms, investigating which 
factors and characteristics attract them to invest specifically in a green venture (Mrkajic 
et al., 2017; Gaddy et al., 2017).  
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2 Theoretical Framework 
 
This chapter presents and reviews the theories that create the base for this study. First, 
the main theories in the field of environmental entrepreneurship are presented, having as 
a  starting point its origins and as an ending the latest typology of green startups 
developed in the literature. Then, the chosen literature on entrepreneurial finance is 
reviewed starting from the different sources of entrepreneurial finance taken in 
consideration and their characteristics. To conclude with the existing research on green 
venture capital and challenges in investments in green startups. 
 
2.1 Entrepreneurship 
 
The term entrepreneurship is derived from “entrepreneur”, which in turn originated from 
the Old French “entreprendre” literally meaning “undertake”. Therefore, an entrepreneur 
is the "one who undertakes or manages" (Oxford Dictionaries, 2018). However, when it 
comes to the definition of entrepreneurship, the debate is still open today. In general, the 
discussion on entrepreneurship can be divided into two interrelated but yet distinct 
schools: the German school led by Schumpeter (1934), that emphasizes the 
innovativeness of entrepreneurs, seeing them as able to create opportunities; and the 
Austrian school represented by Kirzner (1973), that highlights the ability of entrepreneurs 
to discover market opportunities. In this study we adopt an opportunity centric view of 
entrepreneurship according to which entrepreneurship is the process of recognizing and 
exploiting opportunities (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Entrepreneurial opportunities 
come in a variety of forms and represent those situations in which new products, services, 
materials and organizing methods can be developed and sold at a higher price than their 
cost of production (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). The opportunities themselves are 
“objective phenomena that are not known to all parties at all times” (Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000, p.220), but recognizing entrepreneurial opportunities is a subjective 
process. Entrepreneurship requires that people have different beliefs about the relative 
value of resources (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Those different beliefs are the result 
of a superior intuition or the possession of different information, and consequently lead 
to different personal conjectures regarding the price at which demand and supply intercept 
in a market or about the possible new markets that can be created in the future (Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000). If all individuals would possess the same entrepreneurial 
conjectures, the competition to capture the same entrepreneurial profit would be so high 
that the incentives to pursue the opportunity are eliminated (Schumpeter (1934), cited in 
Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Clearly, an individual can earn the entrepreneurial profit 
exclusively when he or she recognizes that opportunity (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). 
Finally, two factors affect the probability of an individual to recognize an opportunity. 
The first is the possession of the prior information that is necessary to identify it and the 
second is the possession of the cognitive properties necessary to evaluate it (Shane & 
Venkataraman, 2000). Therefore, we adopt a view of entrepreneurship where the 
entrepreneur is an individual that innovates, raises the necessary financial resources, 
brings together inputs and sets the organization going, with the ability to recognize the 
opportunities that others are not able to, and create value from them (Schumpeter, 1934; 
Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). In relation to technology, entrepreneurs can recognize the 
latent power and use of inventions, playing a crucial role in bringing new technologies to 
the market (Acs & Audretsch, 2005). In conclusion, entrepreneurially driven innovation 
in both product and processes has been identified as the central engine driving the 
society’s change process (Schumpeter, 1934). This will be fundamental to understand the 
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role of entrepreneurs in relation to the potential shift of society towards sustainable 
development. 
 

2.1.1 Market failure and Environmental Degradation 
 
The literature on entrepreneurship indicates that market failures can be crucial factors 
leading entrepreneurs to exploit new opportunities (Cumming et al., 2016; Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). Market failures are characterized as those situations in which given 
free market conditions the allocation of goods and services is inefficient. This means that 
the price and quantity of the good does not match the point at which supply and demand 
curve intersect, and therefore there is a social welfare loss. A number of factors can 
contribute to market failures such as positive and negative externalities, monopoly 
privileges, impairments or factor immobility of production inputs, and market 
information breakdowns. Moreover, York and Venkataraman (2010) suggest that market 
failures represent a source of opportunities for sustainable entrepreneurship.  Dean and 
McMullen (2007) in their study, explain which these market failures are and how they 
may create opportunities for new green ventures. Furthermore, they examine how the 
different types of market failures result in environmental problems and how in turn 
entrepreneurship comes to exploit new opportunities that will correct environmental 
issues. Contrary to what the name implies, market failure does not describe inherent 
imperfections in the market economy. One easy way to illustrate this is with the “public 
good problem”, where public goods are products or services which if produced the 
producer cannot limit its consumption to the customers (e.g. Wi-Fi) but also those free 
environmental resources or goods (e.g. water, sun, forestry). Public goods cause market 
failures in the case where consumers decide to abstain from payments but yet enjoy the 
benefits of the usage of such goods. The entrepreneurial literature indicates that market 
failures could play a crucial role in creating new opportunities for entrepreneurs (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). On the one hand, established businesses adopt proactive environmental 
strategies in order to gain intangible assets (natural resources-based approach) that will 
impute competitive advantage (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). Instead, new ventures 
can exploit opportunities for environmental entrepreneurship that arise from market 
failures. Dean and McMullen (2007) identified five categories of such market failures 
and they are public goods, externalities, monopoly power, inappropriate government 
intervention, and imperfect information (Dean & McMullen, 2007).  
 
Public goods 
Public goods are probably the most well-known form of market failure that can be the 
most affected by environmental degradation and therefore offering the most promising 
opportunities for sustainable entrepreneurship (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Private goods 
are non-excludable which means that they are open to consumption by all individuals, no 
matter if an individual has paid to use it or not (Cowen, 1988). Non-excludability arises 
from the absence of property rights or their effective enforcement and it endangers 
overuse when a public good is rivalrous, thus, when one individual´s use diminishes the 
amount or quality of the good available to others (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Moreover, 
the absence of property rights creates incentives to exploit the resource as fast as possible 
(Cowen, 1988). This can result into what is known as “the tragedy of commons”: for the 
example, international waters are not owned by anyone or any institution hence the 
fishing industry started using industrial fishing methods to harvest the fisheries as fast as 
possible, leading to a rapid depletion of these resources (Dean & McMullen, 2007). 
Entrepreneurs can translate public goods into private ones that are excludable through the 
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development of property rights regimes with political and technological mechanisms 
(Dean & McMullen, 2007). Political mechanisms include motivating policy makers to 
implement property rights regimes that allow an efficient functioning of markets for 
public goods, while technologies can help to protect property rights by excluding 
opportunists from using the public goods, by enabling the enforcement of property rights 
and ensuring their implementation (Dean & McMullen, 2007). 
 
Externalities 
Another category of market failures which are well-known and can create opportunities 
for environmental entrepreneurs is represented by externalities. An externality is a cost 
or benefit in which an individual incurs or receive, even though that individual has no 
control over how that cost or benefit was created (Cowen, 1988). Externalities can be 
positive, such as the impact of one person´s disease vaccination on the probability of 
another individual contracting the disease, or negative, as in the case of the impact of 
industrial pollution on the health of individuals and on the environment (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). When externalities arise, resources are not allocated efficiently since 
the incentives of economic actors are misaligned and those creating external costs may 
not incur into their consequences (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Externalities have been 
linked to high transaction costs because when excluding them and unassigned property 
rights, there are no other reasons that would prevent the market from the proper allocation 
of scarce resources (Dean & McMillen, 2007). Hence, when the property rights are 
defined, transactions to alleviate externalities are not completed because the costs of 
doing so exceed the potential benefits (Dean & McMullen, 2007). To make an example, 
when a factory is polluting an area, individuals might decide not to pursue compensation 
for damages or reduction of the emissions because the transactions costs (e.g. costs of 
proving that the emissions from a factory are causing harm and legal costs) of doing so 
would exceed potential benefits (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Therefore, environmental 
entrepreneurs have the potential to capture economic value and reduce environmental 
degradation by reducing the transaction costs related to environmentally relevant 
externalities (Dean & McMullen, 2007). For example, if an individual wants to sue a 
factory for the damages produced by their emissions, the transaction costs would be so 
high that the individual would not proceed with the lawsuit. But if entrepreneurs can 
create organizations that represent the rights of communities affected by industrial 
pollution and coordinate the interests of the parties - such as in the case of class action 
lawsuits - the transaction costs would be substantially reduced (Dean & McMullen, 
2007). Finally, entrepreneurs can also reduce transaction costs by, for the example, 
developing technologies that allow the tracking of the source of dangerous chemicals so 
that the costs of proving that a factory is actually doing harm are reduced (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007).  
 
Monopoly power 
The next category of market failure is monopoly power. Monopoly emerges in markets 
that are characterized by the presence of a single seller (Dean & McMullen, 2007). It is 
considered as a market failure because it assumes that profit maximization on the side of 
the monopolist will result in an under-provision of goods that are often over-priced (Dean 
& McMullen, 2007). Monopoly power can have mixed effects on environmental 
degradation: on the one hand, monopolists tend to overprice their product and services 
so, “the equilibrium quantity (the point where the supply and demand curves intersect) 
produced is less than it would otherwise be” (Dean & McMullen, 2007, p. 63). Hence, in 
the case of polluting industries, the presence of a monopoly can reduce the amount of 
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environmental degradation because the industrial output is lower than in markets without 
monopoly. On the other hand, firms with monopoly power are not subject to pressures 
from competition. Thus, they often appear to be highly inertial and less inclined to the 
introduction of new technologies, and methods of production that could improve their 
efficiency and reduce their use of natural resources (Dean & McMullen, 2007). 
Entrepreneurs can exploit opportunities in this market failure by capturing the economic 
value that can be created through the destruction of the monopoly position (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). In the case of statutory monopolies, which are the ones created by 
government restriction of competition, entrepreneurs must overcome the legal 
restrictions. While in the case of natural monopolies which result from large economies 
of scale relative to total demand or anti-competitive behaviors, entrepreneurs can develop 
efficient small-scale production technologies or overcome the market barriers (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). So, when the monopoly position is preventing the adoption of 
environmentally friendly business practices, the destruction of the monopoly can have a 
positive impact on environmental degradation. In the electric utility industry, for 
example, many argue that the presence of inertial incumbents prevents the 
implementation of clean energy technologies (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Environmental 
entrepreneurs can thus focus their efforts on overcoming market barriers, breaking 
monopolistic powers and exploiting opportunities that arise from the implementation of 
clean energy technologies.  
 
Inappropriate government intervention 
Government intervention can be a cause of market failure when it results in inefficiencies 
in the economic system (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Moreover, it can also have negative 
impacts on the environment, with the most common example being the introduction of 
subsidies that support the extraction of natural resources (Dean & McMullen, 2007). 
Here, opportunities for entrepreneurs arise from the modification of subsidies, taxes and 
other economic incentives through political strategies. When government incentives and 
structures support one industry that damages the environment, entrepreneurial initiatives 
to eliminate those incentives can reduce environmental degradation and generate 
opportunities in substitute industries or technologies (Dean & McMullen, 2007). For the 
example, eliminating subsidies for oil extraction is likely to improve the chances of 
success for ventures that develop environmentally friendly substitutes.  
 
Imperfect information 
Finally, the last market failure from which environmental entrepreneurial opportunities 
arise is imperfect information. It is well known that in reality, perfect information does 
not exist and the imperfection of knowledge creates market failure (Dean & McMullen, 
2007). Imperfect information is divided into two general categories: one refers to 
information that producers have about supply and demand conditions; the other refers to 
the information that customers have in regard to the nature of product or service 
characteristics (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Taking the first category, the argument is that 
“information regarding the nature of demand conditions (e.g. customer needs and 
preferences) or supply possibilities (e.g. product technologies, process technologies, and 
source of inputs) is not available to all entities” (Dean & McMullen, 2007, p.66). The 
continuous contextual changes together with discordant interpretations create market 
gaps or imperfections, and the information imperfection generates entrepreneurial 
opportunities in unmet demand conditions or unutilized production possibilities (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). This imperfect information among producers and potential producers 
can lead to environmental degradation when more environmentally friendly means of 
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supply are not known or when markets for green products are undiscovered (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). Hence, opportunities for environmental entrepreneurs exist in the 
development and implementation of new products or process technologies or new means 
of supply that are less dangerous for the environment (Dean & McMullen, 2007). The 
second category of imperfect information is related to the customer´s knowledge in regard 
to the nature of product and service characteristics. Customers are often unaware of the 
real nature of the products or services that they purchase and this imperfect information 
can restrain the markets from rewarding “socially desirable economic behaviors” (Dean 
& McMullen, 2007, p.68). This in turn can lead to environmental degradation because 
when the customer is unaware of the environmental impact of products and services, they 
purchaser, it will be difficult for them to choose products that are environmentally 
superior (Dean & McMullen, 2007). Even individuals that care about their health and the 
environment, in presence of imperfect information, cannot express their desires, hence 
environmental entrepreneurs can exploit opportunities in finding ways to inform 
customers in regard to the environmental attributes of products and services (Dean & 
McMullen, 2007). In other words, entrepreneurs can create effective channels to 
communicate the environmentally superior characteristics of their products so that 
customers can be aware of those, as well as understand the differences with other products 
which might be more damaging for the environment.  
 
As we have seen, market failures can lead to environmental degradation and, in turn, can 
create opportunities for environmental entrepreneurs. Economists have come to recognize 
the crucial role of entrepreneurs in innovation and growth, as well as going a step further 
and creating a link between the significant contribution of innovation and growth to 
prosperity and economic welfare (Audretsch, 2007). Innovation and growth contribute 
much more than solely state guide efforts to ameliorate static “market failures”, but rather 
allow economies to lift individuals out of poverty and to provide for growing and aging 
populations (Acs & Audretsch, 2008). Through the exploitation of environmental 
opportunities arising from market failures, entrepreneurs can give a fundamental 
contribution to sustainable development. 
 

2.1.2 Sustainable Development 
 
Sustainable development has emerged as an influential but yet vexed topic for business 
and policy (Hall et al., 2010). The public awareness regarding climate change and global 
warming is growing and more people start understanding the need for a transformative 
change if we are to make substantial progress (Hall et al., 2010; Bocken et al., 2014). 
Sustainable development is defined as: 
 
 “[...] the development that meets the needs of the present generation without 
compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (WCED, 1987).  
 
This definition implies the principles of intragenerational equity - present generations - 
and intergenerational equity - future generations - (Binder & Belz, 2015) and the concept 
is often associated with the so called “triple bottom line” according to which social and 
environmental objectives should be pursued together with economic objectives (Hall et 
al., 2010). The need for sustainable development emerges clearly from the literature, but 
the concept has been criticized too. For instance, it is clear that resources are insufficient 
to allow developing countries to develop as the already developed ones. Considering the 
current resources use patterns, and assuming that technological advances proceed at the 
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same pace of today, another planet Earth would be needed to achieve a mere development 
(Hall et al., 2010). This implies that economic growth must be reduced dramatically but 
developed industries appear to be unable or unwilling to do so and developing countries 
who see economic growth as the only way to achieve social well-being, see it more as a 
constraint rather than an opportunity (Hall et al., 2010). For this reason, sustainable 
development has been defined as a paradox (Robinson, 2004), and as achievable only 
through a dampening or even devolution of development (Balakrishnan et al., 2013). In 
response to those critiques, many argue that large-scale economic and societal 
transformation is achievable through innovation (Hall et al., 2010) seeing firms and 
entrepreneurs as key actors in the achievement of this radical transformation (Marcus et 
al., 2013; Mrkajic et al., 2017). One of the main concepts used to link sustainable 
development and entrepreneurship is the “creative destruction” developed by Schumpeter 
(1942). He refers to entrepreneurship as an innovative process of creating market 
disequilibria (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). Entrepreneurs can discover and exploit 
“economic opportunities through the generation of market disequilibria that initiate the 
transformation of a sector towards an environmentally and socially more sustainable 
state” (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010, p. 482). Hence, entrepreneurs have the 
capabilities and propension to create radical innovations that have the potential to disrupt 
existing industries and firms (Marcus et al., 2013). By disrupting existing industries, 
markets and business practices in general, those innovations have the potential to drive 
the business world and in turn stimulate the society toward sustainable development.  
 
As we have seen, many authors argue that environmental degradation is a result of market 
failures (Dean & McMullen, 2007; Cumming et al., 2016), and the latter are associated 
with entrepreneurial opportunities seen as the possibility of acting upon market failure 
dynamics (Ploum et al., 2018). Entrepreneurs are recognized for exploiting opportunities 
in market failures; hence their solutions have the potential to mitigate or resolve 
environmental issues (Cumming et al., 2016). Dean & McMullen (2007) affirm that 
entrepreneurs can exploit profitable opportunities related to environmentally relevant 
market failures presented before, while reducing the impact on the environment. 
Environmental resources are not easily amenable to market allocation and so, 
entrepreneurs create and improve markets for such resources through actions that result 
in the “development of property rights and economic institutions, the reduction of 
transaction costs, the dissemination of information and the motivation of government 
action” (Dean & McMullen, 2007, p.52). In other words, entrepreneurs can overcome the 
barriers to the efficient functioning of markets for environmental resources. However, 
existing research in economics suggest that under certain conditions entrepreneurs are 
unable to allocate environmental and social resources (Pacheco et al., 2010). In most 
cases, these limitations come from a prisoner’s dilemma problem: even when 
entrepreneurial activity creates collective benefit, entrepreneurs are at disadvantage in 
pursuing costly sustainable actions since those costs may not be carried by competitors 
(Pacheco et al., 2010). Under those circumstances, sustainable actions are almost 
punished rather than rewarded (Pacheco et al., 2010). In simple words, when 
entrepreneurs want to exploit sustainability related opportunities, they face a dilemma 
between being sustainable and making it in a profitable way. When it comes to natural 
resources, given their non-excludable nature, individuals tend to deflect by increasing 
their benefits from those resources, without contributing to their conservation (Pacheco 
et al., 2010). But entrepreneurs are able to overcome this dilemma by promoting the 
establishment of institutional arrangements that will promote sustainable opportunities 
for entrepreneurs rather than limiting them (Pacheco et al., 2010). Entrepreneurs can work 
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toward arranging industry norms, property rights and legislation in a way that the payoffs 
to environmental initiatives are enhanced (Pacheco et al., 2010). 
  
It is clear that the discussion around the role on entrepreneurship in sustainable 
development is still open and complex. This paper is in line with the literature that sees 
entrepreneurs as key actors in the shift of society towards sustainability. To enable this 
shift, disruptive innovation is needed, and entrepreneurs have proven to be the main 
source of such innovation (Marcus et al., 2013). Moreover, to the extent that 
entrepreneurs find innovative ways to overcome the barriers of the efficient functioning 
of markets, they can overthrow the market failures that are responsible for environmental 
issues and help alleviate these economic challenges (Dean & McMullen, 2007). 
 
2.2 Sustainable Entrepreneurship 
 
In the last decades a new typology of entrepreneurship related to sustainable development 
has emerged prominently.  Sustainable entrepreneurship is “an innovative, market-
oriented and personality driven form of creating economic and societal value by means 
of break-through environmentally or socially beneficial market or institutional 
innovation” (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011). The root of the term ‘sustainable’ 
entrepreneurship stems from the concept of sustainable development (Beltz & Bilder, 
2015). The concept of sustainable entrepreneurship has been linked to the so called “triple 
bottom line” (Elkington, 1998) according to which companies should generate economic 
value as well as environmental and social value at the same time (Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). Hence, sustainable entrepreneurship creates economic value through market 
activity and societal value through reduction of negative externalities or the creation of 
positive externalities (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). As we have previously seen, Dean and 
McMullen (2007, p.58) conceptualize sustainable entrepreneurship as  
 
“the process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting economic opportunities that are 
present in market failures which detract from sustainability, including those that are 
environmentally relevant”.  
 
Moreover, the concept of sustainable entrepreneurship is often linked to the notion of 
entrepreneurship as an innovative process of generating market disequilibria proposed by 
Schumpeter (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). In this view, sustainable entrepreneurship 
is seen as “the discovery and exploitation of economic opportunities through the 
generation of market disequilibria that initiate the transformation of a sector towards an 
economically and socially more sustainable state” (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010, 
p.482). Despite the confusion that different definitions can create it is clear that the nature 
of sustainable entrepreneurship is creating value along the three dimensions of the triple-
bottom line:  the economic, social and environmental dimension (Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). Sustainable entrepreneurship can arise in both established companies, as well as 
new startups (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). However, generally incumbents tend to 
improve the environmental and social aspects of their operations through incremental 
innovation of processes such as improving energy efficiency and using renewable sources 
of energy, while startups are more likely to develop radical innovations (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). One of the issues identified in the literature related to sustainable 
entrepreneurship is to draw a distinction from the other similar types of entrepreneurship 
such as social entrepreneurship and  environmental entrepreneurship  (Schaltegger & 
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Wagner, 2011). It is an issue that we faced directly due to the nature of our study and will 
be discussed in the next section. 
 
2.2.1 Terminological issue 
 
One of the main issues related to sustainable entrepreneurship is the distinction with other 
types of entrepreneurship that share similar traits such as social and environmental 
entrepreneurship (Schaltegger & Wagner, 2011). According to Praszkier and Nowak 
(2012), social entrepreneurship refers to entrepreneurs that develop new ideas to solve 
pressing social problems and replace old ineffective ideas. They do so in creative and 
innovative ways, often driven by ethical motivations, aiming to scale up their impact on 
society (Praszkier & Nowak, 2012). In other words, social entrepreneurship puts more 
focus on the social aspect of the triple bottom line, where entrepreneurs aim to create 
social value rather than private economic value.  The debate around the definition of this 
concept is still open, however, we will not go more in-depth since our study focuses on 
environmental entrepreneurship. When investigating issues related with “Environmental 
Entrepreneurship” one of the first elements that becomes apparent is that there is no term 
for this concept which is generally agreed on (Schaltegger & Wagner,  2011; Gast et al., 
2017).“Environmental entrepreneurship” (Dean & McMullen, 2007), 
“Ecopreneurship”(Santini, 2017; Schaper, 2002; Schaltegger, 2002), “Green 
Entrepreneurship” (Schaper, 2002; Demirel et al., 2017), “Sustainable  Entrepreneurship”  
(Dean & McMullen, 2007),  “Eco-entrepreneurship” (Randjelovic et  al, 2003)  and  
“Enviropreneurship”  (Menon & Menon, 1997) are terms used interchangeably in 
academia and business environment (Gast et al., 2017). Therefore, the problematic nature 
of issues in this matter starts with the lack of common terminology. However, obviously 
terms such as Ecopreneurship, Green Entrepreneurship, Eco-Entrepreneurship, 
Enviropreneurship, Environmental Entrepreneurship, and other derivatives describe 
businesses and entrepreneurs aiming to provide solutions for environmental degradation 
issues. 
 
When it comes to this terminological issue two things stand out. Firstly, a missing 
agreement on common terminology leads to the interchangeable use of synonymous 
words which is likely to create confusion and to a greater extend literature reviews can 
be seen as incomplete if excluding synonymous words from the key searching words 
(Thompson et al., 2011). However, most of the review articles use sustainable 
entrepreneurship as the form of entrepreneurship that entail social, economic alongside 
environmental aspects. Demirel et al.  (2017) pointed out this issue while reviewing 
different definitions he noticed that some authors set the focus on environmental but also 
social economic objectives while other definitions only mention environmental goals and 
called for unification of the terminology. It is well known however, that the procedure of 
formulating the concept is the first and most important step before defining the most 
essential components that will result in the selection of appropriate empirical indicators 
(Hox, 1997). For the purpose of this paper we will use the term environmental 
entrepreneurship as conceptualized by Dean and McMullen (2007, p.58): they identify 
environmental entrepreneurship “as a subset of the broader concept of sustainable 
entrepreneurship, focusing on the resolution of market failures which result in 
environmental degradation”. In conclusion, the words environmental and green will be 
used interchangeably throughout this paper interchangeably to underline the 
environmental focus of entrepreneurs, ventures, products and so on. Therefore, a 
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terminological retrospection on the term “green” is presented below, followed by a more 
in-depth analysis of environmental entrepreneurship. 
 
 
Terminological retrospection  
Green is a term associated with the field of Marketing in the late 1980s-early 1990s and 
it became quite fashionable because it coined with environmental awakening of 
customers (Tseng and Hung, 2013) and the so called ‘green growth’. However, it has 
been noticed that the meaning of green depends on the research field (Saha and Darnton, 
2005; Durif et al., 2010) and varies among others. For instance a terminological gap has 
been pointed out between business management and environmentalist, with the firsts to 
consider greened as waste-minimization practices while the latter coinced greened with 
sustainability (Chen, 1993; Jasti et al., 2015).This became apparent after the publication 
of Brundtland Report (1987) and the emergence of terminology in sustainable 
development benchmarked the 1990s with the Porter Hypothesis (Gast et al., 2017). Since 
then, green became a hot topic in academia, due to the fact that it implied a redefinition 
of entrepreneurial strategy production, where business account for environmental aspects 
as competitive edges (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). Along the years there has been an 
increasing number of researches that regard various terminology in the field such as; 
green corporate sustainability, green innovation, green labeling, green management, 
green products, green strategies and so on (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019).  
 
In sum, the state-of-the-art review confirms the absence of a universal, effective, and 
well-structured definition (Demirel et al., 2017). Every term including the notion 
green/environmental seems to totter and be quite complex, proving that little research has 
addressed the definitional topic (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). In conclusion, the term 
“green” in this paper is used to highlight the environmental focus or attributes of a 
concept. 
 
2.2.2 Environmental Entrepreneurship 
 
The concern for the environment is certainly not new, but only in the past decades there 
has been an increased emergence of academic, practitioner and policy interest in 
environmental entrepreneurship (Thompson, et al., 2010). Even though many similarities 
with sustainable and social entrepreneurship might be identified, environmental 
entrepreneurship has an exclusive focus on the concurrent creation of economic and 
ecological benefits (Lenox & York, 2011). Moreover, the uniqueness of environmental 
entrepreneurship stands in the fact that opportunities exist for entrepreneurs due to the 
presence of environmental degradation (Thompson et al., 2011). Despite economists and 
ecologists discussing the fact that market failures such as public goods and externalities 
are a result of business activity, researchers and especially Dean and McMullen (2007), 
begun to conceive business as a potential solution to environmental issues (Thompson et 
al., 2011). York and Venkataraman (2010) argue that environmental entrepreneurs are 
focused on finding solutions to environmental issues rather than being the cause of it. As 
we have previously seen, Dean and McMullen (2007) define environmental 
entrepreneurship as: 
 
“The process of discovering, evaluating, and exploiting economic opportunities that are 
present in environmentally relevant market failures” (p.58). 
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This definition implies that market failures (see 2.1.2) result in environmental issues, 
which in turn lead to profitable opportunities for entrepreneurs willing and able to 
discover them (Thompson et al., 2011). Environmental entrepreneurship is considered to 
have the potential to be a major force in the transition towards a sustainable business 
paradigm (Schaper, 2002). This is underlined also by Hall et al. (2010), who argue that 
environmental companies can supplement regulations, corporate social responsibility and 
activism in finding solutions for environmental degradation. In general, environmental or 
green entrepreneurship can be classified in two categories: established corporations that 
adopt environmental practices or cleaner production processes, defined as “Greening 
Goliath” by Hockerts and Wüstenhagen (2010); and new startups that address an 
environmental issue with their products or services, the “Emerging Davids” (Hockerts & 
Wüstenhagen, 2010). By pursuing economic and ecological benefits simultaneously, 
environmental entrepreneurs do not follow exclusively profit motivations, but they also 
have environmental beliefs and ethical commitments to future generations (Thompson et 
al., 2011). Another unique aspect of environmental entrepreneurship is the influence of 
institutions. The institutional framework can indeed have a strong impact on 
environmental entrepreneurial activity. Many argue that the current economic institutions 
can limit the emergence of green ventures (Cumming et al., 2016). Pacheco et al. (2010), 
propose the existence of a prisoner’s dilemma for environmental entrepreneurs. The 
dilemma arises from the contrast between the willingness of entrepreneurs to pursue 
sustainable opportunities, and the high costs of pursuing those opportunities in the current 
institutional framework. They argue that since research concludes that many 
environmental goods cannot be allocated in markets (e.g. public goods), sustainable 
entrepreneurship is limited to contexts in which individual and collective incentives are 
aligned under the current system of economic institutions (Pacheco et al., 2010). When 
individual and collective incentives are not aligned, environmental entrepreneurs face a 
competitive disadvantage in pursuing costly sustainable actions since those costs are not 
shared with competitors (Pacheco et al., 2010).  
 
However, entrepreneurs can act as structural agents who proactively devise and influence 
the establishment of new industry norms, property rights and government legislation that 
reward sustainable behaviors (Pacheco et al., 2010; Dean & McMullen, 2007). In this 
way they can change the rules of the game and create opportunities for environmental 
entrepreneurship (Pacheco et al., 2010). So, environmental entrepreneurship involves 
political and advocacy activities that are aimed to change the current institutional 
framework to create the conditions in which sustainable businesses can thrive. 
Furthermore, environmental entrepreneurship investigates the intersection of public 
policy and environmentally friendly practices (Thompson et al., 2011). The effects of 
public policy on the emergence and development of green ventures are investigated, 
aiming to identify the various effects that governments and institutions may have on this 
process (Gaddy et al., 2016; Thompson et al., 2011). This exploration of the effects of 
environmental entrepreneurship on the evolution of policy further develops our 
understanding of the “co-evolution of institutions and social change” (Thompson et al., 
2011, p. 215). Technology plays an important role in environmental entrepreneurship 
since the latter can be conceptualized as formed from a push-pull relationship between 
technology and ecology together with legislative and market drivers. New technologies 
make new environmental initiatives possible by providing opportunities. Concurrently, 
the ambition to “change the world”, whether if it is coming from investors or 
environmentalists, provides motivation and opportunities for inventors. This view of 
environmental entrepreneurs as organizational and technological agents of change tells 
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us that technological change and the creation of new or change of, existing institutions 
act as triggers for environmental innovation and entrepreneurship (Dean & McMullen, 
2007). In conclusion, environmental entrepreneurship has the potential to use 
interdisciplinary research to analyse and understand how individuals place themselves 
between environmental beliefs, economic incentives, and sociopolitical forces that may 
affect environmental progress (Schaper, 2002).  
 
2.3 Green Entrepreneurs 
 
As previously discussed, with the term green entrepreneur we refer to those entrepreneurs 
who develop ventures that aim at the concurrent creation of economic and environmental 
value. That said, the first question that comes to mind when analyzing environmental 
entrepreneurs is whether or not they are different from traditional entrepreneurs. The 
correct answer can be both yes and no (Linnanen, 2002). Entrepreneurs in general are 
individuals characterized by a number of attributes such as risk propensity coupled with 
a high degree of tolerance for ambiguity, independence, an outstanding attitude toward 
leadership, a strong need for achievement, and a relevant task orientation (Santini, 2017). 
Moreover, entrepreneurs are characterized by a high level of innovativeness which is 
widely recognized in the literature (Schumpeter, 1942; Marcus et al., 2013). Also, 
environmental entrepreneurs undertake activities that involve risk, unpredictable 
outcomes and in so, they always present a possibility of failure (Schaper, 2010). Like 
other entrepreneurs they need to identify a feasible business opportunity, investigate it, 
bring together the necessary resources to transform the idea in an actual venture, plan and 
execute the development of the business, and oversee its growth (Schaper, 2010). 
However, they also show some distinctive traits (Santini, 2017).  
 
One of the most recognized traits stands in their beliefs and values (Linnanen, 2003; 
Kirkwood & Walton, 2010). Green entrepreneurs are characterized by a set of values and 
aspirations that usually sees protection of the natural environment and an ambition to shift 
toward a more sustainable future pathway, as main goals (Schaper, 2010). Linnanen 
(2002) refers to this as “the ethical raison d'être” since they operate according to an ethical 
reasoning. In addition, he found that environmental entrepreneurs are highly committed 
to their business, but their reasoning for running a business goes beyond money-making, 
with an expressed willingness to “make the world a better place in which to live” 
(Linnanen, 2002, p. 77). Furthermore, Kirkwood & Walton (2010) in their study on the 
motivators for green entrepreneurs, find that they are characterized by strong green values 
and low monetary motivations. Their green values are not only embedded in their 
ventures, but environmental entrepreneurs express also the ambition to spread those 
values to others. They are passionate about the environment and about their business and 
products with which they want to play a part in reducing environmental degradation 
(Kirkwood & Walton, 2010). This aspect is supported also by Patzelt and Shepherd 
(2011) who analyzed the factors that can enable individuals to recognize opportunities 
for sustainable development. They conclude that in order for entrepreneurs to recognize 
opportunities for sustainable development, they need to go beyond personal economic 
gain (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011). Recognizing those opportunities requires individuals, 
not only to possess knowledge about changes in the market equilibrium, but also being 
knowledgeable “about changes in the natural and communal environment in which they 
live” (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011, p. 642). They also identify a key role in the perceived 
personal threats and altruism of an individual: the first refers to “perceived threats to 
psychological and physiological well-being arising from declining natural and communal 
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environments” (p. 643); the second is explained as a combination of empathy and 
sympathy for other people and the environment (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011). Those 
aspects are seen as required for individuals to recognize opportunities for sustainable 
development, therefore we can identify them as environmental entrepreneurs´ 
characteristics (Pacheco et al., 2010). For some green entrepreneurs, these altruistic goals 
are even more important than financial ones (Schaper, 2010), and this aspect can create 
challenges for them which will be discussed later in this paper.  
 
The strong commitment of environmental entrepreneurs toward green values and their 
ventures results in a superior ability to shape the image of their companies since the 
commitment does not remain theory, but it is rather expressed into the management 
practices and organizational solutions (Santini, 2017). The ambition to spread green 
values to others is connected with the role of entrepreneurs as agents of change that can 
advocate and act to develop an institutional framework that favors sustainable behaviors 
(Dean & McMullen, 2007). Given the ability of green entrepreneurs to shape their 
company with their behavior from the very beginning , they can also influence the 
competitive environment from the outset (Schaltegger, 2002). Furthermore, 
environmental entrepreneurs can demonstrate the economic benefits that arises from 
being greener and that acts as a “pull” factor to attract and persuade other companies to 
¨proactively go green, in contrast with “push” factors such as regulations, stakeholders 
pressure and risk minimization factors (Schaper, 2010). In conclusion, green 
entrepreneurs are not all the same, they can show differences and engage in diverse 
business activities, so it is difficult to identify a typical profile (Santini, 2017). However, 
their behavior, goals, and beliefs, together with the way in which they actually run their 
businesses and the outcomes they produce, can set environmental entrepreneurs apart 
from traditional entrepreneurs (Schaper, 2010). The different characteristics of 
environmental entrepreneurs gave birth to the development of different typologies in the 
literature (Santini, 2017). The following subsection will present a review of the different 
typologies of environmental entrepreneurs, because it is important to understand that they 
come in a variety of forms and this can have an impact on the way in which investors 
perceive them. 

 
2.3.1 Typologies of Green Entrepreneurs 
 
As previously mentioned, environmental entrepreneurs can come in a variety of forms 
and those are expressed in the typologies identified and developed in the literature. 
Typologies and classifications are used to understand current research perspectives or to 
define motivations and challenges for green entrepreneurs (Santini, 2017). On the other 
hand, typologies can also limit the researchers´ work as underlined by O´Neill and Gibbs 
(2016) who argue that relying on fixed typologies creates a risk of fixity that threatens 
the understanding of the evolving nature of green entrepreneurs. That is also the reason 
why, rather than focusing on the specific typologies, we want to offer an overview to 
understand the differences that there can be amongst green entrepreneurs. Most of the 
typologies focus on the individual characteristics such as personal motivations, beliefs, 
and psychological traits (Santini, 2017).  The model proposed by Taylor and Walley 
(2004) combines two dimensions that, according to them, shapes environmental 
entrepreneurship: on the one hand, the entrepreneur's motivation (orientation) can range 
from pure economic motivation - economic orientation - to a simple desire to move 
toward a more sustainable world - sustainability orientation. The motivation is then seen 
in relation to the external context defined as structural influences, which can be hard or 
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soft: hard structural influences include factors such as environmental regulations, a rise 
in funding for green business, increases in green consumers ,growing market 
opportunities, and important influence on the behalf of mass media of green themes; soft 
structural influences include factors such as prior personal experience of the individual, 
his/her family, friends, education, the general content of the organization he/she belongs 
together with his/her personal network (Taylor & Walley, 2004). From the relation 
between those dimensions four categories of green entrepreneurs arise, namely: 
innovative opportunists, visionary champions, ethical mavericks and accidental 
enviropreneur (Taylor & Walley, 2004). The innovative opportunistic is an entrepreneur 
that is financial oriented and develops companies driven by hard structural influences 
(e.g. regulations). However, he/she spots a green niche or opportunity and pursues it in 
search for financial gains (Taylor & Walley, 2004). An example is an entrepreneur that 
sees a profitable opportunity in developing a technology to purify contaminated water 
once a new regulation with stricter requirements is published. The visionary champion is 
one who has the innovative opportunist’s identification with regard to a market 
opportunity but embraces a transformative sustainability orientation and dreams to 
change the world (Taylor & Walley, 2004). He/she is driven from hard structural 
influences such as growing market opportunities for green products/services, but his/her 
vision is a sustainable future that incorporates structural changes (Taylor & Walley, 
2004). This typology is considered a sustainability champion that acts as a broker between 
business-as-usual and a sustainable society (Taylor & Walley, 2004). An example can be 
represented by an entrepreneur with strong sustainability values, who is able to scale the 
green business to the mass market. The ethical mavericks have sustainability orientation 
and are influenced by friends, networks, and past experience - soft structural influences - 
rather than “visions of changing the world” (Taylor & Walley, 2004, p.64). The ethical 
maverick with his/her sustainability values-driven motivation, often sets up an alternative 
business that contrasts with mainstream business operations (Taylor & Walley, 2004). 
Finally, the accidental environpreneurs are not value-driven, but mostly their motivation 
is financial, and they are influenced by family, friends and networks (Taylor & Walley, 
2004). So, for example, the son of a committed organic farmer can decide to open up his 
own organic farm business. His family provides him with a supportive socio-cultural 
environment, he wants some independence and to prove himself as a businessman. 
Clearly his motivations do not involve any kind of hard structural influence, not even the 
market-pull of consumers. 
 
Another typology is presented by Linnanen (2002) who underlines the relation between 
motivations and profits. This model takes into consideration two criteria: the desire to 
change the world and fight environmental degradation and the desire to generate a profit 
and grow the business venture (Linnanen, 2002). From those two criteria, four categories 
of environmental entrepreneurs arise: self-employer, non-profit business, successful 
idealists and opportunists. The self-employer is characterised by an unwillingness to 
grow, derived from a desire of detaching from the economic system that assumes a 
constant and continuous growth. Therefore, these entrepreneurs are characterised by a 
low desire to make money, as well as a low desire to change the world. They are satisfied 
with a cash-flow that can guarantee reasonable living standards and having a local impact 
(Linnanen, 2002). Green entrepreneurs that advocate nature-oriented business ideas are 
likely to be part of this category (Linnanen, 2002). Entrepreneurs in the non-profit 
business category often have a strong commitment to changing existing business and 
consumer behavior, underlying a strong desire to change the world (Linnanen, 2002). 
However, they have a low willingness to grow as a venture and do not aim to generate 
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superior profits (Linnanen, 2002). They often generate companies that have an influence 
that’s much bigger than what their size might suggest. On the other hand, successful 
idealists are the ones that are able to find a dynamic balance between changing the world 
and making money (Linnanen, 2002). Their desire to make the world a better place 
motivates them to create markets and eventually the positive feedback of customers and 
other stakeholders provide an additional boost to business results, further strengthening 
the entrepreneurial motivation (Linnanen, 2002). Finally, the opportunist typically has a 
background in traditional industries or is a conventional entrepreneur that engages in 
green business to increase profits (Linnanen, 2002). These entrepreneurs are driven by 
pure financial considerations. Personal goals are taken into consideration also by 
Schaltegger (2002) who underlines the effects of environmental entrepreneurs on the 
market (Santini, 2017). This framework combines the priority of environmental issues as 
business goals and the market effect of the company. The first, ranges from low priority 
where environmental protection is seen as a trustee duty, to medium priority when 
environmental issues are a supplement to conventional business issues, and high priority 
when the environmental issues are an integral part of the core business activities 
(Schaltegger, 2002). The second, can be measured in terms of market share or sales of 
the company, which reflect the influence a company has on the market. It ranges from 
small in the so called “alternative scene” (companies that adopt alternative economic 
models such as non-monetary swapping), to medium in companies that successfully 
occupy an eco-niche and large for those companies that operate in the mass market 
(Schaltegger, 2002). Depending on the priority assigned to sustainable issues, 
organizations can be more or less prone to implement a sustainable strategy, on the other 
hand, those companies that see sustainability as the core of the business, attribute the 
economic success to the sustainability performance of the company (Santini, 2017). 
Among the actors with a high priority of environmental issues we find three categories of 
green entrepreneurs, presented from the one with the smaller market effect to the one with 
the largest: the alternative actors, bioneers (bio-pioneers) and ecopreneurs (Schaltegger, 
2010).  
 
Moving on, one of the most cited typologies is the one presented by Isaak (1998). His 
model takes in consideration the degree of environmental orientation of a company at the 
beginning of its lifecycle (Isaak, 1998).   From the model the distinction between green 
business and green green business arises: the first identifies entrepreneurs who adopt 
environmental practices after the start-up phase; the second identifies entrepreneurs that 
have a strong environmental commitment and hence generate companies that are born 
green (Isaak, 1998). This model is more related to the firm level, but it is highly influenced 
by the environmental commitment of the entrepreneur (Santini, 2017). Another study that 
focused on the firm level, providing a classification of startups is Freimann et al. (2010). 
Even though the outcome is a classification of startups, those are highly influenced by the 
entrepreneurs’ characteristics. Their classification identifies three typologies of startups: 
eco-dedicated startups, eco-open startups, and eco-reluctant startups (Freimann et al., 
2010). Entrepreneurs in eco-dedicated startups have a strategy that is deliberately in line 
with environmental needs. They are interested in developing techniques and materials 
that can enable them to be environmentally sound in their sector (Freimann et al., 2010). 
In the case of eco-open startups, entrepreneurs only address selected environmental 
issues, these startups are not designed according to environmental needs (Freimann et al., 
2010). Those entrepreneurs differentiate and enlarge their range of products or services 
by including environmentally acceptable features so that they can target an additional 
customer segment. But they often reject to adopt more eco-friendly options because of 
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the perceived higher costs and the expectation that additional features will not fit easily 
in their existing operations (Freimann et al., 2010). Furthermore, those entrepreneurs 
“tend not to anticipate market opportunities that would encourage them to opt for more 
environmentally sound business practices” (Freimann et al., 2010, p. 159). Finally, 
entrepreneurs in eco-reluctant startups deal with environmental conservation only when 
facing problems with regulations and environmental authorities, therefore only when they 
are forced to (Freimann et al., 2010). Clearly, this classification present limits, since only 
the first category can be related to green entrepreneurs, while the other two only involve 
environmental management or present no environmental focus (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
While we agree with this critique, we decided to present also this typology for the 
completeness of the literature review. In conclusion, it clearly arises from this review of 
the main literature on typologies of environmental entrepreneurs that the roles of beliefs 
and motivation in this field is of most importance, highlighting even more how those are 
the characteristics that differentiates them the most from others. (Santini, 2017; Schaper, 
2002). 
 
2.4 Green Startups 
 
As in most of the concepts previously presented in this paper, also when it comes to green 
startups there is a lack of standard definition (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). In this paper 
we refer to green or environmental startups as ventures that follow an entrepreneurial path 
that address the need for a more environmentally sound approach to business by providing 
innovative and practical solutions for environmental concerns (Criscuolo & Menon, 
2015; Demirel et al., 2017). They focus on product or services that have a positive 
environmental impact and contribute to the environmental goals of a greening of the 
economy. (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Despite the common perception of environmental 
ventures is often limited to environmental technologies and especially renewable energy 
technologies, green startups can operate in a variety of industries and sectors (Linnanen, 
2002). In the 60s and 70s environmental issues were mostly neglected by companies and 
from the 80s firms started taking them in consideration due to the introduction of 
environmental regulations and laws (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). At that the time the 
focus was mostly on end-of-pipe technologies for pollution control (e.g. filters) and 
companies were pushed to comply to the regulations (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). 
However, at the end of the 80s and beginning of the 90s, with the introduction of the 
concept of sustainable development, companies started to shift towards strategies of 
environmental proactivity with the development of environmentally friendly products and 
green innovation (Sdrolia & Zarotiadis, 2019). If until then, big corporations were seen 
as the main actor in environmental management, with this shift towards proactive 
environmental strategies and environmental innovations, it became clear that 
entrepreneurial ventures with their high level of innovativeness, would play a critical role 
in the shift toward a more sustainable economic development (Marcus et al., 2013). These 
green startups are considered “Emerging Davids” that stimulate disruptive sustainability 
innovation and attract “Greening Goliaths” to follow up with corporate sustainability 
innovation (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 2010). Hence, green startups can contribute to 
sustainable development by providing solutions to reduce GHG emissions, improve 
energy efficiency, implement a circular economy and so on (Bergset, 2015). As in the 
case of environmental entrepreneurs, green startups share most characteristics and 
challenges with more conventional startups, but at the same time there are some 
characteristics that distinguish them (Bergset, 2015). Their products or services often 
involve radical innovations that might require a long development period before reaching 
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market readiness (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010; Marcus et al., 2013). Such products and 
services can be considered as high quality with the application of eco-design, avoiding 
the use of toxic materials and using renewable resources (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
Moreover, as we have previously seen, the motivations of the entrepreneurs running these 
green startups can range from a strong sustainability-orientation to a pure profit-
orientation with hybrids in between (Taylor & Walley, 2004; Schaltegger, 2010). This in 
turn influences the way in which they run their businesses (Bergset, 2015). In terms of 
strategy, the level of market-orientation can vary with the use of bartering, sharing, 
community currencies and open source development (Bergset, 2015). Furthermore, 
business growth can be limited for the environmental entrepreneur’s fear of having to 
compromise on sustainability-related issues, which can also lead to retained control of 
the company (Linnanen, 2002; Bergset, 2018). In conclusion, the environment in which 
green startups operate can be highly influenced by policies and regulations, which might 
be more or less in support of green business models (Bergset, 2015). Green startups have 
some characteristics that set them apart with the most distinctive represented by their 
scope – addressing environmental issues – and the way in which they operate –
environmental values in operations and processes (Bergset, 2018). However, green 
startups can occur in different forms and the following section will describe a review of 
the main typologies of green startup identified in the literature. 
 
2.4.1 Typologies of Green Startups  
 
Many attempts have been made along the years in order to classify the ecological 
orientation of startups and their practices. But in praxis, startups vary widely in their 
ecological orientation. Several typologies have been developed in the last two decades 
and it is important to keep in mind that the previously presented typologies of 
environmental entrepreneurs also have an important impact on the kinds of startup that 
emerges (Santini, 2017). One of the first typologies of green ventures is the one from 
Isaak (1998) who differentiated green business from green green business: the first 
representing those firms that adopt environmental practices after the start-up phase; while 
the second identifies companies that include environmental values since the very 
beginning and are therefore, born green. Similarly, to this approach, Hockerts and 
Wüstenhagen (2010) make a clear distinction between established corporations that start 
implementing environmental practices - the Greening Goliath - and startups that are born 
with an environmental focus - the Emerging Davids. However, those two typologies, are 
limited in scope since they are focused on a comparison of startups with established 
incumbents (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Focusing still on firm specific typologies, 
Freimann et al. (2010), identified three different levels of environmental commitment in 
firms, that translate in three typologies of startups, ranging from startups that consistently 
align all operating procedures, services, and products according to environmental needs, 
to conventional startups with no ecological orientations at all. The three typologies 
identified are therefore: the eco-dedicated startups, the eco-open startup and eco-
reluctant startups. Considering that the characteristics of entrepreneurs operating in these 
three types of startups have already been presented, now we will present this typology 
from the firm’s perspective. 
 
The eco-dedicated startups undertake environmentally friendly activities in 
product/services and/or operational procedures. Here, strategy and environmental needs, 
are deliberately aligned. One could consider an example of this entrepreneurial team as 
one who is determined to develop sustainable thermoplastic material out of renewable 
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material for technical applications (Freimann et al., 2010). However, they turned out to 
be developing a material that met high quality standards and was also feasible for 
injection-molded application. As a consequence, it became possible to replace plastics in 
the plastics process industry (Freimann et al., 2010, p. 151). 
 
In eco-open startups, goods, services, and operational procedures are not designed 
according to environmental needs. Startups in this group deal only with environmentally 
acceptable features in order to target an additional customer segment or to solve an extent 
environmental issue with special measures. Eco-open startups often reject the adoption 
of more eco-friendly measure because of assumed higher costs (Freimann et al., 2010, 
p.151). 
 
Finally, eco-reluctant startups deal with environmental issues only when external 
requirements (e.g regulations or specific demands of customers) force them to do so. 
These startups deal with questions of ecological conservation when they realize that they 
have a problem, such as when they are engaged into conflict with environmental 
authorities. Environmentally friendly initiatives here are mostly used as risk management 
activities (Freimann et al., 2010). However, the typology of Freimann et al. (2010) is 
considered limited as only one of the groups involves startups with green products and 
services, while the other two categories focus either on environmental management or 
have no environmental focus at all (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Considering that the 
available environmental ventures´ typologies (Isaak, 1998; Hockerts & Wüstenhagen, 
2010; Freimann et al., 2010) present some limits, it is important to take in consideration 
the typologies of environmental entrepreneurs previously presented. Those typologies are 
the ones that focus on core business in a market context, impact and level of profit 
orientation (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Therefore, the typologies of Linnanen (2002), 
Schaltegger (2002) and Walley and Taylor (2004), are those that by complementing each 
other, come closer to describe the broader variety of sustainable entrepreneurship 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015). These typologies describe different kinds of motivations 
driving the entrepreneurs, along with the market and societal impact their young firms 
have (Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  
 
For instance, taking into consideration the typology of Linnanen (2002), the self-employer 
develops ventures that do not aim for continuous growth, but rather to a cash-flow level 
that is sufficient to guarantee a reasonable living standard (Linnanen, 2002). Moreover, 
these green entrepreneurs found companies as alternatives to the “dream of continuous 
growth” of conventional firms. They often criticize and despise the modern economic 
system that always assumes a continuous growth (Linnanen, 2002). A typical example 
would be ventures that advocate for nature-oriented business ideas (e.g. eco-tourism). In 
non-profit business, there is often a strong commitment to change existing business 
practices and consumer behaviour. Such strong commitment on values overtakes the 
desire for high-performance financial results. Here, an example is a sustainability think 
tank where a few experts come together to suggest actions and develop ideas around 
sustainability concepts (Linnanen, 2002). The opportunist instead, is typically an 
“ordinary” entrepreneur that expand into the environmental business to increase their 
profits (Linnanen, 2002). The ventures they generate are driven by pure economic 
considerations and are often involved in environmental technologies such as pollution´s 
filters, which provide the most straightforward promise for economies of scale (Linnanen, 
2002). Finally, the successful idealist, being the one that is able to build a dynamic 
balance between “making money” and making the world a better place, generates 
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ventures that not only aim to have a positive environmental impact, but also create 
markets for green products/services (Linnanen, 2002). With positive feedback from 
customers and other stakeholders, they gain momentum for positive business results 
(Linnanen, 2002).  
 
In the typology of Schaltegger (2002), the differences lie mostly on the market effect and 
goals of the firms. Alternative actors develop organizations that are characterized by 
alternative economic modes such as non-monetary swapping. They act in an alternative 
scene, with no market goals and a turnover that is supposed to secure personal living 
(Schaltegger, 2002). The bioneers give origin to companies that operate in eco-niches. 
Here there is an emphasis on research and development activities and the aim is to find 
customers with high interest for their inventions and innovations (Schaltegger, 2002). 
Finally, the ecopreneur aim to enter the mass market with their green product/services. 
Their ventures aim for growth and appropriation of a large and growing market share in 
mass markets (Schaltegger, 2002).  
 
Taking in consideration the typology of Taylor and Walley (2004), for instance, the 
innovative opportunistic develop companies that pursue a green niche or opportunity that 
has been identified in the market. On the other hand, the visionary champion´s startup is 
developed to change the world, operating at the leading edge and envisioning a 
sustainable future that incorporates structural change (Taylor & Walley, 2004). Those 
startups are founded on the principle of sustainability (Taylor & Walley, 2004). The 
ethical mavericks set up their alternative ventures not with the vision of changing the 
world through mainstream operations, but rather operate “on the fringes of society” 
(Taylor & Walley, 2004, p.64). Consequently, these startups will not target a large market 
share, but rather an alternative niche. Finally, the accidental enviropreneur identifies a 
green opportunity mostly because of some personal experience and the fact that it is green 
is irrelevant to them (Taylor & Walley, 2004). Therefore, they create ventures that are 
“accidentally green”, driven by an economic orientation (Taylor & Walley, 2004). 
Clearly, those three typologies complement and even overlap each other. They are helpful 
in considering motivations, societal impact, and level of profitability of green ventures. 
However, none of those focuses on startups or financial challenges specifically (Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). Therefore, we present the most elaborated and recent typology 
developed by Bergset and Fichter (2015) which builds on the already existing ones and 
addresses issues and challenges related to green startups and financing. 
 
2.4.2 The latest Typology of Green Startups 
 
When trying to assess issues relevant in explaining the characteristics and challenges of 
green startups, a range of issues arise. Focusing on the characteristics that allow for a 
distinction of different types of startups, Bergset and Fichter (2015) assign them to three 
overarching categories: products/services, entrepreneur-related characteristics and 
strategy-related characteristics. These categories are certainly interconnected, but such 
division helps us understand how sustainability-related and environmental issues have an 
impact on the factors that are decisive to investors: required return on the investment, 
required size of investment, risk level, expected return and time-horizon of investment 
(Emerson & Spitzer, 2007; McWade, 2012, cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
Accordingly, the product/service characteristics have an impact on the value proposition 
through impacting all these aspects. Furthermore, the entrepreneurial team and the 
strategy are also factors of crucial importance, since they provide an indicator for the 
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investor to assess whether the team is considered competent, as well as if they share the 
same goals and strategies with the investor, which is considered to be of utmost 
importance in early stages of investment deal (Breuer & Breuer, 2005, cited in Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). We decided to present this latest typology due to its correlation with the 
financial challenges of green startups. This aspect will allow us to compare our results 
with the framework proposed by Bergset and Fichter (2015) and understand whether 
those characteristics are a reliable indicator for investors. Therefore, the green startups´ 
product/service characteristics are presented below: 
 

- Product/service quality 
 Mass-market production often requires highly competitive prices and in turn the quality 
of the inputs is lowered. Low quality often translates into a more frequent disposal of 
products and, consequently, higher consumption of new items and resources (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). Moreover, low quality material can also result in health deterioration and 
toxic waste in landfills (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). One the other hand, environmentally 
friendly products/services, to reduce environmental impact avoid the use of toxic 
materials, making use of eco-designs and renewable materials and energy (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). Therefore, ensuring health safety. With such high product/service quality, 
also the frequent disposal of old products is reduced and becomes less likely (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). Further, leading sustainable companies to consider high quality as a 
competitive advantage in reputation that is difficult to imitate. (Petersen, 2003, cited in 
Bergset & Fichter, 2015), 
  

- Long-term focus 
The modern society characterized by globalization, IT and increased competition, caused 
an increase in the speed of the innovation cycle of products. In a similar manner product 
lifespan has decreased narrowing down the time to compensate investment in R&D 
(Baumol, 2010, cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). However, sustainable innovation aims 
to solve complex problems which in turn might require a long-term focus (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). In the case of innovative, sustainable products, and especially in the case 
of cleantech, the time to market is often longer when compared with more conventional 
products (Gaddy et al., 2017; Ghosh & Nanda 2010). Therefore, the costs may be 
comparatively higher even before any earnings have occurred (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). 
Furthermore, the current technical and market infrastructures may prove to not be suitable 
for as a sustainable solution, slowing down the diffusion of radical innovation (Rennings, 
2000 cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
  

- Need-orientation 
One could argue that the starting point for sustainable innovation is the fulfilment of 
actual and, largely already existing needs (Bergset & Fichter, 2015) such as the need for 
environmentally friendly innovations and for solutions for the poorer population segment. 
Many sustainable entrepreneurs devote themselves to seeking solutions to the “wicked” 
societal problems of the world while concerned about fulfilling the needs of the base-of-
the-pyramid (the largest and poorest socio-economic population group) as opposed to 
providing for the ever-increasing consumer demands in the industrial world (Pfriem, 
2011; Cohen and Winn, 2007; Fichter, 2005; Prahalad and Hammond, 2002, cited in 
Bergset & Fichter , 2015). Sustainable entrepreneurs are in some cases able to offer 
products at lower prices to poorer population segments and yet remain profitable by, for 
instance, focusing on aggregated purchasing power of communities or developing pay-
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per-use or sharing models (Prahalad and Hammond, 2002 cited in Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). Therefore, sustainable products/services are often need oriented. 
 
Furthermore, the entrepreneur-related characteristics are discussed under the sub 
themes with regard to degree of sustainability orientation, degree of guiding principles 
used, and level of business qualification. 
  

- Sustainability-related motivation 
As we have seen, sustainable entrepreneurs´ motivation can be composed by a mix of 
sustainability-related and profit-oriented (Linnanen, 2002; Schaltegger and Wagner, 
2011), but one of the two can also overtake the other one (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011). 
Sustainability-driven entrepreneurs often wish to challenge the legitimacy of 
conventional business and are therefore often seen as having the potential to create more 
radical innovation (York and Venkataraman, 2010). Further, altruistic tendencies might 
facilitate to a greater extend an entrepreneur’s recognition and creation of sustainable 
innovation (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011). Even though environmental entrepreneurs are 
often described as profit oriented when compared with social entrepreneurs, they also 
often have a sustainability orientation (Linnanen, 2004; Taylor & Walley, 2004). 
Therefore, the level of sustainability orientation can vary considerably from one 
entrepreneur to the other (Bergset & Fichter. 2015). A sustainability-related motivation 
in some cases opens up to a collaborative approach and open innovation (Pacheco et al., 
2010), which in turn may impact the levels of externalities as well as profits (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015) 
  

- The use of guiding sustainability principles 
While any consumption, from a conventional economic perspective is always desirable 
(Pfriem, 2011 cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015), sustainable business is associated to the 
guiding principles of efficiency, consistency, and sufficiency (Young and Tilley, 2006). 
Efficiency with regard to the use of resources can be achieved through reduction, reuse, 
and recycling (Cohen and Winn, 2007; Porter and Kramer, 2006; Horbach et al., 2000 
cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). On the other hand, consistency is linked to the 
environmental compatibility and recyclability of materials (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
Lastly, sufficiency is correlated to finding a suitable measure of consumption and signals 
“a conscious contribution by business towards more sustainable consumption patterns in 
society” (Fichter, 2005 cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015, p.129). All the above-mentioned 
guiding principles constitute a plausible source of inspiration for innovative business 
models and product-service-systems such as cradle-to-cradle, sharing, and so on (Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). 
  

- Business qualification of the entrepreneur/entrepreneurial team 
Business qualification is considered of utmost importance in both conventional 
entrepreneurship and sustainable entrepreneurship. Sustainable entrepreneurs/teams 
whose sustainability motives exceed those for earnings, may have thorough knowledge 
of social or environmental issues (Patzelt & Shepherd, 2011). Moreover, environmental 
entrepreneurs often tend to have a technical background and orientation and they might 
be highly qualified in their areas (Randjelovic et al., 2003). However, they may often lack 
business qualification (Randjelovic et al., 2003). One implication of this may be little 
attention paid with regard to business aspects such as marketing strategy and financial 
data in business plans and investment proposals (Randjelovic et al., 2003). 
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Finally, the strategy related characteristics taken in consideration by Bergset and Fichter 
(2015) are:  level of market-orientation, growth willingness and control and decision-
making rights. A description of each factor is presented below. 
 

- Level of market-orientation 
While many green startups effectively use market mechanisms to offer their sustainable 
products/services, others may lack market orientation but rather be principally against the 
structure of current economy and society (York and Venkataraman, 2010). Further, they 
may have and develop a very different organizational logic than conventional startups, 
engaging in alternative economic approaches that deviate from that of the market 
economy (Schaltegger, 2002). 
 

- Growth willingness 
Achieving growth, has been seen as a “must” for most conventional as well as sustainable 
businesses (Vinturella & Erickson, 2004, cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). However, 
even in conventional business, growth research reveals that small businesses may 
intentionally abstain from opportunities to grow (Wiklund et al., 2003 cited in Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). Therefore, a reassessment of such strategy is becoming apparent 
(Linnanen 2002). On the one hand, with regard to sustainable companies, such skepticism 
toward growth can be explained due to the fear of having to compromise on sustainability 
issues (Linnanen, 2002; Bergset, 2018) and on the quality of their products (Hockerts and 
Wüstenhagen, 2010) or diminishing product exclusivity (Petersen, 2003, cited in Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). Moreover, increasing demand for local products can favor small, locally 
based companies close to the market (York and Venkataraman, 2010). On the other hand, 
some green businesses embrace growth as a strategy for sustainable growth (Bergset, 
2018). With growth, sustainable champions can increase their influence on the market 
and force others to move toward sustainable practices (Taylor & Walley, 2004). 
  

- Control and decision-making rights. 
Sustainable entrepreneurs whose motives derive by their desire to contribute to 
sustainability may be wary of sharing decision-making powers with external actors due 
to a fear of “mission drift” from sustainability focus and goals to economic goals (Bergset, 
2015). On the other hand, cooperative company forms are described as particularly 
sustainable because of “their ability to integrate a large range of opinions and decision-
makers” (Ridley-Duff, 2009, cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
  
All things considered, not only do these categories cover the most important aspects of 
young companies, they are also the ones that are of central importance to investors 
deciding whether to invest or not in such companies (Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). 
Product/service, entrepreneur/team and strategy characteristics are interconnected and 
distinguishing the characteristics along these lines enables an analysis of the concrete 
factors that influence the decision-making process of investors (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
From those key characteristics and depending on the various levels at which they appear 
in green startups, five types of green startups emerge: the alternative start-up, the 
visionary start-up, the inventive start-up, the ecopreneurial start-up and the 
unintentionally green start-up. 
 
The alternative start-up is characterised by an entrepreneur/team that is motivated by 
making a contribution to sustainability or avoid the mistakes of large corporations. the 
self-employer and the non-profit business (Linnanen, 2002), the ethical maverick (Taylor 
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& Walley, 2004) and the alternative actor (Schaltegger, 2002) can be found in these 
startups. They often come from social or environmental movements and do not possess 
formal business education or experience. Driven by the desire of reducing their own 
negative impact they apply the principles of consistency and sufficiency while trying to 
satisfy actual needs to avoid rebound effects and reduce the usage of natural resources 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Often, they do not operate in the conventional market place, 
but will rather strive to create an independent local or regional economy through 
independence and closed-loop production and consumption. Therefore, the underlying 
company strategy is characterized by low or no growth and low or no profit. This kind of 
green startup is also seen as part of the “slow movement” trying to slow down the 
continuously increased pace of the modern economy (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). This type 
of ventures has an inclination toward open innovation and open source, aiming to generate 
positive externalities. Being characterised by small funding needs, higher perceived risk, 
long-time horizon and low profit levels, this category is unlikely to attract conventional 
investors (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). At the same time, these startups might be skeptical 
towards external funding due to their political beliefs, or for a wish to retain decision 
making power. Hence, they often seek funding through private networks and the local 
communities via crowdfunding. When they reach a stage in which income is reasonably 
stable, they might obtain loans from local banks (Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  
 
In the visionary start-up, the entrepreneur and the team have a strong desire to change the 
world and see business as the best means to achieve this goal (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
Here we can identify the visionary champion (Taylor & Walley, 2004), as well as the 
successful idealist (Linnanen, 2002). They often possess a business-related background 
and education, which leads them to have a global focus and target the mass market. Here 
growth is seen as a primary goal to contribute to the creation of a sustainable market 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015). However, they are not willing to yield control or compromise 
on their sustainability goals. Visionary startups present high levels of need orientation 
and cooperation with other actors as wells as high quality products or services are often 
part of their business model (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Those characteristics can imply 
lower level of return, unless the mass-market strategy is successful, longer time-horizon 
for investments, and a high level of risk. Therefore, conventional investors might be 
interested in funding the visionary start-up, especially in growth phases. Furthermore, any 
type of sustainability-oriented investors might be of interest for these startups (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). 
 
The inventive start-up is where we find the bioneers of Schaltegger (2002) whom are 
considered the most balanced between economic and sustainability orientation (Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). The entrepreneur and team in these startups are therefore “inventors” 
or scientists, with a high level of technical skills. Because of their technical education and 
inventor background, they often lack business education or experience (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). These startups are characterized by prime-quality and even exclusive 
goods or services, for which the targeted sustainability-oriented customers are willing to 
pay premium prices. Their business model is often based on high risk high-tech 
development (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Therefore, higher prices are required to cover 
above-market cost levels and increase returns (Schaltegger, 2002). Growth is not 
necessarily seen as a goal, unless these organizations aim to become an ecopreneurial 
startup and target the mass-market rather than a niche of sustainability-oriented customers 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  Due to their characteristics, inventive startups can have 
considerable capital needs and the potential to generate high profits. However, they might 
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face substantial difficulty in accessing money because of their small initial scale, high 
level of risks, and niche focus (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Therefore, even though they 
might be able to attract and convince certain conventional venture capital firms, inventive 
startups are likely to feel more comfortable and obtain funding from green venture capital 
firms or social banks (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
 
The ecopreneurial start-up is characterized by entrepreneurs that are primarily 
economically motivated and highly market oriented (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). In this 
category it is possible to identify the opportunist of Linnanen (2002), the ecopreneur of 
Schaltegger (2002), and the innovative opportunist of Taylor & Walley (2004). They 
identify scalable opportunities and try to achieve high levels of growth in a short period 
of time (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). These entrepreneurs often possess business education 
and experience and therefore, rely heavily on other people and larger networks to realize 
their idea (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Ecopreneurial startups can have a significant positive 
environmental impact through a high level of positive environmental externalities 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Because of their highly adapted market strategy, this category 
of startups is more likely to have a prevalence of trade-offs between different 
sustainability aspects or between environmental sustainability and economic 
sustainability (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). The high growth and high profitability potential 
of these green startups make them the most viable for venture capital investment and other 
conventional investors. Furthermore, even though ecopreneurial startups do not 
necessarily share the same mind-set of an investor, the “cultural clash” is considerably 
smaller than for other green startups (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
 
Finally, in the unintentionally green start-up it is possible to identify the accidental 
entrepreneur of Taylor and Walley (2004). They are often small business owners that are 
“accidentally” involved in a niche business activity that can be considered sustainable. 
The primary motivation is often economic, and the entrepreneurs are likely to have a 
business background through their education or business experience (Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). These green startups have an implicit contribution to sustainability that is 
observable in their high-quality products and long-term focus, that arises from the 
traditionalist values of the entrepreneur as influenced by his/her personal networks 
(Taylor & Walley, 2004). The entrepreneurs here may often not be aware of their 
contribution to sustainability and of the existence of positive environmental and social 
effects arising from their products or services (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). These ventures 
might not be perceived as high-risk investment, but they present a rather low level of 
returns. Therefore, these green startups are likely to seek more traditional financial 
sources such as loans from local banks (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
In conclusion, this typology appears to be the only one that creates a connection between 
the characteristics of green startups and their implications when it comes to seek financial 
resources. It therefore enables us to see the characteristics of green startups as potential 
barriers to venture capital investment and potentially understand which type of green 
startup is more likely to attract a larger number of venture capital investors.  
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2.5 Entrepreneurial Finance 
 
When launching a new venture, one should bear in mind that before committing 
significant time and resources, it is important to take the time and effort to first examine 
the feasibility of the idea. Thus, screen it as a possible venture opportunity, analyze the 
related competitive environment, develop a sound business model as well as prepare a 
convincing business plan. Then follows the second aspect of a successful entrepreneurial 
process which involves gathering the physical assets, intellectual property, human 
resources, and financial capital necessary to shift from opportunity to entrepreneurial 
venture. This is not always a run of the mill task. The venture should organize formally 
and legally. In the meanwhile, founders have the opportunity to build consensus for the 
new venture’s boundaries of authority and basic ethical framework (Leach & Melicher, 
2012, p.6). Last but not least, every startup needs “seed” financing and must have a 
strategy for acquiring it. Thus, the third piece of the entrepreneurial process consists of 
managing and building the venture’s operations. An effective business model must 
generate revenues to cover operating costs in the foreseeable future. A growing venture 
should be able to provide cash flows able to cover expected expansion and reinvestment 
of capital. To a greater extend additional rounds of financing might be proven necessary. 
Entrepreneurial finance is a research field that focuses on the access to funding for new 
and young firms (Bergset, 2018). Here instead, the investment options range depends on, 
the stage of the company development, size of investment, and characteristics of the 
company to name a few. Finance is characterized as a central aspect of entrepreneurial 
success (Schaper, 2002). Sufficient initial capital may provide startups with a buffer than 
enables them to overcome difficulties associated with low performance or liquidity issues 
in the early phases (Gimeno et al., 1997). Conversely, insufficient financing has been 
cited as the top reason for startups not surviving in early stages (Bergset, 2015). With 
regard to financing, the new venture sources could be categorized as “informal” and 
“formal”. The “informal” market is composed of two main segments: “love money”, 
which includes friends and family members of the founders; and business angels (Riding, 
2008). The latter are individuals who invest their own money and expertise in new 
ventures already at very early stages of development with small-medium capital intensity.  
The “formal” institutions such as banks and venture capital firms are characterized as the 
most prominent sources at later stages of financing and with regard to larger capital sums 
(Börner, 2005; Kollmann, 2005, in Bergset, 2015) 
 
2.5.1 Sources of Entrepreneurial Finance 
 
The problem of financial constraints has always existed in Small and Medium- sized 
Enterprises (SMEs), and VC, has been found as a solution that effectively promotes 
capital into those enterprises who need funds and also face financing predicament (Gu et 
al, 2017). Any start-up may indeed, initially, experience difficulty when looking for 
money due to its lack of collateral/revenues, unknown/inexistent credit history, and/or 
radical innovation with no market history or benchmark (Bergset, 2018). In addition, 
given the fact that these companies have neither the mortgage capacity nor the credit 
record, banks and other private lending institutions cannot determine the return and the 
risk on their loans, which makes it prohibitive for many financial institutions (Gu et al., 
2017). However, one of the most crucial factors for a venture is to choose the most 
appropriate source of financing. One way to identify the right source of capital is to look 
at the development stage at which the new venture is. The literature shows us that 
different investors generally operate at different development stages (see Fig. 1). For the 
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example, venture capital firms generally back companies at young or growing stages, 
while business angels are often involved at seed and young stages (Bocken, 2015). 
 

 
Figure 1 The role of sources of entrepreneurial finance in growing business (based on Bocken, 2015, p.648) 

Moreover, entrepreneurs often rely on the support given by business incubators which 
generally provide startups at very early stages, with equipment, facilities, secretarial 
services, mentoring and consulting, as well as access to the network of customers and 
suppliers. Generally, incubators support startups in securing funding through their 
network and expertise, and in some cases, they also provide financial support through 
grants and scholarships, especially when incubators are connected to university and 
governmental institutions. Therefore, favorable conditions are settled providing the 
opportunity for mentoring and participation in informative seminars and workshops, 
consulting services, guiding and educating young people, and possibly supporting their 
contact with potential investors. Furthermore, in the last decades, new sources of 
financing emerged such as crowdfunding and corporate venture capital. Crowdfunding 
often takes place on online platforms where anyone can financially support a company 
through relatively small amounts, in exchange for rewards (Calic & Mosakowski, 2016) 
or in countries that allow it, a stake of the company (Magnani, 2018). Corporate venture 
capital instead refers to equity investments made by large corporations in entrepreneurial 
startups that originated outside the corporation (Bocken, 2015). Universities and 
governments also represent a vital source of capital: they often provide grants and 
scholarships at very early stages, enabling entrepreneurs to develop their first prototypes 
and reach a stage of development at which they can access venture capital financing 
(Bocken, 2015). Finally, traditional financial institutions such as banks provide loans to 
companies, but traditionally they tend to be more risk averse and hence, are considered a 
source of finance for more mature stages of development (Bocken, 2015). For the purpose 
of this study we will focus on the providers of venture capital that invest in early and 
growing stages and more specifically venture capital firms and business angels. 
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2.5.2 Venture Capital 
 
Venture Capital (VC) is defined as a long-term investment of risk equity finance by 
professional investors in new ventures where the main reward is the eventual capital gain 
(Wright & Robbie, 1998). For the purpose of this study we use the term venture capitalists 
(VCs) to identify individuals that provide venture capital to ventures in general, including 
members of VC firms and Business Angels. Generally referred to as Equity financing, 
the type of financing is available through a person or group of investors that pool capital. 
Venture Capital is an important resource for financing new firms, professionally 
organized and managed  and it could be described as a type of limited partnership that 
seek to invest in young business characterized by high risk and high growth potential. A 
key difference between VC and other forms of finance (e.g. loans) is that venture 
capitalists (VCs) tend to invest in innovative businesses with a substantial technology risk 
(Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Historically VCs have been most comfortable investing in less 
capital-intensive sectors that can promise high returns in a time frame of 3 to 5 years 
(Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). The sectors that have been traditionally backed by VC are the 
IT, software and biotechnology (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Another distinctive 
characteristic of VCs is that they often provide financial capital and take an active role in 
the firm decision-making process (Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). This is due to the fact 
that new ventures are often characterized by high levels of uncertainty and information 
asymmetries between insiders and outsiders (Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). Moreover, 
this aspect can play an important role in the development of the new ventures since 
venture capitalists can provide counseling and provide expertise needed for running the 
business (Bocken, 2015). That is also why most VCs specialize in specific sectors or 
specific firm´s development stages, so that they can develop specific knowledge and 
expertise (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). 
 
VC generally is the source of financing for ventures at early and growth stages (see Fig. 
1) when the risks involved are too high for other providers of funding (Bocken, 2015).   
The basic VC evaluating method from a financial perspective is to estimate the venture’s 
value by projecting only a terminal flow to investors at the exit event (Leach & Melicher, 
2012, p.364). But several other criteria are used to evaluate a venture to invest in and they 
will be described later on.  
  
Firms backed by venture capitalist find it difficult to meet their financing needs through 
traditional mechanisms (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). Entrepreneurs rarely have the capital 
to see their ideas to fruition and must rely on outside financiers. Meanwhile, those who 
control capital for instance, pension fund trustees and university overseers are unlikely to 
have the time or expertise to invest directly in young or restructuring firms. Some might 
think that entrepreneurs would turn to traditional financing sources, such as bank loans 
or the issuance of public stock, to meet their needs however this is not the case since 
given the fact that these companies have neither the mortgage capacity nor the credit 
record, banks and other private lending institutions cannot determine the return and the 
risk on their loans, which makes it prohibitive for many financial institutions (Gu et al., 
2017). Having no collateral/revenues, credit history and/or radical innovation with no 
market history or benchmark any startup have limited access to capital (Bergset, 2018). 
There are various reasons for startups’ limited access to capital and the main ones, 
according to Gompers and Lerner (1999), are presented below. Four critical factors have 
emerged from the difficulties and constraints faced in the early stage financing of new 
ventures, namely; uncertainty, asymmetric information, the nature of the firm assets, and 
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the conditions in the relevant financial and product markets (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). 
These four critical factors determine at any given time the financing options of a firm. 
However, as the firm evolves over time these factors change as well, which highlights the 
dynamic relation between those factors and financing potential. Nevertheless, this 
dynamic change approach is somewhat tricky since it is at the same time key source of 
competitive advantage but also a major cause of problem to the financial capital providers 
(Gompers & Lerner, 1999) 
  
Uncertainty determines the dispersion of potential outcomes and “is a measure of the 
array of the potential outcomes for a company or project” (Gompers & Lerner, 1999, 
p.127). The wider the dispersion of potential outcomes, the greater the uncertainty. 
Additionally, young and restructuring firms are by their nature related to high uncertainty 
levels. Uncertainty can be found in whether or not a product/service will succeed but it is 
also embedded in the reaction of the rival firms’ behalf. This uncertainty affects the 
willingness of investors to contribute capital, suppliers to extend credit horizons as 
uncertainty results in inability to predict with confidence the firm’s future. Managers and 
entrepreneurs take position towards uncertainty. However, if managers are risk averse by 
the means that are reluctant to indulge into risk might affect their decision judgment 
towards right decisions. Conversely if entrepreneurs are over optimistic investors might 
react by limiting their actions. The main cause of uncertainty is the existence of time that 
affect the flow of information and therefore investors doubt which is the best moment to 
contribute capital for instance provide all the capital initially or stage the investment 
through time (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). 
  
Asymmetric information differs from uncertainty. Asymmetry of information is 
embedded in the fact that the entrepreneur through his day to day involvement with the 
firm knows more about the company’s prospects than the investors, suppliers and 
strategic partners (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). Where asymmetric information prevails the 
outset, various problems occur such as entrepreneurs exploiting their advantageous 
informative position while investors are unable to distinguish the competent from the 
incompetent entrepreneurs. 
  
With regard to a firm’s nature of assets, some firms are more favorable than others. For 
instance, firms that have tangible assets such as; machines, buildings, land or physical 
inventory might find financing easier or obtain it in more favorable terms. However, when 
the most important assets are intangible, such as trade secrets, raising external financing 
from traditional sources may be more challenging compared to providing physical aspects 
(Gompers & Lerner, 1999). 
  
Also, market conditions play an important role in determining the access of firms to 
financing with regard to both capital and product markets (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). 
Thus, the supply of capital as well as the price at which capital is available may vary 
significantly. Changes might occur as response to regulatory edicts or shifts in investor’s 
perception of future profitability. In a similar sense, the nature of product markets may 
vary significantly too, either due to shifts in the intensity of competition forces with rivals 
or in the nature of the customer base (Gompers & Lerner, 1999). 
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2.5.3 Venture Capital Firms 
 
Venture Capital Firms (VCFs) are the primary source of private equity VC (Marcus et 
al.,2013). In order to understand the functioning of VCFs it is important to understand the 
whole venture capital cycle. The cycle starts by raising money from different groups such 
as pension funds, insurance companies, university endowments, private companies and 
individuals who are limited partners (LP) in the found (see Fig. 2) (Marcus et al., 2013). 
  

 
Figure 2 The typical organization of private equity venture capital (based on Marcus et al., 2013, p.33) 

The VCFs function as general partner in the investment funds that they create (Petkova 
et al., 2014). Those funds generally have a 10-years life span between raising money and 
exiting from the investments (Marcus et al., 2013). During the life span of the fund the 
VCF will make investments in several companies in order to reduce the risk of total loss 
of their investment through diversification (Leach & Melicher, 2012, p.25). VCFs 
generally participate in the companies through an increase in their share capital (Sahlman, 
1990). The participation of a venture capital company in the share capital of companies 
can be done in many ways. The main instruments that a venture capital company can use 
to participate in the share capital of companies are: ordinary shares; preference shares 
with voting rights or usually no voting rights; preference shares convertible to common 
securities with different values calculated on the company's performance in regard to 
specific predefined business objectives; preferred or not shares that are necessarily 
acquired within a certain period of time, at a predetermined value, from other 
shareholders, those with a fixed dividend with a right to profit and cumulative preference 
fixed dividend (interest) even in case of lack of profit or fee loan convertible into shares 
or even common loan always in combination with equity participation (Sahlman, 
1990).Together with the financial resources VCFs also provide monitoring and value 
added to the firms they back. Then the process continues as the venture capital firm exists 
successful deals and returns capital gains to its investors and finally in renews itself by 
raising additional funds (Gompers and Lerner, 2001). Therefore, the role of VCF is to 
find promising startups, help their development and look for exit opportunities through 
acquisition by another company or an initial public offering (IPO) on a stock exchange 
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(Marcus et al., 2013). Often, the IPO is the most typical and profitable way for a VCF to 
exit an investment opportunity (Gompers & Lerner, 2001). Furthermore, VCFs normally 
provide funding to entrepreneurs in the interval between idea vetting and pre-commercial 
testing, and establishment of commercial viability (see Fig. 3) (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). 
 

 
Figure 3 Stage of investments and source of entrepreneurial finance (based on Ghosh & Nanda (2010, p.6) 

This is one of the most challenging stages for new ventures and VCs in filling this gap, 
take on a great risk that other sources of funding are not willing to take (Marcus et al., 
2013). Moreover, to reduce the risk of the investments, VCF attach great importance to 
evaluating and staffing the company's management and providing assistance in their 
business planning (Bocken, 2015). VCFs that provide greater assistance to the listed 
companies, give more importance to seeking additional sources of finance, management 
staffing and consulting services relating to the design of the invested companies (Elango 
et al., 1995). 
 
Given the importance of VCFs in relation to the emergence of new ventures, they can 
have a strong influence on the entrepreneurial process. In the hitherto literature there have 
been presented three manifestations of VC which are believed to influence 
entrepreneurial process in various way. First, VCF plays the role of the capital support 
and thus provide solution to the well-known problem of financial constraint in startups.  
Especially for those operating in emerging industries ,who typically have the 
characteristics of small size, high risk, and large capital demand, and therefore high 
uncertainties with regards to their production and operations (Gu et al., 2017). The high 
risk involved in those ventures is often balanced by the ability of the startup to support a 
strong innovation orientation or high expected returns. Secondly, as it has been previously 
mentioned in this paper VCFs  provide alongside financial support, management 
experience. Once the firm in under the aegis of the VCF it could employ more personnel, 
increase fixed assets and engage in R&D support of new technologies or products (Gu et 
al., 2017). Additionally, with the completion of the contract investors will actively 
participate in the management process. These individuals are institutional practitioners 
professionally skilled in investment and management capabilities who are familiar with 
financial markets, intermediary service agencies etc. (Gu et al., 2017). In this way they 
increase the efficiency of the organization together with the probability of success by 
offering their own experience and social relationships. More specifically VCs will 
participate in the strategic management of the firm in order to help it achieve rapid growth 
the sooner time possible so as to achieve a successful exit strategy and obtain high 
financial returns (Gu et al., 2017). Among others VC provide financial and legal 
supervision, human resources support, strategic planning support, external social 
network, incentives and challenges for entrepreneurs and so on. In this way, the backing 
of a venture from the VCF entails that the enterprise can achieve cost reduction, learn 
from experts, and develop fully (Gu et al., 2017). Last but not least, the access to network 
constructs a friendly environment for nascent and potential entrepreneurs which literature 
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identifies as the “spillover effect”. The knowledge spillover theory  with regard to 
entrepreneurship suggest that entrepreneurs are actors that exploit opportunities that arise 
from new knowledge and ideas that have yet to be commercialized (Acs et al, 2009, cited 
in Demirel, 2017).Drawing on this theory Colombelli and Quatraro  (2017) combine 
spillovers of entrepreneurship with the literature on sustainable development and analyses 
how the properties of the regional stock contribute to the creation of green startups at a 
regional level (Demirel, 2017). Therefore, it derives that the involvement of VC in the 
development VC investment creates an opportunity for those who have a concept/idea 
but are short in money to engage in business and thus promotes the entrepreneurial 
process (Gu et al., 2017). In conclusion, the total effect of VC on entrepreneurship is 
positive: the capital support, management experience and spillover effects above 
mentioned, imply that entrepreneurs who are supported by venture capitalists will have a 
stronger willingness to engage in R&D activities, identify the market and further develop 
the company (Gu et al., 2017). 
 
The literature tends to consider VCFs as a homogeneous group but in reality, there is a  
considerable degree of  heterogeneity. As reported by Elango et al. (1995), who undertook 
a survey of 149 VCFs, the main differences are found in the life stage of the companies 
in which they invest; the level of assistance provided to the backed companies; the size 
of the fund managed by the VCFs; and geographical differences. Moreover, VCFs also 
tend to specialize in specific sectors, so that they can develop the specific knowledge and 
expertise required, which in turn enhances the chances of success for the backed startups 
(Cumming et al., 2016). Finally, it is important to understand that the limited partners of 
VC funds can have a relevant impact on the way in which VCFs operate (Ginsberg & 
Marcus, 2018). Traditionally limited partners of VCFs are pension funds, university 
endowments, insurance companies, private companies and individuals (Ginsberg & 
Marcus, 2018). Different categories of investors contribute to VC funds with various 
expectations. Depending on the motivations and expectations of the limited partners the 
investment managers can be affected in different ways (Ginsberg & Marcus, 2018). For 
the example, if the limited partners have an interest in exceptional returns in a relatively 
short period of time, the investment managers of the VCF will tend to invest in sectors 
and companies that can satisfy these expectations avoiding sectors that require a longer 
period of commitment before exiting. This differentiation can be especially true when 
comparing private investors with public entities that invest in VC funds. 
 
2.5.4 Business Angels 
 
Among the different sources of funding for startups we find a special category of 
investors, the so called “business angels” (BAs). Market data for both Europe and the US 
show that BAs have become major actors in the capital market industry, comparable to 
professional venture capitalists (Bonini et al., 2018; Go Beyond, 2015; EVCA, 2014). 
Even though they are widely recognized as critical actors in the entrepreneurial 
environment our understanding of BAs and their investments is still limited (Bonini et 
al., 2018). This is mostly due to a lack of a standard definition and data sources which 
makes it hard to compare findings and develop further our knowledge in this field 
(Argerich & Cruz-Cazares, 2017). Often the term “business angels” and “informal 
investors” have been used interchangeably and the term “informal venture capital”  has 
been widely used to include both BAs and other non-institutional sources of capital such 
as family and friends (White & Dumay, 2017). Moreover, when it comes to the very 
definition of business angel the debate is still open. One of the most used BAs definitions 
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is the one proposed by Mason and Harrison (2008, p. 309) which define a business angel 
as: 
 
“a high net worth individual, acting alone or in a formal or informal syndicate, who 
invests his or her own money directly in an unquoted business in which there is no family 
connection and who, after making the investment, generally takes an active involvement 
in the business, for example, as an advisor or member of the board of directors.” 
 
Argerich & Cruz-Cazares (2017) in their literature review identified ten business angels’ 
definitional issues and two main approaches that have been used, namely narrow and 
wide approach. Authors using a narrow approach tend to specify and narrow down the 
characteristics of business angels while the wide approach includes more open 
definitions. To make an example, Mason and Harrison (2008) define business angels as 
high net worth individuals narrowing down the individuals that are part of this category 
of investors. However, according to Argerich & Cruz-Cazares (2017) this type of 
distinction has several problems. First of all, there is no consensus on the barrier that 
defines when an individual is high net worth and how to account for differences across 
countries when it comes to cost of living. Moreover, it is difficult to support the fact that 
an individual with lower income should be considered differently then another when there 
are cases in which both operate in similar ways and even co-invest (Argerich & Cruz-
Cazares, 2017). Finally, there are investors that are not millionaires, they outnumber 
millionaires and there is no evidence that their practices are different and so they should 
not be considered as a different type of investor (Argerich & Cruz-Cazares, 2017). 
Considering only “high net-worth individuals” can lead to substantial bias and a great 
number of investors risk to be excluded from the research (Argerich & Cruz-Cazares, 
2017).  
 
That is why, for the purpose of this study we do not exclude individuals that are not “high 
net-worth”, while we agree with the other conditions set by the definition of Mason and 
Harrison (2008). Hence, BAs are individuals who directly invest their own money in 
unquoted businesses in which there is no family connection (Argerich & Cruz-Cazares, 
2017). After making the investment, BAs generally take an active involvement in the 
company through, for the example, mentoring, counseling and being member of the board 
of directors (Mason & Harrison, 2008). BAs are considered among the most appealing 
actors in the entrepreneurial ecosystem given their capability to fill the funding gap that 
startups often encounter at seed and early stages of development (Bonini et al., 2018). 
They often support entrepreneurs in very early phases and satisfy a certain size investment 
need (generally between €100000 and €300000) that venture capitalists do not typically 
consider interesting or profitable because of high costs of due diligence, contracting and 
monitoring related to very early stage businesses (Mason, 2009; Bonini et al., 2018). 
When comparing the investment process of venture capital firms and business angels is 
possible to observe that they are similar, they start from the first contact with the potential 
target company, passing through screening and evaluation activities, to arrive at a 
structured investment case formally recognized. But there are also some differences since 
the research shows that business angels give more weight to softer factors. One of the 
major differences is that BAs emphasize the importance of early activities of the 
investment process (Paul et al., 2007). The impression made by the entrepreneur at the 
first meetings with the angel is a key factor that can determine whether the investment 
process proceeds (Paul et al., 2007). Despite early research on screening and evaluation 
activities of VCFs has highlighted human capital as the most important decision criterion, 
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there is also evidence that market factors such as growth potential are considered equally 
or even more, important (Paul et al., 2007). There is no such evidence in the informal 
market where instead the impression and confidence in the entrepreneur has been found 
to be critical (Paul et al., 2007). Moreover, even though business angels are becoming 
more and more sophisticated, evidence shows that they tend to rely more on intuition, 
rather than on tools and valuation techniques to evaluate financial and accounting 
information (Paul et al., 2007). Another difference lies in the post-investment activities 
where the extent of the involvement in the management of the entrepreneur's business can 
vary between VCFs and BAs. VCFs tend to undertake key roles as members of the board 
and financial advisers, while BAs typically expect to take a role that enables them to 
contribute both strategically and operationally by having an ongoing interaction with the 
entrepreneurs (Paul et al., 2007).  
 
In conclusion, it is important to acknowledge one of the major trends seen in the last two 
decades: the emergence of structured and unstructured associations of BAs (Bonini et al., 
2018). Those associations range from loose networks of individual investors to formal 
angel syndicates, but the two forms that emerged more prominently are Business Angel 
Networks and Angel Groups (Bonini et al., 2018). The main objectives of those networks 
range from share presentation pitches from potential entrepreneurs in order to increase 
the deal flow, to perform due-diligence work on potential investment opportunities jointly 
leading to a reduction in transaction costs (Bonini et al., 2018). In simple words those 
networks enable BAs to share information in regard to investment opportunities as well 
as the screening and monitoring effort. Furthermore, BANs offer opportunities for co-
investing, enabling the single investors to reduce the risk, diversificate their portfolio by 
investing small amounts in more ventures and still play an active role in the target 
companies (Bonini et al., 2018). The number of such associations is growing as well as 
their importance in the venture capital industry. It appears that BAs are undergoing a 
formalization process in which they organize themselves under unified institutions and 
operate in ways that are more similar to those of VCFs. However, the research on the 
topic is scarce and further development is needed but given that their impact on the BAs 
investment process has been proven it is important to recognize their relevance.  
 
2.5.5 Traditional Venture Capital Evaluation Criteria 
  
The ways and modes in which new ventures are evaluated by investors, is critical in 
entrepreneurial financing. Research into the aspects that VCs account for in order to 
decide whether to invest in a new venture or not have occupied significant attention in 
academia so far mainly for three reasons. Firstly, gaining knowledge in the evaluation 
criteria helps those seeking funds to judge their own venture project as well as to avoid 
potential flaws when formulating their proposals. Secondly, such findings provide 
members of VC community with an aggregated view of the criteria in use alongside 
empirical basis that enables them to compare their own judgment to that of their peers 
(Franke et al., 2008). According to the finance literature (Brealey et al. 2007), the 
valuation process of the firm is complex because of the variety of factors that come into 
play. It involves more than pure financial considerations of balance sheets, income 
statements and the financial forecasts and recognize and take account for the influence of 
other factors like industry characteristics, such as intensity of rivalry, entry and exit 
barriers, and firm characteristics, such as its development stage and competitiveness 
(Miloud et al., 2012). However, challenges emerge since such variables are rather 
qualitative than quantitative in nature. 
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 Finance Theory suggests that investment decision is done using a discounted cash flow 
(DCF) or net present value (NPV) analysis with a cost of capital based on systematic risk 
of the opportunity (Gompers, 2016a). However, Gompers et al. (2016b) that private 
equity investors rely primarily on internal rates of return while they infrequently use NPV 
methods. At the same time 9% of the VCs and the 17% of early-stage investors reported 
not to use any financial metric, while especially the early-stage, IT and smaller VCs, 
admit to often making decisions based on gut feeling (Gompers, 2016a). 
  
Therefore, in order for one to gain acumen with regard to these elements of valuation is 
needed to turn to other than financial theories. Particularly important is the contribution 
from literature of Strategic management and Entrepreneurship as they provide knowledge 
regarding value creation from the scratch and firm performance. Focusing on startups 
valuation there are three different but complementing theories that stand out regarding 
firm’s performance valuation, namely: (i) industry organization economics, (ii) resource-
based view and (iii) network theory. Each of these investigate the performance of the 
venture from a different view-point. While financial methods rely on an estimated future 
cash flows, in startups valuation it is obviously more difficult to value a subject based on 
output (future cash flows), than pricing it based on inputs (entrepreneur, industry 
attractiveness, etc.). And may be a better alternative than “pure guess” (Miloud et al., 
2012). These theories provide an alternative path to start-up valuation based on strategic 
analysis rather than manipulation of “imaginary numbers”. On the one hand, industry 
organization traditionally focuses on the structure of the market in which firms compete 
and also highlights the importance of industrial structure in determining firm’s 
performance. On the other hand, the resource-based view conceptualizes the firm as a 
assortment of valuable resources, as well as stresses the importance of internal resources 
in predicting firm performance. Bridging the two ends of this spectrum, network theory 
accentuates how the external relationships of a firm channel resource flow and shape its 
strategies which in turn impact its performance (Miloud et al., 2012). By combining them 
all together, Miloud et al. (2012), developed an integrated framework to estimate the 
value of a startup. 
 
A fundamental similarity between industry organization economics and the resource-
based view is that both theories assume competition is the ultimate force that drives (or 
determines) firm performance and any factors – exogenous or endogenous – that impede 
the competitive forces that are positively related to firm performance (Miloud et al., 
2012). Industry organization theory takes an exogenous perspective by focusing on 
industry environment in which a firm competes. It identifies the structural conditions 
under which the competition is likely to be offset, and firms can expect to earn above-
normal return (Miloud et al., 2012). On the other hand, the resource-based view looks 
inside the ‘black box’ of firm and highlights the importance of firm-specific (and 
endogenous) resources. It identifies the characteristics of firm resources that are likely to 
be immune from competition (Miloud et al., 2012). 
 
Therefore, the results from Miloud et al. (2012) indicate that VCs start with a pipeline of 
hundreds of potential opportunities and arrow then down to a very limited number that 
will actually invest in. Kaplan and Stromberg (2004) found that VCs focus on the quality 
of management team, the market industry, competition, the product or technology and the 
business model in their investment decisions. However, previous empirical evidence 
suggests that VCs have different views on how to select investments (Gompers, 2016), 
but although the existing results in the hitherto literature are somewhat heterogeneous, it 
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seems that they can be collate into four major groups, namely evaluation criteria related 
to (1) product/service offering, (2) market industry, (3) the start-up team and (4) the 
financial returns (Franke et al., 2008). This observation is already mirrored in the findings 
of Tyebjee and Bruno (1981) one of the most cited works in the field .Another important 
notice is that VCs consistently ranked criteria related to the startup team among the top 
three (Franke et al., 2008), which is congruent with the pioneering study by Wells (1974). 
From the literature review conducted by Franke et al (2008) derived that VCs regard key 
characteristic of start-up teams related to Industry experience, leadership experience, 
managerial skills, and engineering/ technological skills, while after the completion of the 
pilot study they included also aspects such as: level of education, type of job experience 
(start-up vs large firm), age and mutual acquaintance within the team. Attempting to 
reveal the utility tradeoff between different team characteristics they concluded that 
preferable team are those in which all members have industry experience, their 
educational background is mixed (some engineering, some managements expertise), 
founders have known each other for a longer time professionally and all members are 
aged between 35-45 years. For the remaining characteristics they found that Industry 
experience, leadership experience and educational background are the most important, 
with the first two to be sufficient when only some team members possess it while, on an 
educational level ,heterogeneous teams are strongly preferred over those constituted by 
only engineers/managers. One can consider the following ceteris paribus comparison for 
a better understanding of the above mentioned. 
  
“A team whose members have known each other privately for a long time and are between 
35 and 45 years old received the same evaluation as a team whose members have a long-
standing professional acquaintance and who are all or some between 25 and 35 years of 
age .” (Franke et al., 2008, p. 478) 
 
In other words, the bonus of a superior team equals that of being acquainted for a long 
time through a professional relationship. Anyhow, some VCs focus more heavily on the 
management team (the jockey) while other emphasize more on the business: product, 
technology, and the business model (the horse) (Kaplan et al., 2009). Kaplan et al. (2009), 
examined the IPO prospectus of successful VC-backed companies and revealed that the 
horse (product, technology, or business model) is more stable in these companies than the 
jockey (i.e., management team). Nevertheless, management team has been ranked as the 
most important element driving selection decisions among VCs followed by business 
model, product, market and industry (Gompers et al., 2016a). Of particular interest were 
the findings regarding different industries, indicating that the team is more likely to be 
the most important factor for early stage investors and IT investors rather than late stage 
and healthcare investors. However, Shepherd et al (2003), drawing on cognitive theory 
suggest that experience of VCs has a significant influence on their decision making 
(Franke et al., 2008). Since the assessment of team quality plays a crucial role in VCs’ 
decision making, the evaluation of start-up teams may also be subject to experience 
effects. As the evaluation of human capital “has to do with making projections of future 
behaviors that human capital is likely to perform” (Smart, 1999) and human capital is one 
of the most important but difficult areas to assess in venture proposals (Kozmetsky et al., 
1985), novice and experienced VCs may differ in their evaluation of start-up teams. On 
the one hand, they find that novice and experienced VCs both see industry experience as 
the most important criterion. Additionally, both groups also rank the field of education 
among the top three criteria, and the type of prior professional experience as the least 
important criterion. On the other hand, however, novice and experienced VCs also 
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critically discordant in some of their preferences. The most striking difference is mutual 
acquaintance among team members, which is ranked among the top three criteria by 
experienced VCs, whereas novice VCs rank it in the second to last spot. Furthermore, 
additional evidence supports  that late stage funds are more similar to private equity funds 
by the means that they see valuations and business  models as highly important  factor for 
late stage investors. Larger funds and more successful firms forethought more about the 
valuation and product and less about the fit or ability to add values  (Gompers et al., 
2016). Arguably such findings are consistent with those disclosing that high quality VC 
firms are able to win deals without submitting term sheets at  a lower valuation (Hsu, 
2004).  
  
Knockaert et al (2010) defined 12 attributes based on which VCs make decisions on 
fictional business proposals. Those are presented in the figure (Fig. 4) according to 
Brusche’s (2016) categorization in three groups namely: human aspects, technological 
aspects and financial aspects. 
 

 
Figure 4 Categorization of Knockaert et al., (2010) attributes (based on Brusche, 2016, p.4) 

  
Such categorization is confirmed by (Zacharakis et al., 2007, Miloud et al., 2012, Baum 
and Silverman, 2004). However, Miloud et al. (2012) introduce network size as a variable 
that relates to outside relationships of the considered start-up while Baum and Silverman 
(2004) have previously tackle this issue as alliances that startups have with other firms 
or supply chain partners. Other information sources are identified as alliances among 
spin-offs and social ties (Baum  and  Silverman,  2004,  Miloud  et  al.,  2012),  the  
familiarity  of  the  venture  capitalists  with  the industry who acquire their knowledge in 
an absorptive manner (De Clerq and Dimov, 2008), venture capitalists networks of 
informants (Fiet, 1995) and conceivably lawyers and advisors that are identified to be 
under-researched (Lehtonen & Lahti, 2009).  
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While the study by  Franke et al (2008) provide us with an aggregated overview of prior  
research into the criteria VC employ when assessing venture proposals,  in the recent past  
Gompers and colleagues (2016a) conducted a survey including 885 institutional VCs at 
681 firms and they asked them to rank important items in order of importance  to learn 
how they make decisions. Their findings indicate that management team is consistently 
the most important factor VCs take into consideration, followed by business model, 
product, market, industry, ability to add value and fit . While, regarding the important 
qualities in a management team, ability, industry experience, passion, entrepreneurial 
experience and teamwork filled out the ranking. Additionally, when they asked VCs 
whether they set valuations using investment amount and target ownership, only half of 
the respondents confirmed using this decision rule, with the early stages VCs to be more 
likely to set the valuation according to investment amount and target ownership (Gompers 
et al., 2016a). This result is compatible with the idea that early staged companies having 
little information and high uncertainty that leads VCs to simplify their valuation analysis 
while late-stage VCs have more information and could probably use more sophisticated 
methods to reach the implied valuation (Gompers et al., 2016a). Last but not least, when 
VCs were asked  to identify the most important drivers of both their successful and failed 
investments, respectively, evidence demonstrate that for both success and failure, the 
team is by far the most important factor. Therefore, recalling the earlier discussion of 
horse vs jockey, jockey is of utmost importance in the minds of VCs with regard to the 
success or failure of the new venture and of particular importance for early stage and IT 
VCs (Gompers et al., 2016a). Luck, timing, own contribution and technology were the 
factors that were mentioned among others (Gompers et al., 2016a).  
 
In Appendix 3 one can find the results of our literature review with regard to those factors 
or evaluation criteria that affect the conventional venture capital investment decision 
making. In the first row, the main factors taken in consideration by conventional VCs are 
presented, while in the first column, the different authors analysed are shown. 
Furthermore, for every author we have colored in grey the corresponding cell, for the 
criterion or factor that has been identified as relevant to the conventional VCs´ decision-
making process. When a cell is grey but does not present further details. the author 
referred to the criterion exactly as mentioned in the first row. While additional comments 
are added when more specific criterion have been identified. On the other hand, a white 
cell means that the author in that row did not tackle that specific criterion or factor. 
Finally, additional notes can be found where needed to help the reader navigate through 
the table. 
 
2.6 Green Venture Capital 
 
Until recently, investing in environmental enterprises has been considered by many VCs 
as a high-risk, low-return proposition – not a very attractive investing profile (Steen and 
Frankel 2003). In the 90s the image of environmental venture in the VC community 
suffered from an apparent focus on “end-of-pipe” technologies (methods and 
technologies that treat, reduce or otherwise remove emissions of pollutants after they have 
formed, using add-on measures) whose markets were largely regulation-driven and 
fragmented. However, recently the intersection of environmental technologies and 
venture capitalists has seen a dramatic shift. Environmental technologies have been 
promoted as “the next wave of industrial innovation” (Parker and O’Rourke 2006) and in 
the last decades there has been an increased number of venture capital investors interested 
in entrepreneurial activities that present different aspects of sustainability (Randjelovic et 
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al., 2003; Bocken, 2015; Bergset, 2018). A rather early study on the emergence of green 
venture capital (VC) is presented by Randjelovic et al. (2003), which define green VC as 
“a high-risk financial capital provision for eco-innovative ventures, which offers the 
potential for financial returns, as well as contributing to sustainable development” (p. 
241). There is a growing number of venture capitalists (VCs) that are concerned with 
sustainability issues and so invest in green and social ventures (Bocken, 2015). Those 
investors are often concerned with the “triple bottom line” and so, take in consideration 
financial aspects as well as environmental and social ones (Bergset, 2018). This implies 
that sustainable venture capitalists have the difficult task to identify ventures that have 
the potential to generate economic returns while creating positive environmental and 
social impacts (Bocken, 2015). Because of this characteristic Bocken (2015) defines this 
typology of investors as “pragmatic idealists” which are driven by both financial motives 
as well as idealistic motives related to sustainability. Therefore, nowadays there are 
several actors that operate in the green venture capital industry with green funds being 
raised specifically for investment in green startups (Bocken, 2015). What appears clearly 
from the available literature on the topic is that these investors take in consideration 
potential financial gain, but also the positive impact that their investments can have on 
the environment (Randjelovic et al., 2003; Bocken, 2015; Bergset, 2018). 
 
2.6.1 Differences with the Mainstream Venture Capital 
 
Green VCs operate in similar ways if compared to mainstream VC but there are also some 
important differences (Randjelovic et al., 2003). Startups in emerging sectors such as the 
green sector, typically have the characteristics of small size, high risk, and large capital 
demand, and therefore have very large uncertainties in their production and operations 
(Gu et al, 2017). As any other high-technology industry, green technology is characterised 
by long development periods due to the newness of the market and complexity of the 
technologies (Criscuolo & Menon, 2015). Furthermore, green startups are prone to 
experience further and other challenges with regard to their financing due to their 
involvement in business activities in markets that generally underperform (Patzelt and 
Shepherd, 2011; Di Domenico et al., 2010; York and Venkataraman, 2010; Bergset, 
2015). Additionally, the attempted mobilization of resources occurs in institutional 
environments that are characterized as unsupportive and inadequate for sustainable 
innovation (Bergset, 2015). One of the main differences identified in the research is the 
duration of the investment. The process of radical sustainable innovation can take 
considerable time and effort (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010), which does not necessarily 
correspond with expectations of short investment horizons by venture capitalists 
(Randjelovic et al., 2003). Mainstream VC investments last between 2 to 3 years, while 
green VC investments have a longer duration of typically 3-5 years (Randjelovic et al., 
2003). Especially in the case of product-based green ventures, a longer product 
development process is required before achieving a market breakthrough (Randjelovic et 
al., 2003). Therefore, when comparing with the more traditional investment industries of 
VCs, such as IT and software, it is possible to observe that green ventures require higher 
amounts of capital and a longer duration of the investment (Cumming et al., 2016). 
Additionally, the potential conflict between short-term profits and a triple bottom line of 
economic, environmental, and social value creation may create difficulties in the 
relationship between investors and entrepreneurs and lead to a potential “mission-drift” 
of the company (Bergset, 2015). Another difference lies in the environmental 
prerogatives of those two groups of investors. Traditional VCs usually consider 
environmental issues in their investment decision process as a risk factor. Environmental 
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issues are seen as a potential liability to startups (Randjelovic et al., 2003). On the other 
hand, green VCs, consider the capacity of green innovation to add value to the company. 
In this way green VCs can potentially generate “double dividends” by creating both low 
environmental impacts and financial returns (Randjelovic et al., 2003). Moreover, green 
VCs take in consideration the environmental impact of the green ventures and the 
potential for the products and services developed to address sustainability issues (Bocken, 
2015). So, it is possible to affirm that green VCs consider the return on investment, 
together with the impact of the investment in terms of sustainability (Randjelovic et al., 
2003, Bergset, 2018). In conclusion, financing green startups may therefore substantially 
differ from financing other startups (Shepherd and Patzelt, 2011; Bergset, 2015). The next 
sections will analyse more in details the barriers to green investment both, in relation with 
the characteristics of green startups, as well as in relation to the context in which green 
startup operate. 
 
2.6.2 Firm-level Limits to Green Investment 
 
As we have seen, not only different types of sustainable entrepreneurs can be identified, 
but also diverse investor types can be distinguished (Wüstenhagen & Menichetti, 2012, 
cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). These types might differ both in terms of their attitude 
towards risk and return trade off but also regarding attitudes and exposures to 
sustainability (Mc Wade, 2012 cited in Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Several authors have 
investigated the main barriers to green startups´ funding (Linnanen, 2002; Randjelovic et 
al., 2003; Bocken, 2015; Bergset, 2018). Bergset and Fichter (2015) accounting for the 
different investor’s types attempted to explore the relevance of the different 
characteristics of green startups with regard to the possible impact on their access to 
finance. Those are presented in accordance with the categories presented previously in 
this paper, in order to allow the creation of bridges and links between the firm-level 
characteristics and their impact on financial access for green startups. 
 
The first group of firm-level characteristics analysed in term of impact on access to 
financial access is represented by product/service related characteristics: 
 

- Product/service quality 
As previously observed, green startups develop products/services that are have an 
inherent higher quality when compared with others, because of their use of alternative 
materials, renewable resources and eco-designs (Dangelico & Pontrandolfo, 2010). 
Which in turn leads to the products having a lower impact on the environment, reducing 
pollution, as well as ensuring health safety (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Investors may see 
high quality both as a challenge and opportunity. On the one hand high quality might 
connote a challenge if the investors target mass-market segments which often require low 
quality inputs in order to have lower and more competitive costs (Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). Furthermore, lower costs and large volumes can imply higher returns for investors. 
On the other hand, high quality of product/service might be perceived as an opportunity 
in the case where investors are interested in the environmental impact or target high-
quality niche markets (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
 

- Long-term focus 
Research on VC allege the need for longer investment periods with regard to green 
startups and that this to a greater extent could lead to a lack of interest from the behalf of 
VC funds (Linnanen 2002, Randjelovic et al. 2003). The ideal sectors for conventional 
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VCs are those that require relatively low levels of capital investments such as IT and 
software sectors (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). When it comes to green startups and especially 
in the case of  product-based green ventures and cleantech companies, they often require 
high capital intensity and a long-term perspective on returns (Bocken, 2015). Moreover, 
the traditional VCs´ target sectors have shorter sales cycles that generate commercial 
viability more quickly, enabling VCs to quickly grow their portfolio companies and exit 
their investment in a shorter period (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Hence, green ventures 
seeking for financing often compete with “quick win” formats such as software 
applications (Bocken, 2015). Green innovations often require longer times of 
development when compared to those sectors for several reasons. Especially in the case 
of cleantech ventures, product development requires longer period due to the newness of 
the technologies developed (Cumming et al., 2016). Moreover, green technologies are 
characterized by a higher technology risk when compared to the traditional startups in 
which VCs invest. Not only there is the risk related to the functioning and effectiveness 
of the technology, but also when the technology works at a prototype level, it is not clear 
if it will work at scale (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). So, the risk capital is not only needed for 
the early stages of the startup´s life, but also to demonstrate that the technology is scalable 
(Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). In turn, this means that the product development process will be 
longer and, consequently, such investments are often too capital intensive for VCs (Ghosh 
& Nanda, 2010). That is one of the reasons why a lot of cleantech startups may obtain 
funding at early stages, but then fail to obtain the necessary follow-on funding, even when 
the technology looked promising, enhancing the possibilities of failure for those startups 
(Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). On the other hand, it is important to keep in mind that green 
startups can operate also in sectors that are not as capital intensive as cleantech or high-
tech (e.g. developing a mobile application that helps users to increase their energy 
efficiency) and therefore might be of interest for conventional investors.  
  

- Need-orientation 
Investors might expect lower returns from those green companies that target the base-of-
the-pyramid and therefore perceive this need orientation as a challenge (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). Moreover, a strong need orientation might impact the time-horizon of the 
investment since “wicked” problems of society are hardly solved with a quick fix (Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). This could be the case for green startups that operate in developing 
countries. Notwithstanding, sustainability-oriented investors sometimes explicitly target 
those companies that focus on the base of the pyramid. through impact investing or 
microfinance institutions (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
 
The next group of characteristics presented in relation to impact on financial access is 
entrepreneur/team related characteristics: 
 

- Sustainability  related motivation 
A sustainability orientation (Randjelovic et al. 2003), ethical raison d’etre (Linnanen, 
2002), “green image” (Wüstenhagen & Teppo 2006) or business plan with information 
on sustainability impact (Randjelovic et al. 2003) has been argued to be able to cause a 
negative reaction from financial advisors and investors (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). On the 
one hand, green entrepreneurs that are driven by a strong sustainability motivation can be 
wary toward investors, due to their critical view of the current economic system 
(Linnanen, 2002). On the other hand, conventional investors tend to perceive a high level 
of sustainability related motivation as a higher risk and potential lack of business 
professionalism (Randjelovic et al., 2003; Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). Additionally, 
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motivation has been identified as having an impact on decision-making and therefore 
impacts also the level of profitability of the venture (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
Sustainable entrepreneurs may therefore experience challenges in finding conventional 
investors willing to invest. However, nowadays there are investors that share similar 
sustainability motivations and orientations (Bocken, 2015). Therefore, green venture 
capital firms and sustainability-oriented business angels might see entrepreneurs with a 
sustainability related motivation as an opportunity and a safer wager by the means of 
contributing positive in achieving their extra-financial goals (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
  

- Use of guiding sustainability principles 
On the one hand, efficiency and consistency can arguably lead to reduced financial needs 
as well as possibly increased returns, thus investors can perceive it as an opportunity 
(Bergset & Fichter, 2015). On the other hand, sufficiency may be seen as a challenge by 
most investors due to the fact that it should lead to reduced consumption (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015), hence it can be perceived as a less profitable investment. 
 

- Business qualification of the entrepreneur/entrepreneurial team 
According to Bergset (2018), a large number of sustainable entrepreneurs have a technical 
or engineering background and this often results in a lack of business skills in the 
company. Due to this reason green startups often present business plans that are more 
focused on the sustainability aspects of the company, and put less emphasis on financial 
planning (Bergset, 2018; Randjelovic et al., 2003). This leads to incomplete or 
inconsistent business concept, lack of essential data, such as expected revenues and too 
much irrelevant data (Randjelovic et al., 2003), leading to investors being skeptical or 
reluctant (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). “Bad” business plans are not unique to green 
entrepreneurs, they are a consistent problem in the VC industry. But when it comes to 
green ventures the main problem with the business plan is often too much emphasis on 
the sustainability issues and missing financial information (Bergset, 2018). On the other 
hand, a study from Mrkajic et al. (2017), found a positive correlation between the 
presence in the founders team of individuals with a technical education and the likelihood 
to get VC. This result is in contrast with most of the studies in the field where it is 
generally identified a need for business professionalization of green startups (Bergset, 
2018; Randjelovic et al., 2003). However, the research on traditional VCs´ evaluation 
criteria often underlines how heterogeneous teams are preferred (Franke et al., 2008) and 
therefore those results might be complementary rather than conflicting. In conclusion, a 
lack of business qualification may be perceived as a lack of professionalism or needed 
skills from the investor’s viewpoint leading them to be more reluctant and skeptical to 
invest (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Moreover, in relation with business qualification 
another factor considered important in the screening process of VCs is the prior business 
experience of the entrepreneur and the management team (Franke et al., 2008). In the case 
of green startups there is not much evidence about the role of prior experience in green 
ventures or green sector in the VCs investment decision process. Mrkajic et al. (2017) 
analysed the effect of specific previous experience of at least one member of the founder’s 
team on the likelihood to obtain VC funding. The results show that prior specific 
experience actually has a negative effect and that is probably due to the fact that serial 
entrepreneurs or individuals with prior experience have usually wider networks than new 
entrepreneurs, hence, they can rely on more external (e.g. banks) and internal (e.g. cash) 
sources to finance the venture (Mrkajic et al., 2017). 
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Finally, the last group of firm-level characteristics in relation to the investment decision 
is represented by the strategy related characteristics: 
 

- Level of market-orientation 
Green startups that lack a market-orientation and thus, operate with “alternative” 
economic approaches, are unlikely to attract the interest of most investors (Bergset & 
Fichter, 2015). A lack of market-orientation has an important effect on profitability and 
return on investment. Alternative actors often aim to the creation of a counter-culture to 
the conventional economy and therefore financial gains are not their main focus 
(Schaltegger, 2002). Therefore, the lower the level of market-orientation, the more the 
goals of entrepreneurs and traditional investors are misaligned. However, some informal 
investors who operate at a low–funding level such as individuals on crowdfunding 
platforms and microfinance institutions may be eager to funding such startups (Bergset 
& Fichter, 2015). 
 

- Level of growth 
Whether the level of growth is low or high will influence the level of profitability and the 
ability to repay investors (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). High growth green startups are often 
more “business-like” and therefore is easier to attract investors (Hockerts and 
Wüstenhagen 2010). Particularly equity finance has been noticed to be conductive 
regarding growth and efficiency, among others in the context of cooperative social 
enterprises (Ridley-Duff, 2009). Green VC firms will also expect high growth, while 
microfinance institutions or alternative banks will solely seek repayment of the debt 
(Bergset & Fichter 2015). 
  

- Control and decision-making rights 
Equity investment from external parties involves claims of control, oversight and 
participation of the equity investors in decision making (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Such 
involvement may cause a prioritization of financial aspects over sustainability-related 
ones in case of trade-off dilemma (Linnanen 2002). This aspect generates a fear for 
“mission drift” in the entrepreneur, who might not be willing to compromise on the 
sustainability goals and therefore be unwilling to give away control and decision-making 
rights to external parties (Linnanen, 2002; Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Therefore, startups 
headed by entrepreneurs and teams who are not willing to renounce to control and 
decision-making rights will have challenges in finding investors (Bergset & Fichter, 
2015). However, some sustainable entrepreneurs may seek investors who espouse similar 
perspectives/motivations, i.e. sustainability-oriented investors, also defined as 
“pragmatic idealists” because they are able to find a balance between pure idealist 
motives - e.g. making the world a better place - and pure financial motives (Bocken, 
2015). Therefore, green entrepreneurs might feel more comfortable in sharing control and 
decision-making rights with this kind of investor. As well as pragmatic idealists might 
want to work with sustainability-oriented entrepreneurs to ensure the accomplishment of 
their non-financial goals (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
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2.6.3 Market-level Limits to Green Investment 
 
The markets for green products range from completely new ones to existing traditional 
markets. Therefore, green startups can face challenges that are both related to the newness 
of the markets for their products, as well as related to the presence of strong established 
firms that present a static attitude toward changes in the industry (e.g. power utilities).  
 
Liability of Newness 
One of the main issues encountered by green ventures is the fact that the green sector is 
still argued to be in a nascent stage in terms of market acceptance and commercialization 
(Petkova et al., 2014). Emerging sectors are often related to ambiguity creating different 
opinions in the investors mind: some may envision great strategic opportunities while 
others might foresee fatal consequences (Mrkajic et al., 2017). So, when it comes to the 
evaluation criteria of green ventures there is often a lack of proven frameworks to evaluate 
them (Petkova et al., 2014). Moreover, there is a lack of a track record of successful green 
ventures which might increase the attractiveness of green as a VC´s investment sector 
(Petkova et al., 2014). This ambiguity around the green sector endangers the access to 
funding for green startups. VC firms are generally more prone to invest in emerging 
sectors when those are legitimized (Petkova et al., 2014). The main factors that contribute 
to the legitimation of a sector are the positive attention of media and the support of 
governments (Petkova et al., 2014). Considering those two factors the green sector has 
received increasing interest from the media due to the increased awareness about the need 
for those technologies (Gaddy et al., 2017). Moreover, several governments support green 
technologies with a vast array of policy tools such as subsidies and tax reductions (Bürer 
& Wüstenhagen, 2009). However, the strong influence of policies can have both negative 
and positive effects that will be discussed later. Moreover, in some cases green 
entrepreneurs need to create a new market for new products, but it can often prove to be 
difficult, especially when the demand for the new products is not yet clear or is not yet 
high enough to justify the new products (Linnanen, 2002). Taking for example the fresh-
water trade, which by logical deduction seems to be one of the markets of the future, it is 
possible to expect that the demand will rise and consequently making margins higher 
(Linnanen, 2002). Furthermore, at a certain threshold level, bulk fresh-water shipments 
might become profitable at global scale. However, it is very difficult to predict when the 
threshold level will be achieved (Linnanen, 2002). Finally, the newness of green sector, 
markets as well as products and services, contribute to the enhancement of the most 
critical aspect of the relationship between investors and entrepreneurs: informational 
asymmetries. Typically, entrepreneurs have better information about their ventures than 
the investors, but especially in situations where the product or service is new as well as 
the market itself (e.g. emissions trading), the informational asymmetries are likely to be 
enhanced (Bergset, 2018). Therefore, the newness of the green sector, markets and 
products can threaten the flow of investments in green startups. 
 
Policy Influences 
The presence of policies and regulations is generally positively related to the emergence 
of green ventures, but the fact that many green technologies rely on those instruments for 
their diffusion, can also represent a limit (Cumming et al., 2016). Especially in the case 
of clean technologies, the regulatory framework can have a positive effect, but stability 
is required: when regulations and policies are in constant evolution, investors can find it 
challenging to keep up with the changes (Cumming et al., 2016). Moreover, when the 
diffusion of a technology is strictly related with the presence of supportive policies, such 
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as the case of renewable energy technologies, investors might perceive those investments 
as riskier, because a change in policy can have disastrous consequences (Bürer & 
Wüstenhagen, 2009). Yet, the majority of the findings demonstrate that policy can have 
a positive effect on the investor's decision. Furthermore, the markets for green solutions 
are often characterized by rigid market structures with incumbents dominating the market 
(e.g. energy industry) so entrepreneurs have to work on their product/service and also 
advocate for and work on, enabling market conditions which allow them to enter and be 
successful in the market (Bergset, 2018). Therefore, green entrepreneurs often are 
required to be “political entrepreneurs” working to change laws, taxes, subsidies and other 
incentives (Dean & McMullen, 2007). This is often a long-term process which can delay 
the time of market entry, as well as increasing the time horizon for exit or payout for 
investors (Bergset, 2018). Whom in turn might be reluctant to invest in such startups.  
 
Exit Mechanisms 
Another key issue for green startups is that often the path to the VCs exit is not always 
clear (Gaddy et al., 2017). When taking in consideration cleantech companies, Initial 
Public Offerings (IPOs) are rare and the potential acquirers are often utilities and 
industrial corporations which tend to be more risk averse and value startups depending 
on profits rather than growth potential (Gaddy et al., 2017). In industries such as 
biotechnology, IT/networks and semiconductors where the capital intensity can also be 
high, VCs rely on established exit mechanisms: in the biotechnology industry for the 
example, the VC model has developed so that pharmaceutical firms acquire promising 
startups even before commercial viability is proven (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). This is a 
key part of the innovation ecosystem because investors believe that there is enough 
competition between pharmaceutical firms for the acquisition of startups with innovative 
solutions that will be acquired well before hitting the valley of death (Ghosh & Nanda, 
2010). For green technologies there is not yet an established exit mechanism where 
incumbents acquire innovative green startups and the consequence is that VCs perceive 
investments in green venture as riskier (Gaddy et al., 2017). With incumbent firms 
unwilling to buy innovative green startups at pre-commercial stages, the time to exit is 
much longer than the typical 3 to 5 years horizon that VCs target (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). 
Unless corporate behavior of incumbents will change to resemble that of other sectors, 
green startups will lack lucrative exit options and this will threaten the growth of 
investments in the green sector (Gaddy et al., 2017).  
 
2.7 Summary of the Theoretical Framework 
 
This chapter provides the theoretical framework for our research on the factors that 
influence the investment decision of VCs in regard to green startups. Furthermore, to 
enable an in-depth understanding of the issue we conducted a literature review in regard 
to the actors involved: environmental entrepreneurs and venture capitalists. Therefore, 
we start from the very definition of entrepreneurship according to the opportunity centric 
view, which sees entrepreneurship as the process of recognizing and exploiting 
opportunities (Shane & Venkataraman, 2000). Accordingly, we proceed by describing 
the environmentally relevant market failures from which economic opportunities arise. 
Consequently, we introduce the concept of sustainable development and the role that 
entrepreneurs can play in achieving it. Logically, we then present the concept of 
sustainable entrepreneurship in relation to opportunities arising from market failures. 
Furthermore, we connected the dots by analyzing environmental entrepreneurship as “the 
process of discovering, evaluating and exploiting opportunities that are present in 
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environmentally relevant market failures” (Dean & McMullen, 2010, p.58). The next step 
consists in the presentation of the characteristics of environmental or green entrepreneurs. 
Therefore, a literature review of the main typologies of green entrepreneurs was 
undertaken in order to understand the several types of these entrepreneurs. Different types 
of green entrepreneurs give origin to different green startups. Accordingly, we move on 
describing the characteristics of green startups and reviewing the literature on the existing 
typologies, concluding with the latest one. This latest typology puts together other 
complementary typologies emerged in the literature review and will later enable us to 
understand which characteristics of green startups can influence the investors´ decision. 
At this point, one can have a complete idea of environmental entrepreneurship that puts 
the base to later understand how the specific characteristics of green entrepreneurs and 
startups can influence the investor´s decisions. Therefore, we proceed in creating the same 
in-depth understanding of the other main actor in our study: venture capital. Given that 
this study takes place in the field of environmental entrepreneurship and entrepreneurial 
finance, we start by introducing the second field. Entrepreneurial finance is the research 
field that studies the access to funding for new firms (Bergset, 2018). Accordingly, we 
present the main sources of finance, focusing on venture capital and the two main 
providers of it: venture capital firms and business angels. This is fundamental to 
understand how VC works and the different perspectives of different actors. 
Consequently, we provide an in-depth literature review of the evaluation criteria 
traditionally used by venture capitalist in their investment decisions. Having a clear idea 
of the mechanisms that characterize the way in which VCs operate and evaluate startups, 
we move on to describe a new kind of venture capital. Accordingly, green venture capital 
is presented as the emergence of VCs that in their investments go beyond financial 
considerations and include sustainability concerns. Furthermore, we address the 
differences with conventional venture capital in order to give a complete understanding 
of how they differ. Then, we present these characteristics of green startups that can have 
an impact on the investors´ decision, by making use of the latest typology of green 
startups previously presented. Additionally, we also identify and describe, the limits to 
green investments that do not arise from characteristics of the startups, but rather from 
the surrounding context. In conclusion, this theoretical framework creates the base for 
this study by providing us with the tools necessary to understand the differences among 
green entrepreneurs and startups, the way in which VCs operate, the differences between 
conventional and green VCs and the main limits to green investments identified in the 
literature. 
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3 Methodology 
 
The following chapter concentrates on the research methodology, which guided the research 
throughout the process. First, the research philosophy is presented followed by the research 
design. According to the research design, empirical data collection process and analysis proceed. 
Finally, we argue research ethics when conducting this study as well as the overall  quality of 
research . 
 
According to Saunders and Lewis (2012) research onion is a framework used in explaining the 
different layers of a research process. For the purpose of our study the following figure has been 
constructed in order to represent the outline of the different levels that this study will touch upon. 
Each layer is presented and discussed in detail below. 
 

 
Figure : The layers of our research (based on Saunders et al., 2016, p. 124) 
 

3.1 Theoretical Methodology 

The theoretical methodology represents the exhaustive description of the theories, 
philosophy and judgements that provide the foundations for the study (Creswell, 2007). 
When undertaking a study, it is paramount that the researchers recognize and define the 
underlying values of their research. Special consideration needs to be given to the 
researchers´ view of reality, values, knowledge and their role in the research process. 
 
This study aims to analyse the complex phenomena of the investment decision-making 
process in relation to green startups. Considering that there are several types of investors 
the perceptions of this phenomena can vary widely. Venture capitalists can be influenced 
by their social interactions and human behavior is difficult to observe and analyse in 
concrete terms (Kothari, 2004). Therefore, the research approach should reflect the field 
of study of social science rather than that of the natural science. Interpretivism is a 
research philosophy that argue that human beings and social phenomena cannot be 
studied with the same approach used in the study of natural sciences (Saunders et al., 
2016, p.140). Considering that people with different backgrounds, operating in different 
contexts, at different times, generate different meanings, interpretivism is critical toward 
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the positivist attempt to discover universal laws that apply to everyone. The positivism 
approach, which implies the creation of universal knowledge, is too rigid to understand 
the complexity of the phenomena analysed in this research as well as the different 
perspectives that different individuals have. The aim of interpretivist research is to create 
new and deeper understanding of social worlds and contexts (Saunders et al., 2016). We 
believe that the interpretivist approach properly fits our study, since we aim at grasping 
the richness and differences between the experiences of different individuals, in our case 
venture capitalists, in order to have a more complete and rich understanding of the 
investment decision process in regard to green startups. 
 
3.1.1 Ontology 
 
Ontology represents the core of research and refers to assumptions about the nature of 
reality (Saunders et al., 2016). Such assumptions determine the views on concepts such 
reality or truth but also what research objects and phenomena are included in research 
and how those are approached. When conducting this study a relativist ontological 
approach has been assumed so that there are as many truths as facts, implying the 
dependency between perspective and observer (Saunders et al., 2016). In other words, 
there are many truths depending on the different perspectives that individual observers 
have on facts. Therefore, we interviewed individuals belonging to two different groups 
of VCs in order to gather different perspectives on the same issue. On the one hand, we 
interviewed green venture capitalists, managing investment funds that are specifically 
raised to support green ventures, to understand what their evaluation criteria are, the 
challenges and barriers for green startups investments that they directly experienced. On 
the other hand, we interviewed mainstream venture capitalists in order to understand what 
can attract them toward investing in green startups as well as what are the barriers to green 
investments that they perceive. Therefore, we assume that in this way we are able to grasp 
different truths depending on the perspective of the individual interviewed. The 
anticipated outcome of a relativist ontological approach is argued to be the generation of 
theory (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015), which we aim to achieve throughout this thesis by 
the identifications of patterns and common themes from the different contributions of the 
different venture capitalists. 
 
3.1.2 Epistemology 
 
Epistemology concerns assumptions about knowledge, more specifically with regard to 
how can we know what we say we know, or what is considered acceptable knowledge 
(Saunders et al., 2016). To a further extent it deals with the question of how knowledge 
can be communicated to others. While ontology speaks for the core of the research, 
epistemology builds on a path based on different methods and techniques which will lead 
the researcher through the vast pool of knowledge. When undertaking this study, we 
applied a social constructionist epistemology approach which implies that reality is 
created and that conventions are reality (Easterby-Smith et al., 2015). For the purpose of 
understanding what venture capitalists take in consideration when evaluating green 
startups, we base our data on interviews with active venture capitalists with experience in 
the evaluation and investment in green start-up, as well as conventional venture capitalists 
that do not focus specifically on green startup funding. We expect that each interviewer 
will provide information according to his/her perspective and thus construct a reality view 
from their own unique experience with investment challenges in green startups. Involving 
both, green venture capitalists and conventional ones is fundamental to understand the 
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different perspectives on green startups. Therefore, we aim to generate an understanding 
of the characteristics and factors that trigger or limit investment in green startups, by 
identifying patterns is our data according to individual perspectives and considerations. 
 
3.1.3 Axiology 
 
Axiology refers to the role of values and ethics within the research process, which 
incorporates questions about how we, as researchers, deal with our own values as well as 
with the values of the research participants (Saunders et al., 2016). As Heron (1996) 
argues, to demonstrate your axiological skill by being able to articulate your values as a 
basis for making judgements about what research you are conducting and also how you 
proceed in doing it. The act of choosing a research topic represents a value judgment of 
the authors per se, therefore it is not possible to be completely free from value judgements 
when undertaking a research (Saunders et al., 2016). This study was triggered by the 
willingness to understand the phenomenon of green startups from the venture capitalists´ 
perspective in order to identify the characteristics of green businesses that influence the 
investment decision. We believe that venture capitalists have the potential to boost the 
emergence of green startups and the latter have the potential to drive a shift of society 
toward a sustainable development. Furthermore, by choosing semi-structured interviews 
to collect our data, we place greatest importance on the knowledge we can extract from 
face-to-face interviews with experts and practitioners. We believe it is the most effective 
way to have a successful communication and capture all the different shades of an 
interviewee´s perspective. Therefore, in line with the subjectivity of ontology and 
epistemology, the axiological paradigm of this study implies that it is not possible to 
completely remove the researchers´ values and biases from research. This is also in line 
with the interpretivist approach (Saunders et al., 2016). Clearly, the researchers’ values 
can endanger the subjectivity of the study with more biases and influence, however it 
allows the researchers to capture the different shades of social information (Saunders et 
al., 2016). Enabling a more in-depth understanding of the phenomena under research. 
 
3.1.4 Research approach  
 
When investigating our research question to understand whether it has been previously 
investigated, we observed that the literature in regard to venture capitalists´ evaluation of 
green startups is relatively scarce. Most of the theory focuses on those characteristics of 
green startups that can create barriers to their financing, but not on the characteristics that 
attract investors. Therefore, since a deductive approach would require a well-established 
theory as foundation for the study and a verification of hypothesis based on the theory 
(Saunders et al., 2016), we understood that it could not fit our research. Furthermore, we 
came to the conclusion that this study will contribute with the creation of new knowledge 
in a relatively unexplored area of research and potentially, generate insights for future 
research. Taking these aspects into consideration, we follow an inductive research 
approach in this study. Following this approach, the focus is set on generating knowledge 
and formulate theory based on data, rather than some theory verification or falsification 
that a deductive method would have implied (Saunders et al., 2016). Moreover, given the 
shortage of research we raise the argument of the necessity of new theory creation based 
on gathered data, so that generalization can be achieved from the specific case (Saunders 
et al., 2016). Thus, an inductive approach is employed and it will be further reflected in 
the way in which theory is constructed: rather than testing existing theory based on the 
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collected data, we try to generate new theory based on the analysis and reflection on the 
data.  
 
After establishing the inductive approach as the most appropriate to investigate our 
research question, we also decided that a qualitative study based on interviews with 
practitioners would be suitable for this study. This association of inductive approach and 
qualitative research best suits our purpose of generating new knowledge. 
 
3.1.5 Methodological Choice 
 
In order to first study and understand in-depth the field of green entrepreneurship and to 
a later extend create new knowledge within the field of Entrepreneurship and Finance 
with regard to factors affecting evaluation of green startups, we have followed a 
qualitative methodological choice. Taking into consideration form the very inception of 
the research the novelty of the topic we  proceed in approaching it exploratively to better 
understand the nature of this phenomenon. An exploratory research strives for the 
generation of ideas or insights (Kent, 2007). For this reason, we employed qualitative 
research, which is characterized by its use of qualitative data, hence, information gathered 
in a non-numerical form, such as interviews transcripts or observation notes (Easterby-
Smith et al., 2015). The focus of qualitative studies is on word and text which enable 
researchers to obtain a detailed and thorough understanding of each situation observed 
(Bloomberg et al., 2014). Therefore, we decided to conduct semi-structured interviews 
with practitioners. This qualitative approach enabled us to focus on the individuals´ 
perceptions of the investigated topic. Moreover, the respondents have been actively 
selected  and their opinion as practitioners is highly important for us. A qualitative study 
enables the respondents to speak freely and answer the questions with their own words 
which is very different from filling a questionnaire where each answer is limited to the 
given choices. Therefore, since we aim to analyse in-depth the venture capitalists’ 
evaluation of green startups, a qualitative research design fits our research. In a 
quantitative study, the focus is on the researcher's interest to test theories through certain 
hypothesis (Saunders et al., 2016), while a qualitative approach focuses on the 
respondent´s perspective and enables him/her to fully answer the questions and contribute 
with what they believe is interesting and relevant to the topic. Furthermore,  interviews 
that enables us to ask follow-up questions to analyse more in detail the respondent´s 
answers. This is an important aspect when wanting to investigate an issue in-depth, 
aiming to understand all the different shades of it. Qualitative methods imply the 
possibility of discovering new aspects, variables and relationships which enable an actual 
understanding of complex processes. Some authors (e.g. Jack, 2010) argue that only 
qualitative methods can provide the knowledge necessary to build new theories. 
However, even though qualitative methods are developed to provide good validity and 
reliability (Bryman & Bell, 2005), they can have some limits. Especially when it comes 
to validity it is difficult for researchers to be completely sure that relatively few 
respondents (if compared with quantitative studies) provide a good and unbiased view of 
the reality. Besides, in-depth interviews necessitated the researchers framing the 
questions in relation to each participant and interpreting their answers, thus, the 
interviewer exercise hers/his own judgment in what to ask to collect participant-led 
accounts that are as rich as possible (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 138) With its focus on 
complexity, richness, multiple interpretations and meaning-making, interpretivism is 
explicitly subjectivist. An axiological implication of this is that interpretivists recognize 
that their interpretation of research materials and data, and thus their own values and 
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beliefs, play an important role in the research process. On the other hand, following an 
alternative philosophy, as a positivist one would also try to remain neutral and detached 
from the research and data in order to avoid influencing one’s findings (Crotty 1998 cited 
in Saunders et al., 2016). However, a qualitative research method allows us to collect and 
interpret experiences that would be otherwise difficult to measure or quantify (Saunders 
et al., 2016). The interpretivists, according to Grey (2013), deny the scientific view of 
organisations and maintain that organisational reality does not have an objective existence 
but is formed by the people and the organisation theory itself. The interpretivist paradigm 
views the social world as an emergent social process which is created by the individuals 
concerned. Social reality is little more than a network of assumptions and 
intersubjectively shared meanings (Uduma & Sylva, 2015). Therefore, considering that 
we aim to understand a complex phenomenon that has not been widely investigated, in 
order to contribute to the creation of new knowledge, we implement a qualitative research 
approach. 
 
3.1.6 Interpretative Analysis 

 
This study makes use of interpretative phenomenological analysis (IPA) when reviewing 
and scrutinizing the findings. IPA is a specific approach to qualitative research that seeks 
to understand social phenomena from a contextual, individual perspective ( Smith et al., 
2009. p.2, Larkin & Thompson, 2011, p.101). IPA approach is suitable for this study 
because it aims to offer insights into how a given person, in a given context, makes sense 
of a given phenomenon. For this study we asked venture capitalists including business 
angels and investment managers, to provide us insights on the green startups´ evaluation 
criteria as well as challenges and barriers for green investments. It is important to make 
a distinction here: we interviewed investment managers of a fund raised specifically to 
invest in green ventures to understand the evaluation criteria used by those actors; but we 
also interviewed a conventional venture capitalists, who does not focus on green startup 
investments, in order to understand what are the perceived barriers and challenges in 
relation to green startups. Therefore, the IPA approach enables us to understand how a 
given person - venture capitalist - in a given context - conventional VC or green VC - 
makes sense of a given phenomenon - green startup financing. IPA differs from other 
approaches because of its combination of interpretative, idiographic, and psychological 
components (Larkin & Thompson, 2012, p.101). A distinctive feature of this approach is 
the commitment to the production of a fine-grained interpretative account that is based in 
each participant´s unique lived experience (Cope, 2011). Therefore, IPA seeks to 
investigate how individuals make sense of their experiences and it requires detailed and 
reflective personal narratives from the respondent (Larkin & Thompson, 2012, p.101). 
For this reason, studies that implement the IPA approach as ours, take place with semi-
structured interviews (Smith et al., 2009). An important feature of the IPA approach is 
that it validates small, specifically chosen sample groups, such as the one in this study 
(Larkin & Thompson, 2012, p.104). For this research, purposive sampling was used as 
opposed to random sampling when selecting interviews. The basis for the evaluation of 
participants was diptych. Firstly, to choose those that were positioned to provide 
meaningful insight into the  topic at hand, and secondly to choose those that had a degree 
of common experience; basically, sort of a homogeneous sample. The chosen participants 
were selected either because they worked within a VCF that specifically invest in green 
startups or because they were venture capitalists operating in the more general setting of 
start-up funding. Thus, the relatively small-scale nature of an IPA study demonstrate how 
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a given phenomenon is interpreted and understood in a specific context, from a shared 
perspective. 
 
3.2 Researchers and Preconceptions 
 
As it has been previously discussed in the research philosophy, researchers affect the 
outcome of the research inevitably as result of  their implicit or explicit values. 
Additionally, IPA emphasizes on the context of the researchers and the study. 
Accordingly, the background the preconceptions of the researchers can be found  below 
in a  brief description in order to allow a truly and fully transparent communication as 
well as provide appropriate contextual information. 
 
Enrico Sabbi and Triantafyllia Karampini are both master’s students in the International 
Programme of Business Administration at Umea University in Sweden.  The first has a 
focus on Business Development while the latter in Finance. Both have an interest in 
sustainability and believe in the important role that entrepreneurs and venture capitalists 
can play in a shift toward a sustainable development. Arguably one of the primary ways 
in which the researchers impact the results of this study is through their values and 
experience acquired throughout  the course of education and working experience. In 
formulating the questions, all those factors came into play alongside the knowledge 
acquired throughout the literature review. It is reasonable to say that we might have 
overlooked certain variables in our research, and as a result such variables are unlikely to 
emerge in the finding unless particularly raised by the interviewees. In order to allow for 
this potential, the interviews had semi structured format and free-flowing approach. By 
doing so we hope for a greater degree of knowledge to be acquired, rather than seeking 
to simply confirm or deny any of the existing theories. 
 
Within the parameters of a qualitative study methodology we tried to stay as objective as 
possible. Although we accept the inevitable influence of our own values, knowledge and 
beliefs. We took our leap in this endeavor, evenhanded, receptive to new information 
even when it was not supported by existing paradigms and concepts. 
 
3.3 Practical Methodology 

This section will introduce the methods used in the field when undertaking this research. 
First the characteristics of the study sample are shown through the description of the 
sampling method and the sample size. Then the interview structure and procedure are 
presented. 
 
3.3.1 Sampling method 
 
According to Marshall (1996, p.524) there are three common sample strategies 
concerning qualitative studies. In gathering our data we used judgment sample approach, 
where the researcher actively selects the sample according to his/her beliefs for the 
sample that will best answer the targeted research question (Marshall, 1996). Therefore, 
we aimed to include in our study, both venture capitalists focusing specifically in green 
investments, as well as “conventional” venture capitalists. To clarify, in the notion of 
venture capitalists we included investment managers, fund managers as well CEOs of 
venture capital firms and also business angels, considering that the literature on 
environmental entrepreneurship argue that often business angels are more prone to invest 
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in this specific kind of ventures (Randjelovic et al., 2003). We chose to start by looking 
at the local venture capital market in Umea. Three main players were identified and 
contacted through email at first. The email included a brief presentation of ourselves and 
of the aim of the study. Moreover, we emphasized the fact that we equally valued the 
opinion of venture capitalists that do not specifically invest in green startups, since from 
their perspective we can understand what the perceived barriers to this kind of investment 
are. Among those three local players only a business angel part of a private firm where 
business angels come together to invest in startups at different growth phases, gave a 
positive response. It became immediately clear that “conventional” venture capitalists 
were not interested in our study, probably assuming that they could not contribute to it. 
Therefore, we decided to expand our search to a national level focusing on actors in the 
green venture capital industry. We identified a public venture capital firm that operates 
at a national level and, among other, manages a greentech fund with the aim to support 
sustainable startups. We contacted three investment managers of the green tech fund as 
well as the fund manager and obtained a positive response from all of them, except the 
fund manager who, however, gave us some brief information through an email. Using the 
snowball technique, we asked them if they could put us in contact with other venture 
capitalists who might be willing to participate. Qualitative research has practically 
applied more than one method of sampling, for instance by selecting a sample purposively 
which is followed by using the snowball technique to obtain further subjects (Bryman, 
2012).  Even though none of them provided us specific contacts, one respondent 
suggested to consult the members of Cleantech Scandinavia, a platform that promotes 
Nordic cleantech by linking investors and cleantech firms. Five venture capitalists were 
contacted among their members, but with no positive answers. At the same time, we 
continued sending emails to various venture capitalists, based on our internet researches 
as well as the Swedish Private Equity and Venture Capital Association´s members 
database. We sent a total of 30 emails equally divided among green and non-green actors. 
Seeing the absence of responses, we continued sending follow up emails, as well as trying 
to reach them through phone calls. However, our efforts were unsuccessful, and we 
received a total of five positive responses of which four accepted to participate in our 
research. We believe that the focus of our study on green ventures might have limited the 
responses because of limited interest in the topic and time available, as well as, because 
potential respondents might have perceived some limits in their contribution to the topic. 
Furthermore, considering the fact that this study took place in Sweden but in English 
language, it was important that the participant possessed an adequate level of English. 
This aspect was fundamental in order for the participants to fully understand the questions 
and adequately communicate their insights. We do not exclude that this fact might have 
also influenced the low rate of response. In conclusion, since our first contact we 
highlighted our intention to arrange face-to-face interviews whether physically or 
virtually through video communication software such as Skype. This was paramount for 
us given the implementation of the IPA approach. Finally, considering the tight schedule 
of venture capitalists in general, this might be another aspect that could be perceived as 
time consuming, and therefore, limit the response rate. 
 
3.3.2 Sample Size 
 
The sample size is determined by the number of respondents that is required in order for 
one to be able to draw conclusions from it for the population that is investigated. This 
becomes more apparent with the voice of Marshall (1996, p. 522) explaining that: “An 
appropriate sample size for a qualitative study is one that adequately answers the research 
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question”. If the information is rich in context then even a smaller sample can be proven 
very valuable (Patton, 2002 p.244). However, the optimal sample size is depending on 
what it is to be studied as well as the kind of research question that address it (Marshall, 
1996, p. 523). Furthermore, proponents of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis 
suggest that four interviewees are close to an ideal sample size, while anywhere between 
three and fifteen is acceptable (Pringle et al., 2011., p.22). This approach implements an 
idiographic focus that challenges the traditional and commonly assumed direct 
relationship between the number of participants and the perceived value of the study 
(Pringle et al., 2011, p.22). Therefore, even though any venture capitalist had the potential 
to participate in the study and contribute, we conducted four interviews: a business angel 
that operates in the “conventional” venture capital market, and three investment managers 
operating in the green venture capital industry. The imbalance between green venture 
capitalists and conventional ones can be considered a reflection of the actors that are 
interested in research on the topic and the ones that are not. Furthermore, this sample, 
together with the observations during the sampling process enable us to understand the 
different perspectives in the venture capital industry in regard to environmental 
entrepreneurship. In conclusion, we did not take in consideration sex or gender as a 
decisive factor in choosing the participants. 
 
3.3.3 Interview Structure 
 
This thesis aims to collect qualitative data in regard to the way in which VCs perceive 
and evaluate green startups. The research approach is accordingly based on a qualitative 
framework and the data are collected by making use of semi-structured interviews. The 
semi-structured interview style is a hybrid type of interview which lies between structured 
and in-debt interviews (Saunders et al., 2016). Semi-structured interviews allow the 
researchers to be more flexible. This means that some questions might be omitted in 
particular interviews, depending on the specific organizational context. Furthermore, also 
the order of the questions may change depending on the flow of the conversation 
(Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, we developed an interview guide based on the main 
themes that emerged in the theoretical framework and with key questions that needed to 
be covered. The interview-guide serves as a foundation that allows flexibility and 
creativity with the aim to ensure that each respondent’s story is fully told (Saunders et al., 
2016). As a starting point, we accounted for the categories of evaluation criteria and those 
characteristics of green startups that influence the investment´s decision making process 
that arose from the theoretical framework. However, we aimed at maintaining the format 
of the interview as open ended. So, instead of basing the questions on the characteristics 
and evaluation criteria, which could have influenced the respondent answers, we 
structured the interview guide according to the phases of the VC´s investment process, as 
well as the main issues fund in the environmental entrepreneurship literature. According 
Zikmund et al. (2013), the questions should be categorized into themes correspondingly 
to those found in  the research (Zikmund et al., 2013, p. 150). Following this logic, the 
investment phases as well as the main issues in environmental entrepreneurship were 
categorized and combined in themes.  
 
The questions derived from those themes had to be formulated in a language that allows 
the respondents to fully understand the questions and answer them without need for 
further explanations (Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, we aimed at a simplification of 
the questions, as well as a formulation that would reflect the open-end character of the 
interview, with the use of “how” questions. The interview guide starts with a presentation 
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of the ethical consideration under which the interview takes place and a brief presentation 
of ourselves in order to make the interviewee comfortable and set a conversational tone. 
Then, the purpose of the research was repeated in order to avoid any misunderstanding. 
At this point the interview guide proceeds according to the themes mentioned above and 
depending on the flow of the conversation. The last question aimed at asking further 
insights that we might have missed in order for the respondent to feel empowered and 
underlying one more time the value that their opinion has to us (Saunders et al., 2016). In 
line with the IPA approach, throughout the whole interview guide we aimed at asking 
practical questions that could reflect the direct experiences, personal perspectives and 
personal meanings of the respondents. When questions are linked to everyday situations 
the respondents are encouraged to reflect on their experiences and focus on the main 
topics of the research (Magnusson & Marecek, 2015). The interview guide is available in 
the appendix (Appendix 1) and when consulting it, one should keep in mind that it was 
not followed precisely, but rather used as a guideline for the themes that needed to be 
covered which could also be different depending on the context in which the VCs operate. 
 
3.3.4 Interview procedure 
 
We wanted to conduct face-to-face interviews in order to have the most complete view 
on the interview situation. In a face-to-face interview the researchers can observe and 
track non-verbal communication such as the tone of the voice, the movements of the eyes 
and body language (Knox & Burkard, 2009). Furthermore, having a direct visual contact 
reduces the social desirability bias, which is represented by a situation in which the 
respondent gives answers that are socially desirable, but most likely do not capture the 
reality of the phenomena investigated (Knox & Burkard, 2009). However, our 
respondents were all located in different and distant geographical areas, making it 
challenging for us to be present in person for each interview. Therefore, we made use of 
sophisticated video communication software through Internet such as Skype and 
FaceTime. Even though not physically present in the same location, those tools enabled 
us to have an effective and flawless face-to-face communication with the interviewees. 
The interviews took place between April 10th and 17th, with a duration of approximately 
60 minutes. Before the interviews the respondents were provided with a clear description 
of the purpose of the study, underlining the starting point of the study as well as the 
importance of their personal insights and perspectives. In this way they could have a 
better understanding of the data we aimed to collect. This factor is argued to improve the 
quality of the gathered data (Saunders et al., 2016). The purpose of the study was also 
presented again at the beginning of the interview in order to avoid misunderstandings. 
After requesting permission to the participants, the interviews were recorded using built-
in recording tools of the video communication software, as well as an external recorder. 
During the virtual meetings, the open-end questions of our interview guide were 
addressed. Each interview followed a different order depending on the flow of the 
conversation. Moreover, depending on the context in which the VC interviewed operates 
some questions were omitted or follow up questions were added in order to understand 
more in-depth the topics that emerged during the conversation. It was fundamental for us 
to give the interviewee the opportunity to talk about his/her experiences and perceptions 
regarding our topics of interest, without influencing or limiting their answers. Therefore, 
we made often use of “how” questions which have an open nature and enable the 
interviewees to freely answer based on their experience and perspective. Following the 
suggestion of Saunders et al. (2016) we maintained a neutral or slightly enthusiastic 
behavior in order to maintain a superior level of engagement and to promote a friendly 
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atmosphere. Furthermore, during the interviews, alternatively one researcher asked the 
questions, while the other annotated the main points and observations. After the 
interviews were conducted, a transcript of the recordings has been produced. The 
transcriptions were then used as basis for the analysis. Finally, to avoid 
misrepresentations the transcript was submitted to, and approved by the respondents. 
 
3.4 Literature review 
 
We developed the literature review of this study with several goals in mind. The first is 
creating a clearer and deeper understanding of the concepts (Bryman, 2016). The 
confusion around the topics of sustainability and “green” can be great, with the use of 
different terminologies to describe similar phenomena, therefore it is highly important for 
us to give a clear picture of the theories involved. Furthermore, the literature selected 
helps the contextualization of the research question as well as the identification of gaps 
in the extant research (Bryman, 2016). Finally, we selected the literature that contained 
the most prominent theories on the studied issue in order to extract and describe them 
(Bryman, 2016). The way we conducted the research was performed in four steps. Our 
starting point was to define the topic under investigation as clear as possible: evaluation 
criteria that investors account for when identify green business to invest in. Secondly, we 
conducted a search of extant literature into factors influencing the investment decision of 
venture capitalists in green startups. Our primary sources are scholarly research databases 
such as Google Scholar and the Umea University Library database which give us access 
to peer reviewed academic articles in different business research databases including 
Springer, SAGE, Elsevier, Taylor & Francis and Wiley. The main key words used in this 
phase were: green venture capital, green startups, environmental entrepreneurship and 
sustainable entrepreneurship in combination with evaluation criteria, investment 
decision-making and venture capital. After the initial reviewing of the articles we 
excluded those that focused on sustainability issues related to the social and economic 
dimensions since our study focuses on environmental sustainability. Therefore 20 articles 
were utilized in the initial literature review which provided the foundation for the 
snowballing citation technique to take place and trace back citations from relevant 
literature as well as provide us with more recent publications revealed in the past decade. 
Furthermore, when we realized that the literature on the specific topic was relatively 
scarce and sparse, mostly due to the wide variety of terminology used to describe similar 
phenomena, we started introducing new keywords in our research, such as: 
entrepreneurship, enviropreneurship, ecopreneurship, opportunity recognition, 
corporate sustainability, green startups, entrepreneurial finance, venture capital,  
business angel, sustainable venture capital, decision-making criteria, evaluation criteria. 
Moreover, those keywords were also combined together in order to narrow down the 
different topics (e.g. environmental entrepreneurship and venture capital; green startups 
and evaluation criteria; etc.). Furthermore, the main journals of reference were: Venture 
Capital, Sustainable Development, Journal of Cleaner Production, Journal of Business 
Venturing, International Journal of Entrepreneurial Behaviour and Research, Energy 
Policy, Business Strategy and the Environment, Organization & Environment  and 
Journal of Innovation Management.   

As we aim to understand the factors that venture capitalists take in consideration when 
evaluating green startups, as well as understanding the differences, if any, with 
conventional startups. However, given the above-mentioned scarcity of literature on this 
specific topic, as well as the confusion around words like sustainability and green. With 
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our literature review we aim to provide a complete understanding on environmental 
entrepreneurs, the startups that they generate - green startups - and the venture capital 
industry. The reason for this is that the investment decision of venture capitalists can be 
influenced by the very underlying characteristics of green entrepreneurship and is 
therefore important to have a clear understanding of it. Moreover, we aim to bring clarity 
on the issues analysed so, we believe that to understand the perspective of venture 
capitalists on green venture, is necessary to understand the underlying theories involved 
starting from the entrepreneur, passing through the ventures they generate, the 
conventional venture capital and finally the green venture capital. In conclusion, in this 
way we can potentially contribute to the fields of sustainable entrepreneurship as well as 
entrepreneurial finance. 

3.5 Ethical Issues and Considerations 
 
Ethics, alias morals, philosophy, is about the conceptualization of what is acceptable and 
what is unacceptable (Resnick, 2013, p. 1).  Ethical consideration in the context of a thesis 
entails following the rules that academic writing implies, compliance to the rules and 
laws, as well as respectable treatment of the subjects involved in the study. When 
undertaking this endeavor as researchers, we tried to be as transparent as possible in our 
writing. We shared common values of integrity, objectivity and confidentiality and we 
therefore implemented those values at the best of our capability throughout every phase 
of this study. We treated all our research participants with confidentiality and safety. 
Lastly, we have referred appropriately to the ideas of others by using a proper referencing 
system in order  to avoid any form of plagiarism. 
 
Firstly, we informed all participants in regard to the purpose of the study, the way in 
which the data will be treated, as well as our background. In this way we made sure that 
all participants gave an informed consent in regard to their participation in this study. 
Furthermore, to ensure that the participants were properly represented, we submitted them 
the transcript of their interview so that they could approve it or ask for changes if required. 
The participants were informed about this aspect at the beginning of the interview and we 
believe that in this way we ensured the interviewees felt more safe, comfortable and more 
accurately represented. In addition, three of the participants were part of the same VCF 
but considering that some insights might be derived from their previous experience, we 
do not mention the name on the firm, in order to avoid potential conflicts. Same can be 
said for the other participant. 
 
Secondly, we accounted for the well-being of the participants. With this to be said, the 
participants were allowed to stop the interview at any point given if they found themselves 
in an uncomfortable situation or no longer wanted to participate in this study. All 
information the subjects provided was treated respecting anonymity, even though some 
of them did not specifically request it. Anonymity ensures that the participants feel safe 
to express all sort of opinions without the fear of being recognized. Therefore, recordings 
from all interviews were kept until the completion of the thesis and afterwards were 
deleted without to be shared with anyone else. As our participants are working within 
active VCFs and especially one of them, do not focus specifically on green startups, it 
was important to guarantee anonymity in order to not affect the firms' images, since some 
readers might criticize the opinions of the respondents. Only a brief description for each 
participant´s background has been reported in order to provide to some extend the 
necessary contextual data. The descriptions however have a vague nature so that 
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recognition is avoided while at the same time providing enough context for observations 
and interpretations. 
 
In conclusion, all participants were clearly informed of the content of the research and 
were able to interrupt their participation at any time. All the participants and organisations 
of which they are part, were treated respecting anonymity principles to avoid recognition 
and any potential negative externality. 
 
3.6 Truth Criteria 
 
Truth criteria or quality criteria are a mean of measuring the value of research in order to 
assess the degree to which a research project contributes to the relevant fields of 
knowledge (Agostinho, 2005). However, the use of concepts of reliability and validity in 
qualitative research has been criticized as philosophically and technically inappropriate 
(Saunders et al., 2016). In preference, they suggest to researchers who take a social 
constructionist view to use the criteria of dependability, credibility and transferability to 
demonstrate the quality of their research (Saunders et al., 2016).  
 
Dependability is the criterion related to reliability. When conducting an interpretivist 
research, as the research progresses, the research focus is likely to be modified among the 
process ( Lincoln et al., 2011 cited in Saunders et al., 2016, p. 206). Dependability in this 
context means recording all the changes to the developing research focus and produce a 
reliable and dependable account of the emerging focus that may be understood by fellow 
researchers (Saunders et al. 2016). The way dependability has been achieved in this 
research is by providing a clear and detail documentation of the way the research focus 
developed throughout the whole study (continued data collection and analysis of data). 

 
Credibility is the criterion attributed to validity with regard to the internal validity of the 
study (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 206).  Emphasis lies on ensuring that the representations 
of the research participants’ socially constructed realities match what the participant 
intended (Lincoln et al., 2011 cited in Saunders et al., 2016, p. 206). One way to 
accomplish this is through checking data, analysis and interpretation with the  research 
participants (Lincoln et al., 2011 cited in Saunders et al., 2016, p. 206). In order to achieve 
credibility,  once the transcripts of the recordings were made, together with our 
interpretations from the findings, we sent them to all interview participants which gave 
the chance to discuss the content. Moreover, each interview has been further analyzed by 
us on an individual level, before discussing and merging our  findings. 

 
Transferability or generalizability is the parallel criterion to validity, but unlike credibility 
regards the external validity of the study (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 206). We approached 
this requirement by providing a full description of the research question, design, context, 
findings and interpretations (Saunders et al., 2016). Therefore, transferability was been 
achieved by being utmost transparent and detail in our descriptions, research design, 
sampling method, interview guide, interpretations as well as how those were analyzed to 
the context of theoretical framework. For instance, the literature review provides detailed 
description of the existing definitions regarding environmental entrepreneurship 
alongside justifying our own definition of choice. In this way the reader has the 
opportunity to judge the degree of  transferability of the study to a different setting of 
his/her own interest. 
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3.7 Authenticity 
 
Authenticity criteria are not conceived as parallel criteria but instead as criteria that are 
specifically designed for the nature of interpretivist research (Saunders et al., 2016, p. 
206). Guba and Lincoln (1989) devised ‘fairness’, ‘ontological’, ‘educative’, ‘catalytic’, 
and ‘tactical’ authenticity criteria in order to promote fairness. However, the authenticity 
of the research has been argued to mirror transparency, honesty and clarity in the process 
(Agostinho, 2005, p.10). As it has been mentioned above and also in the sub section of 
ethical consideration of this thesis, as researchers we have applied transparency all the 
way. Therefore, we appraise the authenticity of this study is high. 
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4 Findings 
 

In this chapter one can find the presentation of the empirical findings, divided into the 
domain themes as those arose during the dissemination of data. The presented findings 
provide the basis for a structured analysis in the next chapter. The themes under 
discussion have been derived from codifying the interviews in accordance with 
interpretative phenomenological analysis approach.  

 
4.1 Contextual information 

 
Interviewee 1 is an investment manager in the Greentech fund of a Swedish public 
venture capital firm. His educational background includes master level education in both 
engineering and economics. He has been working in the energy industry for 
approximately 16-17 years, during which he covered several executive positions in a 
leading European utility company, specifically in the field of renewable energies and bio 
fuels. He has been involved in several activities including business development, project 
management, strategy, innovation and corporate venture capital. This last activity 
involved the evaluation of startups operating in the renewable energy sector as well as 
being part of the board of directors of some of the startups. Since the beginning of this 
year, he is full-time investment manager. 
 
Interviewee 2 is a business angel, founding partner of a Swedish private business angels 
styled venture capital firm. His educational background is in business and economics, 
with a focus on international business and management, and includes a PhD. He started 
his career investing in real estate and then moved to startups in 2015, in the game 
development industry. In 2016 together with other partners, including expert investors 
and organizations, founded the business angels venture capital firm in which he operates 
today. He is currently leading the first of two committees in charge for the evaluation of 
new investment proposals. 
 
Interviewee 3 is an investment manager in the Greentech fund of a Swedish public 
venture capital firm. His educational background includes master level education in 
engineering and business administration. With a broad experience in entrepreneurship, 
industrial manufacturing and early stage financing in the cleantech energy sector. After 
working with the national energy agency in providing soft loans to research-based 
companies operating in the energy sector, he participated in the creation of the Greentech 
fund, financed by public sources. This fund became reality in 2018. 
 
Interviewee 4 is an investment manager in the Greentech fund of a Swedish public 
venture capital firm. Her educational background is in law, with the addition of an 
executive MBA. She has a broad experience as a lawyer in relation to business and 
investments activities as well as experience in business development, management and 
leadership. Therefore, with an experience on different aspects of the venture capital 
activities. Since 2018 she is investment manager at the Greentech fund.  
 
Interviewee 1,3 and 4, are today part of the same Greentech fund in a Swedish public 
venture capital firm the fund is operative since 2018, but all of them have previous 
experience in the VC industry. Therefore, we assume that their previous experience had 
a role in the answers they gave us. Finally, the respondents will be referred to, by making 
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use of the numeration above. Therefore Interviewee 1 will be referred to as (1), 
Interviewee 2 ad (2) and so forth. 
 
4.2 Target Stage of Development and Investment Duration 
 
In regard to the startup´s stage of development on which the VCs focus on it emerged that 
the green VCs interviewed focus on early stages. 
 
“Normally pre-seed, seed and start-up phase. We can invest in several stages but the 
investments that we have made now in the Greentech fund, they are predominantly early 
stage and pre-revenue.” (3) 
 
In the case of research-based startups, they often start their development in incubators. 
Then when “they have a proof of concept and maybe also some first pilot customers” (1), 
the green VCs step in. Furthermore, also the conventional VC interviewed invests in early 
stages startups, more specifically startups that have or are close to having a minimum 
viable product and are ready to commit the money on: concluding the development of the 
product, tweaking it if necessary, finding a product-market fit, pivoting when necessary 
and selling (2). 
 
In relation to the investment duration, from first investment to exit, one green VC 
commented that the expected duration is approximately 5 to 7 years (1). However, the 
fund exists only since 2018, therefore they are not yet able to a track record and the 
duration might as well increase (1). The conventional VC informed us that the firm of 
which he is partner has a 5 to 7-years’ time horizon too (2). 
 
4.3 Identified Evaluation Criteria 
 
This section presents the evaluation criteria that emerged during the interviews with the 
practitioners. One should keep in mind that the criteria are complementary, and the VCs 
decision depends on the combination of all the factors together. 
 
4.3.1 Environmental Impact 
 
The interviewed green VCs underline how the environmental impact in terms of CO2 and 
GHG emissions reduction is fundamental in their investment decision. It is the main focus 
of their fund to invest in startups that with their products or services aim at the reduction 
of CO2 emissions. 
 
“So sometimes we think it’s a great team and a great product, but it will not have so good 
CO2 effect and then we won’t invest.” (4). 
 
This aspect was underlined by all the three green VCs. Furthermore, one of them 
underlined that it is actually a requirement dictated by the European Union funding that 
constitute part of their fund. 
 
“This CO2 focus comes from the directive of the EU funding that we have in the fund. So, 
it's not something that we found out ourselves and that's what we have to look at.” 3  
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Furthermore, from the conventional VC´s perspective, it emerged that the environmental 
impact is not the focus. However, everyone has a general understanding of sustainability 
and agree that it is an important aspect (2). So, even though it is not considered as an 
evaluation criterion they would not invest in companies or sectors that are clearly 
unsustainable. 
 
“We wouldn´t invest in something that is obviously unsustainable, we haven't really 
stated that, but I am very doubtful we would invest in oil, coal or something that is 
obviously detrimental to the environment. We also have a policy against the weapons 
industry.” (2) 
 
Moreover, he also underlined how they also look at startups that might not be considered 
as green startups but have a “green angle” that is often lifted up after the investment in 
order to attract more investors and customers. 
 
“[...] we also look for companies that maybe are not obviously green companies such as 
IT companies and so forth but we would still, if there is a green angle, if there is something 
that they do that can save energy or have a positive impact and if they haven’t put that 
forth, we will suggest them [...] that they should probably lift it up to other  investors and 
to customers” (2). 
 
Finally, he emphasized the fact that they do not invest in green startups might be 
perceived by some as a negative aspect, but they believe that even without having a green 
focus, their companies can have a positive impact on society.  
 
“all of us are thinking more long term, we really think that we are doing good with 
investing in these companies even if they are not green ventures, we believe all of them 
make a positive impact on the world in some way, even though it might be small” (2). 
 
Therefore, while for the green VCs the environmental impact is considered among the 
evaluation criteria, for the conventional VC it is however important to not invest in 
unsustainable businesses and take in consideration potential green aspects of the startups. 
 
Considering the wide array of tools to estimate the environmental impact of a startup, we 
asked the green VCs which methods they implement. The findings reveal that the Climate 
Solver Tool developed by WWF is often used as a reference (4). Moreover, they make a 
 
“10 years prognosis of a company's development and in 10 years from now we forecast 
the CO2 reduction from this company’s services or products” (3).  
 
Further it was emphasized how it is difficult to have a clear number, however by having 
an estimation based on environmental analysis and “the best assumptions that you can 
make”, they obtain a good figure of what the impact will be (3). Finally, the 
environmental impact is also correlated to other factors such as the number of potential 
customers, scalability and growth potential (1).  
 
“Given that they have an impact to begin with, it's the potential to actually grow, what 
they are doing and then be successful in what they are doing. Because, it does not matter 
if it is fantastic from an environmental point of view but only 5 people will use it. (e.d. 
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Instead, if)  it's almost fantastic or really good but, you know, 5 million people or even 
500 million people will use it, then you have a really good impact.” (1). 
 
 
 
4.3.2 Financial Aspects 
 
One of the criteria that emerged as relevant in the investment decision is the financial 
prospect of the startups. Clearly, all the venture capitalists interviewed are interested in 
the financial returns of their investments. However, green venture capitalists tend to have 
a different view on it. One underlined that when investing in non-green startups, making 
a financial evaluation can be easier, given that there is more history and data on this kind 
of investments. Therefore, it is easier to “make a trajectory” and estimate the financial 
prospects of the startup. On the other hand, when it comes to green startups,  
 
“normally you don't have history, so to try to make the NPV (Net Present Value) is very 
difficult” (3).  
 
Consequently, they often make use of a triangulation of different tools such as the 
Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) analysis, the learning curve effect on costs, the presence 
and strength of patents and the number and quality of potential customers and markets 
(3).  
Furthermore, a sound business model together with cost benefit for the customers have 
emerged as important factor in evaluating the financial prospects of green startups (3). 
Even though green VCs seem to give less relevance to pure financial goals, they all 
underlined that it is highly important for green startups to make profits and generate 
revenues (3, 4, 1).  
 
“For some people in this industry (e.d. green startups) there is this idea that it is a bad 
thing to also wanting to make money, but that would be economically unsustainable” (4). 
 
From the perspective of the conventional VC interviewed, profit is considered one of the 
most important factors, especially for small funds who need returns in order to make more 
investments (2).  
 
“[...] we are profit driven, but we feel that we are doing good with that, the more profit 
we can make the more good companies we can support” (2). 
 
Therefore, startups whether green or not, need to prove their ability to generate revenues 
in order to obtain funding. 
 
4.3.3 Product /Service 
 
One could easily expect that attributes regarding the product/service offered by the 
venture is one of the most common elements under evaluation. As all four interviews 
revealed, to the eyes of investors product/service does matter. The attributes with regard 
to the product/service that make notice during the interviews with green VCs were the 
uniqueness (1),  if it is already defendable through patents (1, 3), or can be patented (1, 
3). Furthermore, 3 emphasized the importance of: 
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“verifying that the product or service is something that has the capability of satisfying 
needs for the customers´ sake”. 
 
And he also mentioned that one way to evaluate technical products is by looking at the 
Technology Readiness Level (TRL) phase (3).  
Moreover, all the three green VCs, underlined the importance of the impact of products 
and services in terms of CO2 and GHG emissions reduction (3, 1, 4) since they have: 
 
“a quite clear and transparent goal of reducing CO2 (emissions).” 4  
 
Another important aspect of the product or service mentioned by green VCs, especially 
in the case of technologies, is the possibility to implement these technologies for different 
applications (3, 4). 
 
“We are looking for technology with high possibilities of (e.d. different) applications” 
(4). 
 
Furthermore, from the interview with one of the green VCs an interesting aspect arose. 
That is there is no preference for disruptive innovations over incremental innovation. The 
reason is that CO2 emissions reduction can often be achieved through small changes in 
processes, that once scaled up can have a great positive impact on the environment. As 
he explained with an example: 
 
“Even a small change in electrical motors can mean a lot. Let's say, when you convert 
AC to DC for an EV (e.d. electrical vehicle), there is an energy loss of about 2%, but that 
happens in so many electrical vehicles. If you go from silicon based semiconductors to 
silicon carbide (SiC) with just a few percent better performance. You have a little less 
energy loss and is a huge market which adds up to big CO2 savings.” (3) 
 
Therefore, both incremental and disruptive innovations “are necessary and likely 
interesting” (3). 
 
Moving to the conventional VC, he mentioned that the product/service is examined with 
regard to the  “Innovationshöjd” which is accurately translated as the level of innovation 
or the degree of innovation.  
 
“So we look for those companies that have either some kind of certain level of complexity 
or have patents or other ways to protect their business. We don’t really invest in 
companies where the only way to protect against competition is to  spend a lot of money 
on marketing just to grab a big market share” (2). 
 
That was justified from the fact that, especially in the case of a small fund, they need 
unique products which are easily defendable against competitors through complexity and 
patents for the example. On the other hand, they would not invest in companies that can 
only defend their product/service by investing a lot of money in marketing in order to 
obtain a market share. 
 
“Because we are quite small as a fund so, we need something that can be unique, that 
can hold up competition long enough so that we can actually grow a little bit without 
having enormous muscles in terms of marketing” (2). 
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4.3.4 Market  
 
One of the criteria mentioned by the green VCs was the market potential, that is “what is 
the market potential of what they are getting into”(1). Furthermore, another green VC 
underlined that it is important to understand who are the potential customers and markets 
for the products/services developed by green ventures (3). 
  
“[...] we can see how many contracts, how many companies you have as potential 
customers and markets. So, if you have one contract with (e.d. big player in startup´s 
target industry) and one with (e.d. big player in startup´s target industry) or you have a 
contract with Swedish companies such as (e.d. big player in startup´s target industry). It 
doesn’t have to be volume contracts but it has to be something that is valuable for the 
company in developing and foremost, verifying that the product or service is something 
that has the capability of satisfying needs for the customers sake.” (3) 
Emphasizing the fact that it is important to not focus too much on a single market, but 
rather follow different “tracks” depending on the potential applications of the 
product/service, so that there are more possibilities of getting traction and customers.  
 
“what I have seen is that companies that have at least 3 different tracks: let's say 
windows, cars, trains, airplanes, different tracks, are much more likely to find a track 
that gives them traction and that the customer on that track sooner or later will really 
want your product.” (3) 
 
The conventional VC mentioned the importance of international market potential which 
is part of the so-called absolute criteria that they implement in the firm 
.  
“ [...] we look for companies that can grow internationally [...]” 2.  
 
Furthermore, the market potential here is measured in terms of potential to reach a high 
turnover. 
 
“we hope that they can become rather big, it depends of course [...]. But something like 
hopefully reaching a turnover of 100 Million SEK or something like that after 7 years. 
We want them to have the potential so, they don’t have to have a super high possibility of 
reaching that, but at least there should be the potential to get there” (2). 
 
Therefore, the market potential emerged from both green and non-green VCs as an 
important factor in evaluating startups. 
 
4.3.5 Scalability 
 
Scalability was mentioned as another important factors when evaluating startups. Both 
conventional and green VCs mentioned it, but somehow from different perspectives. 
The green VCs affirmed that scalability is one of the important characteristics of the 
startups they invest in (3, 1, 4). An important aspect is that scalability is also seen as an 
added value to the positive environmental impact. 
 
“We are looking for scalable companies that have a great impact on reducing CO2” (4) 
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In simple words the logic behind is that the more scalable a green startup is, the more 
positive environmental impact will be created. Therefore, scalability is not only related 
to profits, but also to the level of environmental impact, emphasizing even more the 
complementary nature of those factors that are taken in consideration during the 
investment process. 
 
“If there is a sound business model and a cost benefit with this product or service and we 
see there is a strong interconnection with profitability, scalability and also CO2 
reduction, then we are interested. So, it is not contradictory it is basically very well 
correlated” (3) 
 
When it comes to the conventional VC interviewed scalability emerged among the so-
called absolute criteria. They aim at investing in business models and product that are 
easily scalable. 
 
“We invest in scalable business models and products that do not have obvious obstacles 
to  scaling  up for example we don’t invest in companies that are too consultant oriented 
so that you know if you have to make 1 more hour you have to work 1 more hour.”(2) 
 
4.3.6 Entrepreneurial Team 
 
The entrepreneurial team emerged as one of the elements being of utmost importance in 
the investment decision among all the interviewees. As one of the interviewees stated: 
 
“[...]if you would ask me what the single most important part is I would say the team. It's 
really absolutely vital to succeed, if you don't have a good or great team, then you are 
not going to succeed so to say.” (1). 
 
The image of a “good team” that emerged during the interviews with the green VCs is 
characterised by diversity in terms of competencies and background, as well as in terms 
of gender. 
 
“You need to have different personalities and also background. We find that first of all 
mixed teams are much better performers than teams where there are all men or all 
women, but also mixed teams in terms of competencies and in all aspects.” (3) 
 
Therefore, the completeness of the team is taken in consideration to understand whether 
other competencies are needed. Furthermore, the green VCs underlined how in green 
startups it is important to have individuals with business competencies and background 
together with people from a more technical background (3, 4, 1).  
 
“You can have an engineer or technology partner combined with someone with great 
business ends and market orientation. So if you have that and someone who respects HR 
and realizes that leadership and building team are important.”(4). 
 
This aspect was beautifully explained by one of the green VCs as: 
 
“[...] some say “you need to have a hacker a slacker and a hustler in a team“ that's not 
always what you need in our companies but there is a lot of truth in that. You need to 
have different personalities and also backgrounds.” (3) 
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The importance of a mixed team is also related to the ability of the startups to not only 
develop a product or service that works, but also attract customers, approach the market 
and have a continuous commitment in doing so (1, 4). This was underlined to be 
especially relevant in cases where the product/service development and consequently the 
time to reach the market are quite long. 
 
“It doesn’t matter how good your products or services are, whether they are devices or 
something else. Given that normally it takes quite some time to reach the market and gain 
customers and revenues and so forth, the team's ability not only to develop something 
that works, but also to win the customers and approach the market in the right way and 
do that over years [...] really systematically work with the market and customers and take 
it all the way, that's actually vital and it's very challenging for many of the startups [...]” 
(1). 
 
Another important factor identified is the presence of individuals with previous startup 
experience so that they understand what it takes to develop a company as well as some of 
the challenges they may face (1). 
 
“[...] dream scenario is if at least part of team has been through startups before [...]” (1) 
 
Previous experience was also considered from the perspective of experience in the 
industry and sector in which the startup aims to operate. That is especially the case for 
green startups operating in traditional sectors such as the energy sector which is 
characterized by long investment cycles coupled with large and powerful players with 
great resources and the ability to protect themselves (3). Therefore, in this optic it is 
important to have a deep understanding of “the logic of the industry to be able to disrupt 
or change it” (3). Further, 
 
“if you have a team where you have somebody with previous background in the area of 
business that they are working in [...] that is a big strength! So, if you have the market 
awareness already from the start because of your history that normally is a good 
indicator.” (3) 
 
Clearly, the preferable level of experience of the team is often related to the 
product/service they are developing, as well as the industry they are operating. As one of 
the interviewees mentioned: 
 
“So if it's an app that they have developed, [...] a young team that is fresh out of 
University and so forth that maybe absolutely fit for success. But if the same team would 
say that they develop this little device and now they are going out to multinational 
chemical companies and they say that they know exactly how they are going to bless that 
industry. Then I would probably tell them that they should find some more experienced 
people in their team [...].” (1) 
 
The motivation of the team is also taken in consideration. Green VCs underlined the 
importance of the commitment and ambition of the team, both in terms of environmental 
sustainability and growth (1, 4). 
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“[...] I would say the team really needs to display that they can create momentum, that 
they have a drive, that they have the right level of ambition and that they can deliver on 
it [...]” (1) 
 
“So it is not only how good they are but also what their level of ambition is and what they 
want with their company to say” (1) 
 
Moreover, the team´s ambition should be in line with the VCs ambitions and demonstrate 
their willingness to grow. 
 
“[...] some teams really want to grow the company and how it makes impact, which 
resonates well with us and I think with venture capital in general. Since at the end of the 
day we want to have an environmental impact, we are not happy with a company or a 
team that says, ´look we are fine doing it here in this city and then maybe in the next town 
and that's fine with us´ [...]."(1) 
 
Furthermore, teams that appear to be close and not willing to take new members are 
interpreted as a negative signal (1). This is especially the case for small teams that reach 
a point in which they should expand by including new members with new competencies, 
but they show a protective behavior and want to do everything by themselves (1). This 
aspect was mentioned as a potential “red flag” (1). Therefore, the willingness to build a 
team and accept the help of others is almost seen as a requirement (1, 4). 
 
The conventional VC expressed similar requirements for the team. First of all, they look 
for teams rather than single entrepreneurs and the team should be semi-complete in terms 
of different competencies and backgrounds, and committed do develop their business. 
 
“[...] we want them to be a dedicated team of entrepreneurs and that’s just to avoid at 
this stage the cases where perhaps a scientist has come up with something but he doesn’t 
want to do it himself, he just want us to take over it and run it. Furthermore it would be 
an exception if it was a single entrepreneur as well. We are generally looking for teams 
that are at least semi-complete so they are ready to go.” (2) 
 
In regard to the completeness of the team, he also added that three sub-criteria are used, 
namely management, tech and sales competences (2) 
 
“[...] it is better if all of that is there, but if something is missing it is fine. Especially if 
management and sales competences are missing because then we can provide that and 
help to find a suitable co-founder or usually, we can provide coaching in that area” (2) 
Furthermore, one green VC told us how, not only the first impression is right, but also the 
continued impression based on learning and get to know the team over time.  
 
“of course you can get a first impression from meeting with one, two or three people from 
the team, which might be right impression, buts it’s also a matter of learning, getting to 
know the people over time” (1).  “the first impression as well as the continued impression 
is very important (1) 
 
In conclusion, regardless of the context in which VCs operate, the team factor appears to 
be one of the most important aspects in the investment decision. 
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4.4 Terminologies 
  

With regard to the different terminologies used in the field regarding sustainability and 
green ventures the participants gave some interesting insights. From the perspective of 
the green VCs interviewed, the meaning of green is clear. They refer to green startups as 
those that have a focus in reducing CO2 emissions through their products or services. 
However, one of them commented: “as we say in Swedish ´If you are a dear child you 
have many names´”(4). Meaning that even though all the different terms used can create 
confusion, it doesn't really matter how you label it. Furthermore, she made an interesting 
observation on the term Cleantech: 
 
“Cleantech perhaps had a bad reputation because 10 years ago many people invested in 
cleantech, large amounts and they did lose a lot of money. But then again, when you 
invested in the dot.com area in the millennium, people lost a lot of money too and IT 
companies are still around. So if you call it cleantech or greentech or sustaintech is not 
really important. I often refer to it as a more humble “Save the World Tech” (4). 
 
Furthermore, from the perspective of the conventional VC, the word green is associated 
to startups that are solving issues related to environmental problems. Underlying the fact 
that by not focusing directly on this kind of startups they do not really investigate the 
topic (2). 
 
 “If you are not focused on that then you don’t really categorize that very careful. We just 
have it somewhere in the back of our minds like normal people but we would probably 
say that if the problem that the startup is solving is something about environmental 
problems, then we would consider it as a green venture” (2).  
 
A further insight was given by affirming that in the firm he operates, they have not 
invested in something they would define green venture because none of the companies 
they invested in had the environmental aspect as main part of their value proposition (2). 
Additionally he mentioned that “different people will have slightly different definitions” 
(2). 
 

4.5 Limits to green investment  
 

Regarding the aspects that might pose barriers to green investment, interviews revealed 
that green startups face the same challenges as traditional ones. 
 
“If I compare green tech startups with traditional startups they all have the same 
challenges. So I don't have to linger on that, it’s always difficult for startups to raise 
capital and get traction with customers and so forth.” (1) 
 
However some specific challenges can be identified. One is especially related to green 
startups that develop hardware and often operate in traditional sectors such as the energy 
and utilities ones. These green startups have longer development times and higher costs 
related to the development of the products (1, 4, 3).  
 
“a number of them have a challenge that is more common in hardware, [...] normally it 
takes longer to develop. You need more time, more resources, you need to show proof of 
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concepts on a small scale, then on a bigger scale and so forth, and that takes time and 
more capital” (1). 
 
“ I think that since a lot of greentech is hardware, is industrial application, it takes longer 
time and cost money to scale than if you were in a digital platform or software.” (4) 
 
This is also related to the fact that the products take longer time to reach the market and 
therefore, also the returns on investments take much more time. 
 
“[...] it will take so much time until you get the revenue back , before you get the return 
on the investment.” (4) 
 
Therefore, investors need to be patient since often it takes long time before green startups 
become profitable (3). Furthermore, the higher costs and longer development time, 
require investors to have “deeper pockets” or co-invest with others in order to take these 
green startups all the way to the full commercial breakthrough (1). 
 
“[...] as an investor you need to be more patient and have to some extent deeper pockets 
as well, or co-invest with even more investors, so that you can take the start-up all the 
way through to the full commercial breakthrough.” (1) 
 
Another challenge that emerged is again related to the sectors in which most green 
startups operate. As underlined from all the three green VCs, green startups operating in 
so called “traditional sectors” face the barriers imposed by powerful and often 
conservative companies, which are quite usually reluctant to change (1, 3). Therefore, it 
takes more time to convince these big players that have done their business in the same 
way for decades or even centuries and break into those industries. 
 
“[...]there is also another aspect and it's maybe a bit delicate, but the sectors where you 
need to make an impact are often rather traditional sectors, with big, sometimes a bit 
conservative companies that are not always the fastest to change. That is also a little 
tricky for Greentech companies even if they are not a hardware company [...] since it can 
take a little bit longer to convince these big companies that have done their business in 
the same way for decades and maybe centuries”(1) 
 
This difficulty to break into traditional sectors can also extend the period before these 
startups get their revenues up and it takes longer to find the right exit for the investors. 
However, according to one of the interviewed green VCs the biggest challenge is getting 
revenues. 
 
“Because once you can do that (e.d. getting revenues) then you can also do an IPO if you 
want to, so that’s a possibility. But you are right also that trade sales can take a little bit 
longer. It takes more time to build your reputation and credibility and become a trusted 
partner in more traditional industries.” (1) 
 
Furthermore, a number of green startups, especially the ones operating within renewable 
energy sector are often dependent on subsidies. 
 
“with renewable energy in terms of electricity, you need to understand the price point at 
which you will be competitive. You seldom have that price point at reach in early stage, 
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you really need to produce a large volume. Windmills for the example have been around 
for many, many years and also solar cells but it has been necessary to have subsidies and 
large accumulated volumes to reach a point where you can have a grid-parity cost of 
production. That holds true for many other areas, [...] which in a fact means that many 
times you will be dependent on state subsidies for many years. So, in our sector is more 
or less a prerequisite that these companies can attract subsidies to move up in the TRL 
level and take those large development costs.” (3) 
 
This aspect can create and added risk for investors due to the fact that subsidies and 
regulations can often change (3). Therefore, investors are required to understand the 
system and follow those changes. 
 
“ [...] one risk is the political or regulatory risk, that all of a sudden, we go from methanol 
to ethanol to hydrogen to electricity and we subsidize different curves, that’s a hustle for 
both the companies and the investors. It is important to understand the system; you need 
to follow those changes. So, it is an added risk that you need to take into account.” (3) 
 
Moreover, 4 underlined a challenge related to the experience of investors. Most of the 
wealthy individuals that we have today, are often specialized in tech and software 
companies, which implies a lack of knowledge in regard to the challenges of developing 
and producing hardware. Therefore, they often prefer to look for digital applications or 
technological solutions, which to some extent are useful also in the green industry. 
However, as she emphasized: 
 
“at the end of the day you will perhaps need new materials, new machines it is not so 
“sexy” with industrial machines as it is with Fintech. I think it has to do with experience 
from the investors, they don’t come from the industry, it's often tech and financial people 
and it will take longer time. To some extent VC is not the right way to fund, research 
based companies. Because it will take so much time until you get the revenue back, before 
you get the return on the investment.” (4). 
 
Related to the experience of the investor the conventional VC underlined the need for 
alignment between the investor´s area of expertise and the startups 
 
“There are these sustainability and green VC funds coming out, and of course being more 
specialized helps a lot. In general, the more you know about the industry you invest in, 
the more well connected you are, the better you understand it the more you can be able 
to help them.” (2) 
 
Another challenge that was underlined by both green and non-green VCs is related to the 
motivations and beliefs of entrepreneurs and teams in green startups. Often entrepreneurs 
in green startups are driven by idealistic sustainability and green values (2). Which in turn 
make them suspicious toward VCs. This was emphasized by the conventional VC 
interviewed. 
 
“[...] in general there is a lot of suspicion against venture capital investors and especially 
with entrepreneurs that are very idealistic driven by sustainability and green values. They 
tend to be more suspicious about these “greedy capitalists” in a way.” (2) 
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Moreover, also a green VC emphasized this idealistic view in sustainability business 
according to which you are not supposed to earn money (4). Underlying the need to merge 
the sustainable world with the business world, because there is no contradiction between 
saving the planet and making a profit at the same time (4). Actually, generating revenues 
and profits, enables green startups to be also economically sustainable (4). Further the 
conventional VC brought up a need for more effective communication, education and 
understanding between investors and green startups, in order to find more common 
ground and develop an understanding of each other’s motivations (2).  
 
“ [...] I think that we need to find more common ground and more understanding of each 
other motivations and that's important.” (2) 
 
The idealistic drivers of green startups often lead them to present business plans with too 
much emphasis on the sustainability aspects of the business, and a lack of financial and 
business related aspects (2). 
 
“[...] we have met quite a few and evaluated them, but none has made it through so far. 
Well, one reason for that is that they often have maybe too much focus on trying to sell 
themselves based on the green and sustainability aspect but they have to really convince 
on the financial and business part because that is still the thing that will matter the most 
in the end.” (2) 
 
Therefore, a need for more people with business background and knowledge in green 
startups, was identified by both the conventional VC and a green VC (2, 4).  
 
“[...] I think you need business people to get into the industry (e.d. green industry) 
because I don’t think that this industry benefits from having people working for free or 
on a volunteer basis. If this industry is going be really sustainable you need people 
working there with the ambition and perhaps wanting to serve a higher purpose but still, 
make money at the same time.” (4) 
 
Furthermore, one green VC gave an interesting insight on a limit of green startups. One 
more time, referring to those green startups that operate in more traditional sectors he 
underlined how often new business opportunities and new business models are not 
embraced (1). Therefore, he underlined how these startups should take inspiration from 
new business models that are being developed in other sectors such as the software one 
(1). For the example by making use of SaaS (Software as a Service) models, which is a 
trend that is slowly taking on also in hardware industries (1). 
According to his view, taking inspiration from other sectors, and develop new business 
models could attract more investors that typically invest in software solutions (1). 
 
“I think finding different types of business model from more traditional industries (e.d. 
traditional VC investment industries) and startups in those industries, to find aspects of 
business models that could appeal to typical software investors and so forth. Where they 
can reckon that the company can actually build size and defend it or it can create 
recurrent revenues and not only the one of sales and build different types of positions. I 
think that's something that green startups in traditional sectors could benefit from.” (1). 
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However, he underlined how “in software it's not that they got everything right” (1), 
therefore it not a matter of copying business models, but rather pick some aspects and 
develop new business models (1). 
 
Lastly, the lack of a standard tool to track and disclose the environmental impact of 
companies has emerged as a potential limit to green investment. Two of the green VCs 
underlined how there is not a single tool broadly implemented (4, 1). One of them also 
emphasized that investors want measurable KPIs, therefore there is a need for a standard 
tool based on generally accepted principles to evaluate the environmental impact of 
startups (4). However, several tools and measurement exist. For instance, climate gas 
emissions converted to CO2 is used (3). Furthermore, the Climate Solver Tool developed 
by WWF Sweden, emerged as a “quality stamp” for which green startups can apply and 
certify their environmental impact (1) and a useful tool to evaluate the environmental 
impact of different startups (4). 
 
4.6 Opportunities for green investments 
 
During the interviews also a number of positive aspects related to green startups emerged. 
First of all, one green VC underlined how sustainability in business in a current trend in 
society (1). This trend is visible in the more capital that is being directed toward specific 
funds to support these startups (4, 1) 
 
“One (e.d. aspect) that is speaking in favor of Greentech companies, and that it is the 
current trend in society. I think it is very positive and increasingly strong trend I would 
say. It has been for a few years now and it is really supportive for the Greentech type of 
company. So, I think it’s a good momentum for this type of ventures and I think many 
companies are feeling that support and it’s also showing in reality that there is more 
capital directed to Greentech funds. There are ethical funds and so forth that are being 
created.” (1). 
 
“And you can see a lot of private equity funds that do buyouts and are targeting the 
Global Agenda and the targets from the UN.” (4) 
 
This trend was also recognized by the conventional VC who mentioned the emergence of 
green VC funds as a positive aspect in relation to green startups, considering that these 
funds are specialized in green startups and therefore can better support and help them (2). 
Another positive aspect that arose from the interviews is that often research-based green 
ventures can access grants and governmental support.  
 
“Well it is an important part to get this government support and there is a lot available 
we really work quite well together in that way. There are different stages of it but often 
green ventures if there are really good, they get some government support or some funds 
before they come and looking for investor.” (2) 
 
However, he also underlined how at some point the startups have to demonstrate to be 
able to attract also private investors (2). Adding on this particular aspect, 4 emphasized 
how in Sweden there are several financing opportunities for entrepreneurs. 
 
“there are a lot of different networks and initiatives for entrepreneurs that you could be 
part of, like incubators and accelerators and there is a lot of focus so I would say that 
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today is a lot easier than compared to 10 years ago. It’s also transparent how you get 
your grants and soft money.” (4) 
 
Furthermore, the presence of state subsidies is also seen as a positive aspect since several 
countries support green solutions (4). That is especially the case for startups working with 
renewable energy that with the proper knowledge and preparation can take advantage of 
subsidies and exploit good business opportunities (4). 
 
“Well as in Sweden also in Germany there are really good subsidies for solar power and 
other kind of power, in France as well. So, from that aspect it might be more difficult to 
scale internationally because you need to know each market and know the rules and 
regulations. Because especially within the energy sector there are a lot of regulations 
and there are a few dominant players like utilities companies. In Sweden the market is 
deregulated but not in all countries. So, you have to do your homework properly, but you 
can still be able to do good business in this area.” (4) 
 
Related to this, all the green VCs underlined how in addition to the traditional energy and 
utilities sectors, there are several other areas in which green startups can operate and 
reduce CO2 emissions (4, 1, 3). One green VC underlined how there are mainly two 
things that one can do to reduce CO2 emissions: one is to replace fossil burning energy 
and the other is improve the energy efficiency of processes (3). Furthermore 1 mentioned 
the transport sector and the food sector as two important areas were a lot can be done to 
reduce CO2 emissions. He also brought the example of consumer behavior as another 
area for green startups. 
 
“Consumer behavior for instance: if there are ways to educate and improve people 
behaviors in terms of environmental improvement we would look into that.” (1) 
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5 Analysis and Discussion 
 
This chapter of thesis analyzes the findings of the empirical study and discusses them in 
the context of the research question and framework. The most notable findings are 
presented in such a way as to clearly display if and how they answer the research 
question, identifying patterns and linkages in the results. Moreover, the systematic 
analysis compares and contrasts the findings of the research with the existing literature. 
The way we are doing so is in accordance with the research approach as it has been 
proposed and motivated in the Methodology Chapter 3. 
 
5.1 Interpretative Analysis Approach 
 
Following the interpretative phenomenological analytical method, as researchers we have 
stayed close to the interview material and applied transparency in every step when 
interpreting the findings. Directed by IPA we have used transcript excerpts to codify the 
data and to generate possible interpretations (Larkin & Thompson, 2012, p. 107). 
According to Larkin and  Thompson ( 2012, p. 107) researchers should be “trying to stay 
close to the data but will also be beginning to generate possible interpretations”. 
Therefore, we identified patterns, or themes, in the subject’s experience as they emerged 
from the codification and were compared in a cross-sectional manner across the 
interviews (Larkin & Thompson, 2012, p. 107). Furthermore, these themes are treated in 
a more speculative manner (Larkin & Thompson, 2012 , p.109). 
 
5.2 Target Stage of Development and Investment Duration 
 
In relation to the stage of development of the startups, VCFs have been identified to invest 
mostly at young and growing stages, with exclusion of the seed stage (Bocken, 2015). 
However, the Greentech fund where the interviewed green investment managers operate 
can target startups from pre-seed, seed and startup phase. This is an interesting finding, 
however it is important to consider that the fund in question is financed by public funding 
and it might therefore be an exception. In regard to the conventional VC interviewed, his 
firm invests from early stages, when the startups have or are close to having a minimum 
viable product.  
 
Moving on to the investment duration, the research shows that historically mainstream 
VCs target an investment duration of 3 to 5 years (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010) or 2 to 3 years 
(Randjelovic et al., 2003). Furthermore, the target investment duration for green VCs has 
been identified between 5 to 7 years (Randjelovic et al., 2003). Our findings find 
agreement with the target investment duration of green VCs between 5 to 7 years, with 
an important reminder that the Greentech fund investigated is newly created and does not 
have a track record yet. However, the conventional VC included in this study affirmed 
that the investment duration in their firm is 5 to 7 years too. This result is in contrast with 
the literature, showing an unexpected long-term focus. However, it can be related to the 
fact that the firm of which 2 is part, is a business angel styled private venture capital firm. 
Therefore, business angels are recognized to have a longer investment duration when 
compared to VCFs (Schmidt, 2014). 
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5.3 Green startups evaluation 
 

The focus of our study is identifying the ways in which investors evaluate green startups 
during the investment decision process. From the empirical findings, different categories 
of characteristics and factors that are taken in consideration in the evaluation of green 
startups emerged and in the following sections they will be further discussed in relation 
to the existing literature. One important thing that the reader should keep in mind is that 
also the findings from the conventional VC are included, in order to develop an 
understanding of how non specialized VCs perceive green startups. Furthermore, the 
identified evaluation criteria are taken in consideration all together in a complementary 
manner during the evaluation process. 

  
5.3.1 Environmental Impact 

 
From our findings, the environmental impact in terms of potential CO2 and GHG 
emissions reduction, of green startups emerged as a fundamental evaluation factor used 
by green VCs. All the three green VCs interviewed underlined their focus on financing 
startups that have a clear CO2 or GHG emissions reduction focus. This is a finding that 
to our knowledge has not emerged in the literature. However, several authors describe the 
emergence of sustainable and green venture capital firms who focus specifically into 
social and environmental innovation (Bocken, 2015; Randjelovic et al., 2003; Bergset, 
2018). Green VCs consider the capacity of green innovations to add value to an enterprise, 
with the potential of generating double dividends in terms of reduction of environmental 
impact and financial returns (Randjelovic et al., 2003), since these types of investors 
differ towards their attitudes and exposures to sustainability (Mc Wade, 2012). According 
to our findings, green VCs also take in consideration the actual CO2 reduction potential 
of the startups aiming at a balancing combination of profitability, scalability and CO2 
emissions reduction. Therefore, even though the environmental aspect of the startups 
plays a fundamental role, it goes together with profitability. Sustainable VCs have been 
defined as pragmatic idealist because of their profit-making motives, associated with an 
investment thesis that includes triple-bottom-line considerations (Bocken, 2015). The 
green VCs involved in this study clearly demonstrated that environmental considerations 
are an integral part of the investment decision. From the perspective of the conventional 
VC, the environmental impact of the startups is not taken directly in consideration. 
However, the interviewee underlined how they would not invest in a startup that develops 
products or services clearly unsustainable. Therefore, an exclusionary approach is used 
by filtering out unsustainable industries such as fossil fuels, coals and weapons (Geobey 
et al., 2012). One could say that in this case, environmental issues are taken in 
consideration as a risk factor. It is typical of mainstream VCs to see environmental issues 
as risk bearers or potential liabilities for the startups (Randjelovic et al., 2003). It is 
however important to say that in the case of startups, which are not green in their main 
value proposition, but have positive green aspects, the VCs would suggest lifting up this 
green angle in order for the startup to attract more customers and investors. The use of 
green in marketing has been around since the late 80's, aiming at the growing 
environmental awakening of customers (Tseng & Hung, 2013). Therefore, even though 
the environmental impact of the startups is not directly taken in consideration, 
conventional VCs consider green aspects of startups as a potential competitive advantage 
which recognizes the benefits of green acting as an attractive  “pull” factor in investing 
in green ( Schaper, 2010). 
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5.3.2 Profitability 
 
To a different extent all the VCs interviewed aim at investing in profitable opportunities. 
The research underlines how this characteristic is the one that makes a clear distinction 
among sustainable venture capitalists and impact investors: impact investors often aim at 
non-profit organizations, while green venture capitalists have a clear profit motive 
(Bocken, 2015). Therefore, profitability is an important aspect in the evaluation of green 
ventures, given the for-profit motives of VCs. However, it is difficult to evaluate early 
stages´ startups, due to absence of collaterals, revenues, credit history and/or radical 
innovations with no track record or benchmark (Bergset, 2018). One of the green VCs 
interviewed emphasized how green startups are often characterized by lack of history and 
track record, making the financial evaluation more complex. The literature on traditional 
VC identifies four critical factors related to the difficulties and limits of financing early 
stage new ventures, namely uncertainty, asymmetric information, the nature of the firm 
assets and the conditions in the relevant financial and product markets (Gompers & 
Lerner, 1999). Therefore, the lack of history and track record, can enhance the 
uncertainty, as well as the asymmetric information factor. Furthermore, also the 
conditions in relevant financial and product markets can be difficult to define due to the 
liability of newness of green startups and the green sector. The lack of track record was 
also identified by Petkova et al. (2014) as a limit to VC´s investments in green startups, 
since VCFs are generally more likely to invest in emerging sectors once they are 
legitimized. However, green VCs make use of triangulations of different tools to evaluate 
the financial aspects of green startups. Those tools include Discounted Cash Flow (DCF) 
analysis, learning curve effect on costs as well as the presence and strength of patents, 
and the quantity and quality of potential customers and markets. Therefore, the lack of 
track record together with the fact that the most important assets are intangible  can make 
the financial evaluation of green startups more complex and challenging (Gompers & 
Lerner, 1999) . However, through triangulation and inclusion of non-financial factors 
(Gompers , 2016a) that can reflect the financial potential of the startups (e.g. number of 
patents, number of contracts with established firms), the lack of history can be overcame 
and green VCs are able to estimate the profitability of green startups. Finally, profitability 
is an important factor for both mainstream and green VCs. However, both the interaction 
between green startups and investors and the financial assessment of risk and future 
profitability are heavily impacted by amongst others institutional logic, asymmetrical 
information, transaction costs and regulatory conditions (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). 
 

5.3.3 Product/Service 
 
In relation to product or service the main characteristics that emerged as relevant in the 
green startup’s evaluation process are uniqueness, defendability and need orientation. The 
uniqueness of the product emerged in terms of unique attributes as well as innovative 
nature of the product or services. A unique product is characterized by certain attributes 
that provide better or unique features for the customers, when compared with similar 
products or services (Johnson et al., 2017, p. 215). Therefore, we see a connection in the 
fact that to be unique, green startups need to be innovative. According to Hellström 
(2007), based on the Schumpeterian types of innovation, there can be 5 ways to generate 
eco-innovations: (1) new products; (2) new methods of production; (3) new sources of 
supply; (4) organizing new markets; (5) new ways of organizing the business. He also 
argues that new production processes and new products, in combination with new sources 
of supply might represent attractive investment opportunities for VC firms “given the 
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potential for creating coherent and convincing value propositions vis-à-vis larger firm” 
(Hellström, 2007, p. 156). We observed that eco-innovations able to reduce CO2 
emissions and have a positive environmental impact, independently from being product 
or process innovation, can attract the interest of green VCFs. Furthermore, the literature 
often emphasizes the importance of radical innovation in the shift of society toward a 
sustainable development (Marcus et al., 2013; Hellström, 2007). However, Ghosh and 
Nanda (2010) identified a shift in VCs investments from radical innovations related to 
energy production to energy efficiency, software, energy-storage and transportation. 
From our interviews, what emerged in the view of a green VC is that both radical and 
incremental innovation are likely interesting, given that for the example, a small 
incremental change in term of energy efficiency in a process used across many industries 
and sectors, has the potential to lead to great energy savings. Therefore, incremental and 
radical innovations are both likely to interest green VCs. However, one can observe that 
if the incremental change happens in a process commonly used in the industry, it is likely 
to have a greater impact on CO2 emissions and therefore be of interest for green VCs. In 
regard to the mainstream VC in our study, the level of innovativeness is part of the main 
factors taken in consideration in the evaluation process. Here the level of innovativeness 
is also considered in term of defendability of the startups through complexity, patents or 
other instruments. In our case study, this factor represents a major challenge for many 
startups of any kind. Adding on this, here the defendability of the product and startup in 
general is related to the small size of the fund, which makes it difficult to defend a product 
through e.g. large marketing expenses in order to acquire a market share. Previous 
research on traditional VCs identified uniqueness and the presence of patents as critical 
decision criterion (Baum & Silverman, 2004; Knockaert et al., 2010). Therefore, 
innovativeness, patents and patents pending can be considered a positive signal for 
conventional VCs. Furthermore, the presence of, or potential for, patents emerged in our 
findings as a positive signal also for green VCs. In line with the results of Demirel and 
Paris (2015, p.800) who, in the context of access to finance for green startups in the UK, 
found “a positive significant impact of the patents the firms holds upon the ability to 
receive VC funds”. Adding on, the green VCs also underlined a sort of need orientation 
of green product of services that can play in favor of green startups. Need orientation here 
is not meant as targeting the bottom of the pyramid (Bergset & Fichter, 2015), but rather 
the green startups’ capability of satisfying needs for the customers’ sake. Therefore, 
startups can prove their products’ capability of satisfying customers’ needs already 
having contracts or have as potential customers established companies. Furthermore, in 
the case of technologies being developed by green startups, an important aspect that 
emerged is the high possibility of applications. For green VCs high possibility of 
application means more customers for the startup, more possibilities of generating 
revenues and more CO2 emissions reduction, potentially across industries and sectors. 
Therefore, technology’s high possibilities of different applications can be considered a 
positive signal for green VCs. 

 
5.3.4 Market Potential 
  

Another distinctive trait that arose from the interviews as one of the main criteria used by 
VCs is the market potential. Market potential refers first of all to the number of potential 
customers for the startup´s product or service. As previously mentioned in relation to the 
product or service factor, one green VC underlined the importance of existing and 
potential contracts with important players in the startup´s target industry. It is considered 
an important factor in evaluating the market potential of green startups. Miloud et al. 
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(2012) consider this aspect in the network size which is a variable related to outside 
relationships of the startup, and the greater it is the more it can attract investors. Also, 
Baum and Silverman (2004) consider startup´s alliances with other firms or supply chain 
partners as an important aspect taken in consideration by VCs. Therefore, the network 
and alliances of the startups can play an important role in both green and conventional 
startups. Furthermore, our findings show how market potential is related to growth 
potential and, at least for the conventional VC, to the potential to reach a high turnover. 
This came by little surprise since the theory already has identified that whether the level 
of growth is high or low will impact the level of profitability and the ability to repay 
investors (Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  Additionally, the higher the level of growth the 
easier to attract investors (Hockerts & Wüstenhagen 2010). The level of market potential 
emerged from both green and conventional investors. Our findings are congruent with 
those identifying that equity finance is conductive regarding growth (Ridley-Duff 2009). 
Thus, high growth, market oriented green startups are often considered more “business-
like” and satisfy also conventional investors’ appetite (Hockerts and Wüstenhagen 2010). 
For this reason, green startups that lack a market-orientation and, operate with 
“alternative” economic approaches (Bergset & Fichter, 2015), are unlikely to attract the 
interest of most VC investors. However, some informal investors who operate at a low–
funding level such as individuals on crowdfunding platforms and microfinance 
institutions may be eager to funding such startups (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). Therefore, 
the lower the level of market-orientation, the more the goals of entrepreneurs and 
traditional investors are misaligned. Also, green VCs look at the market potential and one 
of the interviewees underlined how often green startups focus too much on a single 
market, omitting others in which their product or service might find space. Hence, an 
open approach to different markets offers more opportunities for green startups to get 
traction and attract customer in at least one, of the potential markets. This aspect is also 
visible in the literature where an example of eco-dedicated startup is given as one that 
aims at the development of a sustainable thermoplastic material for technical applications 
but then turns out to develop a high quality material that is feasible for multiple 
applications in the plastic process industry (Freimann et al., 2010). Therefore, it is 
important for green startups to take in consideration the different applications of their 
product or service, in order to have access to more market opportunities, enhancing their 
market potential, and attracting more investors. All this has to be coupled with a market 
orientation which will be discussed further in regard to the entrepreneurial team. 
 

5.3.5 Scalability 
 
Scalability is generally defined as the characteristic of a system or model that describes 
its capability to endure and perform well when the workload or scope of the system 
increases (Jablonski, 2016). In business, it is a key factor that determines the ability to 
grow of a company and it is based on the argument that “not every unit of revenue is 
generated by an equal cost unit” (Jablonski, 2016, p.15). From our findings, scalability 
emerged as an important factor in the evaluation of startups, both green and not. 
Interestingly, from the green VCs perspective, scalability was not only related to the 
growth potential of the company, but also to the scalability of the impact. The basic 
assumption is that startups which make an impact in reducing CO2 emissions can have a 
greater impact if scalable. Furthermore, both conventional and green VCs mentioned the 
attractiveness of scalable business models. Business model (BM) scalability is defined as 
“the capacity of a business model to maintain similar or better effectiveness while 
continuously increasing or reducing the number of its components and while constantly 
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adjusting the boundaries of its impact (e.g. in a network environment)” (Jablonski, 2016, 
p. 15). Clearly scalable BMs are also related to the generation of higher revenues and 
profitability for all VCs. Investors appreciate models that generate higher revenues and 
create higher profitability (Jablonski, 2016). The development of scale-up solutions is 
also identified by Bocken et al. (2014), as an archetype for sustainable business models. 
They argue that usually sustainable businesses are built on sound sustainability principles, 
however, they often imply a small scale. This can limit the attraction of conventional 
investors and constrain growth strategies (Bocken et al., 2014). Our results  show that 
scalability is a relevant factor in the evaluation of startups for both green and mainstream 
VCs. However, scalability appears to be a challenge for environmental businesses 
(Bocken et al., 2014), especially for those operating in traditional sectors (Cumming et 
al., 2016). Often these sectors (e.g. energy, utilities) are the ones where green startups 
might make a significant impact in terms of environmental sustainability. However, it 
seems difficult for them to scale their operations and therefore have a greater impact 
(Bocken et al., 2014). Ghosh and Nanda (2010) underline how often in green startups 
(especially in the cleantech sector) risk capital is needed also to prove the scalability of 
the technology and in turn, the product development process is prolonged, making such 
investments too capital intensive for VCs. Therefore, scalability can be considered an 
important factor in the evaluation of startups in general, and especially green startups. 
Nonetheless, given the challenges in scaling up sustainable businesses and generating 
high revenues in the short term, conventional VCs might perceive it as an added risk. 
However, franchising, licensing and collaborative models (e.g. open innovation) can 
enable rapid scaling up with localized adaptation and local financing as well as creating 
platforms where firms and investors work together to drive the adoption of environmental 
business ideas (Bocken et al., 2014). In conclusion, an important observation here is that 
business models implemented in the software and tech industry nowadays, often share 
the characteristic of high market value at low or even no profits in the long run (Jablonski, 
2016). The market value is high because of specific attributes of business models such as 
a unique technical solution that creates interesting added value (Jablonski, 2016). 
Therefore, it could be interesting to understand if the same could work for green startups, 
keeping in mind that low or non-existing profit generation in the long term, endangers the 
economic sustainability of firms. 
 
5.3.6 Entrepreneurial Team 
 
The entrepreneurial team was mentioned among others as the factor playing a crucial role 
in how the investors perceive the venture but also to the likelihood of the venture to make 
it all the way to the market. This makes clear the link with those theories supporting that 
the team (jockey) is of utmost importance in the minds of VCs, since it regards the success 
or failure of the new venture (Gompers et al., 2016a) while contradicting the results of 
the study conducted by Kaplan et al. (2009) revealing that the product (horse) is more 
stable in VC backed companies when compared with the team (jockey). Therefore, our 
findings are in line with the results from the literature review, which identifies the team 
as one of the main four evaluation criteria used by VCs in the evaluation of startups 
(Zacharakis et al., 2007; Franke et al., 2008; Brusche, 2016). Moreover, it has  been 
ranked as the most important element driving selection decisions among VCs (Gompers 
et al., 2016a). Furthermore, the completeness and composition of the team was discussed 
in terms of what constitutes a “good team”. Our findings indicate that preferable teams 
are those that first of all, do constitute the team criterion thus, VCs rarely take in 
consideration a single entrepreneur. This aspect emerged explicitly from one respondent, 
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while the other always referred to the team evaluation. Therefore, indirectly underlining 
that the human capital is evaluated in term of team, not characteristics of the single 
entrepreneur. Consequently, taking in consideration the latest typology of green startups 
emerged in the literature (Bergset & Fichter, 2015) it is possible to affirm that rather than 
considering the entrepreneur´s characteristics, it would be more relevant to analyse the 
characteristics of the entrepreneurial team. Furthermore, the team composition clearly 
emerged as a key factor in the evaluation process. The preferable choice is represented 
by mixed teams. However, human capital is one of the most important but difficult areas 
to assess in venture proposals (Kozmetsky et al., 1985) and thus different attributes are 
discussed in relation to the team.  
 
Therefore, from our interviews emerged that a “good team” is characterized by a mixed 
composition in terms of educational background, experience and competencies, 
personalities and gender. In terms of educational background, the team of green startup 
should include members with technical background (e.g. engineers), as well as 
individuals with business background. The heterogeneity of teams has been identified by 
the literature as a positive signal for VC investors (Miloud et al., 2012; Franke et al., 
2008). Furthermore, studies on green VCs underlined how a balanced mix of technical 
and business skills is needed in green ventures in order to attract investors (Randjelovic 
et al., 2003; Bergset, 2018). That is due to the fact that green entrepreneurs are oftentimes 
engineers or scientists with a technical background and lack the business skills necessary 
to develop a company (Randjelovic et al., 2003). Further, environmental entrepreneurs 
are often critical toward the economic system (Linnanen, 2002) therefore frequently 
appear to be reluctant to grow their companies (Bergset & Fichter, 2015). This is often 
perceived as a negative signal for VCs since without growth it would be difficult for them 
to generate sufficient profitability and returns on investment. Our findings show that 
indeed in green startups the presence of business minded people in the team, is important 
in attracting VCs, reducing the perceived risks related to the level of growth orientation 
and the idealistic motives of green entrepreneurs. Moreover, the presence of business-
minded people is also positive in terms of market orientation of the team. The level of 
market orientation has been characterized as one of the strategy related characteristics 
that affect the investment decision (Bergset & Fichter, 2015) and green startups that lack 
a market-orientation and thus, operate with “alternative” economic approaches and do not 
aim for growth, are unlikely to attract the interest VCs (Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  
 
Furthermore, the ambitions and motivations of the team play a key role in the evaluation 
process. The team has to show the ambition to develop the startup, prove the capability 
of creating momentum as well as deliver on the startups’ milestones. Drive, ambition and 
dedication emerged from both conventional and green VCs, but for green VCs it's a 
positive signal if coupled with a desire to reduce environmental impact. Therefore, for 
green VCs the team should demonstrate a balance between sustainability and economic 
motives. Environmental entrepreneurs are found to be passionate about the environment 
and want to give their contribution to the reduction of environmental degradation 
(Kirkwood & Walton, 2010). Therefore, they are often passionate about their businesses 
and want to spread their green values to others (Kirkwood & Walton, 2010). So, 
considering these aspects, they might turn out to be really dedicated to their startups and 
use their business to spread their green values. If coupled with willingness to grow and 
strong market orientation, and expressed in terms of commitment to the business, this 
dedication to green values could be a positive signal for conventional and green VCs. 
Moving on, previous startup experience has been signified as an important element under 
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evaluation from various interviewees. This finding resonates the results of Franke et al. 
(2008) which regard  type of job experience (startup vs large firm) as key characteristic 
that VCs account for the startup team. Individuals with previous startup experience are 
considered a positive element in green startups teams because they know at least some of 
the challenges and what it takes to develop a company from early stages. This contrasts 
the finding of Mrkajic et al. (2017), that in their study found the presence of previously 
self-employed founders to shrink the likelihood to obtain VC. Furthermore, we found that 
previous experience in the industry in which the startup operates, is positively related to 
the likelihood of receiving VC funding for those green startups operating in traditional 
sectors (e.g. utilities, chemical) with very large and powerful players. These sectors 
require a deep understanding of the logic of the industry in order to breakthrough and 
eventually change it. This is again in contrast with Mrkajic et al. (2017) who found a 
negative effect of previous specific experience on VC-backing. However, an important 
distinction needs to be done. Previous industry-specific experience can be fundamental 
for startups operating in traditional industries, due to their complexity and established 
logic. But for green startups that operate in other industries such as the tech or software, 
where developing something disruptive can be easier, not being stuck in a logic - hence, 
not having previous experience in the industry - is perceived as a positive signal. 
Moreover, previous experience is also related to the product or service that the startup 
wants to take to the market. Taking the example by one interviewee, if an inexperienced 
team, fresh out of university, develops an app that could change people's behavior it might 
be a perfect fit. However, if the same team develops a device to reduce the environmental 
impact of chemical companies, then they would need someone more with more industry 
related experience in their team.  
 
Furthermore, the heterogeneity of teams is considered also in terms of gender, as already 
identified  in the literature (Franke et al., 2008). Therefore, preferable teams are those that 
are mixed and present a heterogeneous nature (Franke et al., 2008). However, the team 
does not require to be complete, since it is one of the VCs’ role to provide expertise and 
mentoring on these areas where the team is lacking (2, 4). This is a typical characteristic 
of VCs whom traditionally, in addition to financial resources, provide expertise and 
mentoring to startups (Bocken, 2015). That is also connected to another important 
characteristic of the team that emerged as important in the evaluation process: the 
entrepreneurs and teams’ willingness to include new members. Sometimes teams or 
entrepreneurs show a reluctance toward acquiring new members, wanting to do 
everything by themselves. This is considered a red flag given that, especially in the case 
of small founders teams, with the development of the startup, new competences will be 
needed and the team have to be willing to work with the VCs. Once the firm is under the 
“wing” of the VCF together with financial resources it could increase the number of 
employees and fixed assets, alongside monitoring activities, mentoring (Gu et al., 2017), 
and often an active role in the decision-making processes (Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). 
In conclusion, all the mentioned characteristics and traits of entrepreneurial teams that 
VCs take in consideration in their evaluation processes are formally evaluated in order to 
understand how the team could work together. Thus, the way of communicating among 
the entrepreneurial team reveal some truth with regard to what the team members 
individually want, how their ambition is aligned or not and in turn to what degree this is 
beneficial or not for the team’s performance.  Related to that, experienced VCs have 
identified mutual acquaintance among team members in the top three criteria, while less 
experienced investors rank it as least important (Gompers et al.,2016;Shepherd et al., 
2003). According to the feedback from the interviewees, the dynamic relationship of the 
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team is positively related to the ability of the team to deliver on milestones as well as, 
successfully bringing their product to the market.  Furthermore, one can argue that these 
dynamics will determine whether or not the team can create “momentum”.  
 

5.4 Meaning of green for practitioners 

 
A missing agreement on common terminology has led to the interchangeable use of 
synonymous words which is likely to create confusion among investors ( Thompson et 
al., 2011). Among the different definitions in the hitherto literature regarding 
environmental entrepreneurship some authors set the focus on environmental but also 
social economic objectives while other definitions only mention environmental goals 
(Demirel et al., 2017). As our data from the interviews revealed, different investors will 
have slightly different definitions. While if one does not really focus on sustainability, 
usually does not have clarity with the different categories. Therefore, a broader 
understanding involves that if a startup is addressing environmental issues through their 
product or service, then one would consider it a green venture. Hence, despite the 
confusion that arises from the literature, practitioners tend to perceive green ventures as 
those that address environmental problems with their products and services. This is in 
line with the definition of green startup adopted in this thesis as ventures that address the 
need for more environmentally sound approach to business by providing innovative and 
practical solutions for environmental concerns (Criscuolo & Menon, 2015; Demirel et al., 
2017). However, it came to our notice that Cleantech might have an added risk currently 
inherent, namely, reputational risk. While IT investments have been associated with 
“quick-money”. Nonetheless, greentech or cleantech, or sustaintech, it does not really 
matter how one labels it, as long as the mission is clear. 
 

5.5 Limits to green investment 
 
With our study we aimed at understanding what the investors look at when evaluating 
green ventures, as well as understanding the main limits and barriers to green investments. 
Other than the criteria used in the evaluation process, there are also other considerations 
that can limit the attractiveness of green ventures for investors.  
 
Characteristics of Green Startups Investments 
For instance, one of the main limits to green investment identified both in the literature 
and in our empirical findings, stands in the very underlying traits of the investments. 
Many green startups work at the development of innovative hardware technologies 
(Randjelovic et al., 2003; Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Green technologies intrinsically 
involve exceptionally high technological complexity (Mrkajic et al., 2017). Therefore, 
product development takes longer time, if compared to traditional VC´s investment 
sectors such as IT and software, mainly due to the newness of the market and the 
complexity of the technologies (Criscuolo & Menon, 2015). Long product development 
periods imply higher costs (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010) as well as longer time to achieve 
market breakthrough (Randjelovic et al., 2003). These characteristics represent 
challenges for investors due to a long-term return on investment (Cumming et al., 2016) 
and the high capital intensity that green investments often require (Ghosh & Nanda, 
2010). Moreover, green startups often have higher technology risk because other than the 
risk related to the functioning of the technologies, once the technology works at prototype 
level it is not yet clear if it will work at scale (Ghosh & Nanda. 2010). So, risk capital is 
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required not only in the development of the products, but also to demonstrate the 
scalability of the technology (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). We found that investment in green 
startups require more patience and “deeper pockets” from the investors side. Therefore, 
our findings identify the presence of these limits, related to long product development 
time, longer time to reach the market and higher costs, that often discourage conventional 
VCs to invest in green startups. Furthermore, it is often difficult for hardware greens 
startups to get their revenues up and require longer time horizons to become profitable 
than a conventional startup (Mrkajic et al., 2017).  
 
Traditional Industries 
In addition to these limit, green startups can also face risks related to the sectors in which 
they often operate. The markets for green solutions are often characterised by 
conservative structures and powerful players dominating the market (Bergset, 2018). 
Therefore, the barriers to enter in those traditional sectors (e.g. energy, utilities) can be 
high, making it difficult for green startups to break through and extending the time before 
they can get their revenues up. Longer time to have revenues, imply longer time to 
become profitable, so this factor can add on the already existing challenges mentioned 
above and it can have a further impact on the exit opportunities for investors. 
Furthermore, in those traditional sectors there can be challenges when it comes to exit 
opportunities. The literature often underlines how the path to the VCs´ investment exit is 
often not clear in green ventures operating and targeting traditional sectors (Gaddy et al., 
2017). Those challenges are related to the unwillingness of incumbents to buy innovative 
startups (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Furthermore, especially for cleantech startups, IPOs 
have been found to be rare (Gaddy et al., 2017). Our findings show how trade sales can 
be challenging due to the more time needed to build reputation and credibility in 
traditional industries. However, the biggest pitfall identified was related to the generation 
of revenues. When green startups are able to generate and increase their revenues, IPOs 
are a more likely possibility. Therefore, for green startups in traditional sectors, the time 
to identify the right exit opportunity is longer (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Furthermore, 
IPO´s are difficult due to the challenge of generating revenues, while acquisitions can 
take longer due to the time needed to build reputation and credibility in traditional sectors. 
However, the biggest challenge seems related to the generation of revenues and it can 
also relate to exit through acquisitions. Often utilities corporations tend to be risk averse 
and value startups depending on profitability and not growth potential (Gaddy et al., 
2017). The challenges related to the exit opportunities can indeed threaten the growth of 
investments in the green sector (Gaddy et al., 2017). Moving on, traditional industries are 
also characterized by an important influence of policies and regulation. Green startups in 
those industries are often dependent on subsidies and supportive policies for their 
survival. But regulations are in constant evolution, therefore, investors might perceive a 
higher level of risk, since a change in the regulatory framework can have disastrous 
consequences (Bürer & Wüstenhagen, 2009). This aspect was underlined also from our 
respondents who emphasized that this strong influence requires investors to know the 
system and continuously update their knowledge on the matter. Therefore, this regulatory 
risk can often discourage conventional investors.  
 
Investors Experience 
The experience of VCs has an important influence on green investments. VCs tend to 
specialize in specific sectors so that they can advance specific knowledge and expertise 
(Ghosh & Nanda, 2010). Investments in green sectors often require specific knowledge 
of the industries in which green startups operate. As we have previously seen, in some of 
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the target industries for green startups, it is highly important to understand the regulatory 
framework, the way in which the system works as well as keep track of the changes that 
often occur. Therefore, considering that a lot of investors that are operating nowadays, 
are often specialized in the IT and software industries, they face difficulties in 
understanding green investments and their specific challenges. This aspect is clearly 
related also to the long-term nature of green investments. In their quest for financing, 
green ventures compete with quick-win formats such as apps, which can generate quick 
returns (Bocken, 2015). Most VCs nowadays are specialized in those quick formats and 
cannot understand or adapt to the long-term focus required by many green investments. 
One of our respondents underlined how a lot of impact investors built their fortune in 
software dot.com and tech companies, hence, they do not invest in hardware, but rather 
look for digital solutions because they do not have the experience needed to work with 
hardware. Furthermore, the experience of the VCs has an important role in the 
development of the new startups, since they can provide the mentoring and expertise 
needed to run the business (Bocken, 2015). Therefore, VCs that lack the knowledge of 
the sectors in which green startups operate as well as knowledge of hardware 
development, will be reluctant to invest in green companies as well as unable to provide 
the necessary expertise and mentoring. 
 
Idealistic Motives vs. “Greedy Capitalists” 
As we have seen in the theoretical framework, green entrepreneurs are often driven by 
idealistic motives (Linnanen, 2002; Taylor & Walley, 2004). They possess a set of values 
and aspirations that sees protection of the environment as a main goal (Shaper, 2010). 
Furthermore, they often have a critical view of the business world and the economic 
system based on a continuous growth (Linnanen, 2002). Therefore, they tend to be wary 
in regard to investors, as the conventional VC clearly explained, they often see VCs as 
“greedy capitalists”. As a result, the communication between investors and green 
entrepreneurs can be difficult, limiting the attractiveness of green startups´ investments. 
Nonetheless, there is a need for more understanding of the respective motivations which 
might enable both parts to find common ground. Moreover, the idealistic motives of green 
entrepreneurs often include the assumption that green businesses are not supposed to 
make money. Environmental entrepreneurs often do not have aspirations in terms of 
profits (Linnanen, 2002; Santini, 2017), but as observed, there is no contradiction between 
solving environmental issues and making a profit at the same time since actually, in order 
for green startups to be economically sustainable, profits are needed. This is an interesting 
observation since the non-profitability of green startups could actually make them 
unsustainable, from an economic point of view. Furthermore, in relation to the various 
typologies of environmental entrepreneurs, it is possible to observe how green 
entrepreneurs that are able to effectively balance sustainability and profit orientation, are 
more likely to attract investors. Those entrepreneurs are the ones found in the visionary 
startup who have a strong desire to change the world and see business as the best way to 
achieve this goal (Bergset & Fichter, 2015).  
 
Lack of Business Professionalism 
It has been observed that green entrepreneurial teams usually have an engineering or 
technical background and lack business knowledge and skills (Bergset, 2018). Therefore, 
the business plans presented by green startups to investors, often lack financial and 
business information, while they present too much focus in regard to the environmental 
aspects of the business (Randjelovic et al., 2003). Our findings are in line with this aspect, 
with the conventional VC affirming that it is one of the main issues they encountered 
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when evaluating green startups. Nonetheless, incomplete business plans, lacking essential 
financial data and projections are a common problem in the VC industry (Randjelovic et 
al., 2003). Therefore, including more business skills in green entrepreneurial teams could 
enable them to prepare more effective business plans. Furthermore, including more 
business-background individuals would also help the need for better communication 
between investors and green entrepreneurs, emphasized in the previous section. 
 
Lack of Innovative Business Models 
One issue that emerged in our findings is that green startups operating in traditional 
sectors do not embrace new business models. Furthermore, in order to attract more 
conventional investors, the business models of green startups should reflect the capability 
of the firm to build size and defend it or to generate recurrent revenues beyond the ones 
coming from sales. According to the entrepreneurial finance literature, an effective 
business model has to generate revenues to cover operating costs in a relatively short time 
(Leach & Melicher, 2012). Therefore, new business models able to generate recurrent 
revenues would be of interest for conventional investors. Furthermore, business model 
innovation was found as a success factor for sustainable businesses among venture 
capitalists (Bocken, 2015). Therefore, our finding is coherent, showing that innovative 
business models might attract more conventional investors to green startups, and have a 
positive effect on the green VCs’ investment decision. 
 
Lack of a Standard Tool 
From our interviews the issue of a missing standard tool to evaluate the environmental 
impact of companies emerged. More specifically, a tool based on generally accepted 
principles, which is broadly implemented and can give you measurable KPIs. However, 
we have observed that several tools already exist and are being used in the industry. 
Furthermore, measures such as gas emissions converted in CO2 are often used to assess 
the impact of companies. Therefore, this issue appears to be a minor limit to green 
investments, however, a standard and proven tool would enable green investors to have a 
more clear and reliable idea of the impact of the startups they evaluate. Furthermore, the 
Climate Solver Tool developed by WWF Sweden, which allows companies to calculate 
their environmental impact in terms of potential CO2 emissions reductions (Climate 
Solver, n.d.) emerged as an effective tool. Companies that, according to the tool, have a 
potential of over 20 million tons CO2 emissions reduction over the next decade, obtain 
the status of Climate Solver (Climate Solver, n.d.). Therefore, green VCs consider it as a 
quality stamp that positively influences their decision. 
 
5.6 Opportunities for Green Investments 
Luckily, in our study we have identified also some opportunities related to green 
investments. First of all, sustainability is a current, visible trend in society (Marcus et al., 
2013). Customers are becoming more environmentally conscious (Cumming et al., 2017) 
and more capital is being directed toward green and ethical funds. Therefore, green 
startups can benefit from this positive trend with more investors that go beyond financial 
considerations and include environmental as well as social considerations in their 
investments (Bocken, 2015). More specialized VCs are emerging, seeking to prove new 
investment formats and prove that “sustainable business is good business” (Bocken, 2015, 
p. 656). Furthermore, the emergence of specialized VCs can further sustain green 
ventures with the specific expertise and knowledge needed for their development. 
Moreover, this trend, together with increasing media attention and government support, 
contributes to the legitimization of green as an investment sector (Petkova et al., 2014). 
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Once a sector is legitimized and more green startups’ successful cases emerge, more 
investors will be attracted toward this area (Petkova et al., 2014). In accordance to these 
trends several countries are implementing policies that support the emergence of green 
solutions with subsidies, research grants and the creation of institutional frameworks that 
can boost the emergence of green ventures. Some authors argue that the current economic 
institutions can limit the emergence of green ventures (Cumming et al., 2016). However, 
some countries seem to contrast this argument. As one of our interviewees emphasized, 
Sweden offers several opportunities for green ventures with a strong focus on 
transparency, different networks, incubators and accelerators. The very Greentech fund 
where the three green VCs operate was created with public money, therefore, at least in 
Sweden, the institutional framework appears to be in evolution. Nonetheless, Sweden 
occupies the third position in the Global Cleantech Innovation Index 2017 (GCII) thanks 
to high public R&D expenditure in the cleantech sector, evidence of supportive policy 
and a large number of domestic private investors (WWF & Cleantech Group, 2017). 
However, in other countries a lot needs to be done and “national climate action plans are 
not yet delivering sufficiently to reach the globally agreed targets” (WWF & 
CleantechGroup, 2017, p.4). In conclusion we would like to underline once more that 
green startups are not limited to hardware solutions and traditional sectors (e.g. utilities). 
There are several sectors that need to shift toward a more sustainable way of doing 
business. For instance, food, transportation and consumer behavior emerged in our 
findings, but every sector to a different extent need more environmentally friendly 
innovation, if we are to avoid critical climate changes. 
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6 Conclusions 
 

This final chapter serves to answer the research question while drawing conclusions from 
the study. Additionally, one can find presented the theoretical contributions, implications 
for practitioners, society and policy. In the final part limitations related to the study as 
well as directions for future research are similarly displayed.  
 
6.1 General Conclusions 
 
The purpose of this study was to understand what venture capitalists (VCs) take in 
consideration when evaluating green startups. Furthermore, we aimed at the development 
of an understanding of the VCs perspective on green startups, taking in consideration the 
point of view of green, as well as, mainstream VCs. To do so, we wanted to analyse, not 
only those criteria that are used in the evaluation process, but also the challenges, limits 
and opportunities of green as a venture capital investment sector. The individual 
experiences of the VCs involved in this study provided us with interesting and new 
insights on the way in which green startups are evaluated and perceived by these 
fundamental actors in the development of new firms. First of all, what clearly emerges is 
that the evaluation criteria used in the evaluation of green startups are very similar to the 
ones used in conventional startups. Profitability, characteristics of products or services, 
market potential, scalability and the entrepreneurial team have been widely recognized in 
the literature on entrepreneurial finance as the main criteria taken in consideration during 
the evaluation process (Gompers et al., 2016a). However, we have seen how the 
environmental impact of the startups is an important evaluation criterion used by green 
VCs. Furthermore, we have also observed how green VCs take in consideration all the 
other criteria in relation to the environmental impact too. This gives an interesting 
perspective on business and environmental impact: the more a green startup is profitable, 
has market potential and it´s scalable, and the more the positive environmental impact 
will be. Therefore, profitability, scalability and CO2 reductions are seen as correlated 
rather than contradictory. This can potentially be the point of contact between green 
startups and conventional VCs. Green startups that are able to generate profits, through 
scalable business models, with market and growth orientation as well as the development 
of innovative products or services, could be able to attract conventional VCs, without 
compromising on the environmental values of the startup. Given the current economic 
system, business and firms appear to be an effective tool for the spreading of 
environmental values, therefore idealistic entrepreneurs should make use of their 
businesses to spread their values. Understanding that if a sound environmental business 
grows it will have a greater impact and more potential to change the way in which 
business is done. Furthermore, we identified a need for more business professionalization 
in green startups, which would enable a better dialogue between green startups and 
investors, as well as contribute to the emergence of more market and growth oriented 
green startups. Nonetheless, we recognize that green startups operating in traditional 
industries and especially the ones that work with hardware technologies, which require 
long product development and longer investment cycles, necessitate some specific and 
specialized sources of finance. A combination of government support and specialized VC 
funds appears to be a good fit for this kind of investments that require specialized 
knowledge as well as large amounts of capital. Therefore, VC funds that specifically 
target green startups appears to be the best source of financing available for these ventures 
since they go beyond simple financial considerations, but actually focus on the 
contribution that those startups can give to the reduction of environmental degradation. 
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Accordingly, green VCs possess the knowledge necessary to understand the challenges 
for green startups, as well as the specific expertise required to develop them, even when 
they operate in traditional and more challenging sectors. In relation to the limits to green 
investment identified in our research, we see that policies and regulations are a double-
edged sword: when supportive, they can spur green investments (Cumming et al., 2016), 
but there is a need for more broadly implemented and stable policies, otherwise the 
continuous changes in the regulatory framework will continue pose a risk and limit for 
this investment category. We have also identified promising opportunities for green 
investments and startups. The current sustainability trend is strong and supported by 
policies, creation of green and ethical funds as well as an ongoing transformation in, at 
least some, traditional industries. From 2013 to 2016, venture capital investments in 
cleantech have been steadily increasing and directed to more and more sectors (WWF & 
CleantechGroup, 2017). European power and utilities (P&U) companies are increasingly 
investing in cleantech through mergers and acquisitions of startups, with the global P&U 
deal value reaching a record high of $256,3 billion in 2018  (Huq, 2019).  Despite this 
unprecedented momentum, the current green investments are far from the amount needed 
to avoid dangerous consequences in term of global warming (WWF & CleantechGroup, 
2017). However, given that national climate actions plans are not yet sufficient to reach 
the globally agreed targets, the role of investments in solutions provided by businesses 
are even more crucial (WWF & Cleantech Group, 2017). Therefore, green startups can 
take advantage of this momentum and together with investors, drive the shift of society 
toward a more sustainable development. 
 
6.2 Theoretical Contributions 
 
This study contributes to the literature in the fields of entrepreneurial finance and 
environmental entrepreneurship as a subset of sustainable entrepreneurship. Firstly, we 
contribute to the understanding of the relationship between venture capital and green 
ventures offering an in-depth review of the existing literature in regard to environmental 
entrepreneurs and the startups that they generate, as well as venture capital and the 
emerging green venture capital. Furthermore, we contribute to the understanding of the 
environmental branch of sustainable venture capital as well as its role in the success of 
green startups, by identifying investment theses, success and failure factors as well as the 
contextual influences of other key actors such as governments and incumbents in 
traditional industries. Therefore, we contribute to the call for more research aiming at 
understanding this emerging VC sector (Randjelovic et al., 2003; Bocken, 2015; Bergset, 
2018) as well as understanding how VCs perceive green startups (Mrkajic et al., 2017). 
Moreover, the green VCs investment thesis identified in this study, composed by a 
correlation of profitability, scalability and CO2 emissions reduction, provides actual 
evidence on how green investors take account for financial, as well as sustainability and 
environmental considerations in their investments (Bocken, 2015). Further, this aspect 
underlines how sustainability itself is not a unique selling point (Bocken, 2015). Green 
startups need to undertake a business professionalization process, so that they can develop 
into sound and profitable businesses. Therefore, the role of venture capitalists is vital 
considering that the same experience and rigor needed to develop conventional businesses 
applies to green startups too (Bocken, 2015). However, we recognize the need for 
specialized green VCs given the characteristic challenges that some green startups imply. 
High risk, high investment sums and long investment horizons are likely to make most 
conventional investor reluctant to invest (Bergset, 2018). Furthermore, even though we 
did not aim at testing the typology of green startups presented by Bergset and Fichter 
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(2015), our findings can give important insights for further development. For instance, 
one could say that rather than taking in consideration product/service quality which is a 
characteristic that we found to be somehow ambiguous and difficult to measure, the CO2 
emissions reduction potential of the product could be taken in account, given the 
relevance it can have for green VCs. Moreover, when putting the characteristics of green 
startups in relation with the influence they can have on investors, frameworks should also 
take in consideration the contextual characteristics surrounding the startup such as 
industry in which the startup operates and policy. In line with most literature we have 
identified exit opportunities and policy as challenging aspects for green startups (Ghosh 
& Nanda, 2010; Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006; Bergset, 2018). However, we have also 
observed how conditions are in slow evolution and positively moving toward a more 
supportive context for green startups. In relation to the exit opportunities the literature 
often underlines how reluctant incumbents are the main issue (Ghosh & Nanda, 2010; 
Wüstenhagen & Teppo, 2006). However, practitioners seem to see the main challenge for 
startups in generating revenues, given that revenue generation can open the road to IPOs 
which are still not common in green startups. In conclusion, Sweden is well known to be 
one of the European countries at the forefront in the development of eco-innovations 
(GCII, 2017), however it is not particularly well known for a strong history of VC 
industry (Röhl, 2014, cited in Bergset, 2018) especially if compared with the US. 
Therefore, it is an interesting setting for a study in entrepreneurial finance in the field of 
green startups (Bergset, 2018). 
 
6.3 Implications for Practitioners 
 
For green startups seeking finance or consultants and business developers advising teams 
in early-stage venture development, our study offers an opportunity to make an 
assessment of what aspects influence the investment decision of both green and 
mainstream VCs. We provide a more detailed understanding on what VCs look at when 
deciding whether to invest or not, enabling green startups to understand the investor's 
perspective. Furthermore, by including conventional VC in our study, some green 
startups can see what their main considerations are and generate business models and 
ventures that can satisfy their needs. Our results show how profitability and scalability 
play a critical role also for green VCs, underlying that “making money”, should not be 
considered as something bad in green business. But rather seen as a tool to spur 
environmental innovations and values in society. We believe that understanding that 
business growth for a green startup implies a broader impact on environmental 
degradation reduction, could represent a meeting point for the idealistic motives of 
environmental entrepreneurs and the profit-driven investors. Furthermore, our study 
provides insight on what kind of financial source can better fit different kinds of green 
startups. Considering green VCs as the best fit for most green startups but emphasizing 
how some might find the approval of conventional VCs if able to generate profits and 
scale up in a relatively short period of time. Furthermore, grants and public funding can 
play a fundamental role for research-based green startups. Research grants and 
government support often work as a quality stamp for VCs. Additionally, we would like 
to emphasize that green business can be done in many ways and in many industries. 
Therefore, there are several opportunities for green entrepreneurs and not exclusively the 
ones related to the development of hardware and cleantech. Moving on, VC firms can 
benefit from our study to understand how green VC investments can be done and what 
investment theses stand behind them. Especially other VCFs could consider the green 
VCs evaluation criteria identified in this study, for the development of investment theses 
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for green funds. Moreover, mainstream VCs can understand that a contribution to the 
reduction of environmental degradation, does not necessarily require investments in 
startups operating in complex traditional industries with additional risks, But rather, a lot 
can be done by investing in consumer oriented green startups for the example, and other 
industries in which green startups can make impact without additional risks. In 
conclusion, our study underlines also the need for more green VCs that can develop the 
necessary knowledge to invest in green startups, as well as the specific expertise to 
successfully help the development of green startups. 
 
6.4 Societal and Policy Implications 
 
Considering that environmental degradation is a phenomenon that concern all humanity, 
the study of environmental entrepreneurship provides social value by identifying ways 
and modes in which business can contribute to the reduction of environmental 
degradation. Therefore, this study, aiming at identifying factors and considerations that 
can help environmental entrepreneurs to successfully obtain financing, generates value 
for society. The more green startups will be successful, the more opportunities society 
will have to avoid critical and dangerous alterations of our environment. 
 
This study also provides implication for governments and policy-makers. Supportive 
policies are often positively related to the emergence of green ventures (Cumming et al., 
2017). However, in our study we have seen how consistency and stability are required in 
order for policy to be really effective in boosting the emergence of green startups. The 
creation of green funds composed by public funding appear to be a potential solution to 
the challenges that many green startups face in obtaining financing. The combination of 
public funding and VC setting can provide more effective investments in green startups 
since the VCs will not only provide finance, but also help the development of the green 
ventures providing knowledge and expertise. Furthermore, the VC setting enables a closer 
monitoring of the green startup ensuring that the public funding is effectively used. 
However, much more can be done if policies would be more consistent and implemented 
at a broader level than national. One of the main issues related to policy is that in many 
countries it can change rapidly, making it difficult for investors and entrepreneurs to keep 
up with the changes. Therefore, a more stable and homogeneous policy framework across 
countries, could reduce the regulatory risks perceived by investors. For this reason, we 
see the European Union as a key actor in the future of green startups. Furthermore, 
governments can create public-private partnerships that would further help the emergence 
of green startups. For the example, public funding can be provided for R&D efforts, and 
consequently, once the technology is developed, the private sector could provide the 
resources necessary to take it to the market. In conclusion, our study underlines the critical 
role that policy plays in green business and given that climate change is a public issue, 
more governments should take action to promote the emergence of green innovations and 
take example from those countries that are recognized as green leaders (e.g. Sweden), in 
the creation of policies and regulations. 
 

6.5 Limitations 
 
As in many cases in research, our study presents some limitations. Firstly, there are 
limitations related to the sample of our study. Even though we included both mainstream 
and green VCs, those two categories were not equally represented since three of our 
respondents are green VCs while only one is from the conventional. Additionally, the 
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three green VCs are all investment managers at the same publicly funded Greentech fund. 
However, as explained in the contextual information of the findings, the fund was created 
in 2018 and the three respondents have previous experience in the VC industry. 
Therefore, their answers and insights were a result of their accumulated experience rather 
than only the one year spent in the fund. Furthermore, our sample can be considered as 
relatively small. However, the use of the IPA methodology validates the use of small 
samples given the required commitment to the generation of a detailed interpretative 
consideration based the unique experiences of the participants and therefore requires 
detailed and reflective personal narratives from the respondents (Larkin & Thompson, 
2012). Another limitation is represented by the fact that the study took place in Sweden 
and the data were collected from Swedish VCs. Therefore, our results are context 
dependent and similar studies in different cultural contexts might result in different 
findings. However, given that Sweden is one of the most sustainability-oriented countries 
in the world, it provided the perfect setting for our study. Furthermore, we faced difficulty 
in finding specific data on investments in green startups. Green startups can operate in a 
variety of sectors, therefore in statistics, they often fall under the sector in which they 
operate (e.g. a producer of environmentally friendly textiles falls under the general 
category of investments in textile industry). More data are instead available for cleantech 
and that is the reason why most statistic in the study only refer to cleantech startup. 
Finally, when it comes to sustainable entrepreneurship, different branches of research 
arise. In this study we have considered environmental entrepreneurship as a subset of 
sustainable entrepreneurship, keeping this consideration in mind along all the study. In 
doing so, other perspectives on sustainable and environmental entrepreneurship have not 
been considered. 

 
6.6 Directions for Future Research  
 

Our research can represent the source of interesting insights for future research. First of 
all, it would be interesting to undertake a longitudinal study that involves repeated 
observations of the same variables over a long period of time, to investigate whether this 
additional experience has an impact on the evaluation of startup proposals. Furthermore, 
based on our limitations, a study addressing the evaluation criteria of green startups with 
a more equal representation of conventional and green VCs could be of interest, as well 
as involving a broader number of interviewees and countries. An interesting insight for 
future research emerged in the findings. The implementation of innovative business 
models in green startups, has been seen as a potential positive factor in attracting more 
mainstream investors. Therefore, studies on what constitutes and how to develop more 
attractive business models for green startups would be of great interest. Moreover, the 
literature on VCs, underlines how novice VCs might evaluate different aspects in a 
different way than experienced VCs. Accordingly, studies on the differences in the 
evaluation of green startups among novice and experienced VCs is recommended. 
Additionally, it would be interesting to investigate more in detail public VCFs. In our 
study they emerged as key player in the context of green investments, therefore it would 
be relevant to investigate more in-depth these organizations and better understand their 
impact and relevance on the emergence of green startups. Another interesting area of 
research could be represented by investigating the role of business angels in the 
emergence of green startups. Some studies identify them as more likely investors in green 
startups (Randjelovic et al., 2003). However, as we have seen investments in green 
startups can have high capital requirements which many BAs might not be able to afford 
alone. Therefore, studying the role of BAs, BAs networks or other form of BAs 
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association could be interesting in understanding the perspective of these important 
investors on green startups. Furthermore, considering the positive trends related to green 
startup identified in this study, other researchers could focus on the changes that are 
currently happening in traditional sectors (e.g. power and utilities), to understand if the 
role of big corporations is changing and their behavior becoming more favorable toward 
green startups. In conclusion, the literature on venture capital and green startups is still 
scarce, therefore researchers can find many unexplored areas. However, given that VC is 
not always the best way to finance green startups, future studies should also focus on 
alternative sources of funding such as crowdfunding platforms and philanthropists. 
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Appendix 1 – Codification and Interpretation 
 
The following tables include examples of the process of codification and interpretation 
of the findings. The complete tables are available from the authors upon request. 
 
Table 1: Development Stage and Investment’s Duration 
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
 “We could step in at seed stage and A 
rounds, that's our normal part of the value 
chain where we step in.” (1) 
 
“Normally pre-seed, seed start phase. We 
can invest in several stages but the 
investments that we have mad now in the 
Green fund they are predominantly 
early stage pre- revenue in the company” (3) 
 
“we are going  in  such early stage ,seed , 
post seed, pre-A rounds, so it's quite early. 
Is not really the angel or pre-seed.” (4) 
 
“We have a horizon of 5-7 years so in that 
time we hope that they can become rather big, 
it depends Of course, markets and. So forth is 
a flag.” (2) 
 
“When there are research based start-ups and 
so forth, for instance, they often get started in 
the incubator when it's too early for us to 
invest. But when they have been in the 
incubator for some time and they have a 
proof of concept of what they are doing and 
maybe they have some first pilot customers 
and so forth we step in.” (1) 
 

Green VC invest in earlier stages than 
conventional development stages for VC.  
 
      
 
 
 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Investment horizons  
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Table 2: Environmental Aspects as an Influencer of VCs Decision Making  
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
 
“[…] we wouldn´t invest in something that is 
obviously unsustainable, we haven't really 
stated that, but I am very doubtful we would 
invest in oil, coal or something that is 
obviously detrimental to the environment. 
We also have a policy against weapons 
industry.” (2) 
 
 
“So sometimes we think it’s a great team and 
a great product, but it will not have so good 
CO2 effect and then we won’t invest. So, for 
us is really important that it has a disruptive 
effect on CO2.” (4) 
 
 
“So, for example a company that saves water 
can be CO2 positive, but it can also be 
negative. So it doesn’t necessarily become 
something that we will invest in. This CO2 
focus comes from the directive of EU funding 
that we have in the fund. So, it's not 
something that we found out ourselves and 
that's what we have to look at.” (3) 
 
 
“[…]we also look for companies that maybe 
are not obviously green companies such as IT 
companies and so forth but we would still, if 
there is a green angle, if there is something 
that they do that can save energy or have a 
positive impact and if they haven’t put that 
forth, we will suggest them that if there is 
something like that they should probably lift 
it up to other  investors and to”(2) 
 
 
[…]all of us are thinking more long term, we 
really think that we are doing good with 
investing in these companies even if they are 
not green ventures, we believe all of them 
make a positive impact on the world in some 
way, even though it might be small.”(2) 
 
 

 
 
Environmental Impact as risk management  
on mainstream VCs decision making.  
 
      
      
 
 
 
 
Environmental Impact as a fundamental 
influencer for Green VC’s investment 
decision. 
 
 
 
 
 
CO2 focus results from conditions of EU 
funding.  
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Environmental Impact as a positive 
Influencer for Conventional VC’s 
investment decision but seen as market 
competitive advantage. 
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“So, in the timeframe of a year, we make a 10 
years prognosis of a company’s development 
and in 10 years from now we forecast the 
CO2 reduction from this company’s services 
or products. This is very difficult, it is an 
estimate but if you base that estimate on 
environmental analysis based on the best 
assumptions that you can make, and this 
gives you a good figure. “ (3) 
 
 
“Given that they have an impact to begin 
with, it's the potential to actually grow, what 
they are doing and then be successful in what 
they are doing. Because, it doesn't matter if 
it's fantastic from an environmental point of 
view but only 5 people will use it. It's almost 
fantastic or really good but, you know, 5 
million people or even 500 million people 
will use it, then you have a really, really good 
impact.” (3) 

      
Difficulty in estimating environmental 
impact, but CO2 emission reduction is a 
good measure. 
 
 
 
 
 
Environmental Impact correlated to number 
of potential customers, scalability, and 
growth potential. The bigger green startups 
get the more positive effect on environment 
they can have. 

 
Table 3: Financial Aspects  
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
“In this case normally you don’t have a 
history so, to try to make a NPV (Net 
Present Value) is very difficult. Instead we 
can do that as a triangulation, and we can 
use several ways of estimating the value of 
the business. So, we can make a DCF 
(Discounted Cash Flow) analysis on the 
company’s trajectory Also we can see over 
time you have the learning curve effect on 
costs. So that’s one way to do it.” (3) 
 
“[...] you need people working there with the 
ambition and perhaps wants to serve a higher 
purpose but still, make money at the same 
time. For some people in this industry there 
is this idea that it is a bad thing to also 
wanting to make money, but that would not 
be economically sustainable.” (4) 
 
“We really think we are doing positive 
impact but the thing is to be able to continue 
to do that we need to get our investment back 
and be able to invest more so we are profit 

 
Lack of  history and track record in green 
startups as a negative influencer to VCs 
financial evaluation. 
 
Use of triangulation of different tools to 
assess financial prospects of green startups. 
 
      
      
      
 
 
 
Need for a balance between sustainability 
and profitability motives. More business 
people in green startups. 
 
 
      
VCFs with small funds need returns in 
relatively short period to continue investing. 
Therefore, limits their possibility to invest in 
green startups. 
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driven but we feel that we are doing good 
with that, the more profit we make the more 
good companies we can support.” (2) 
 
“Yeah, normally it takes longer before they 
get their revenues up, and also it takes longer 
before you find the right exit so to say. But I 
would say that getting revenues is the biggest 
hurdle. Because once you can do that then 
you can also do an IPO if you want to, so 
that’s a possibility.” (1) 

      
 
 
      
Complexity of traditional sectors and related 
perceived risks: long investment duration, 
long time to market, difficulty for green 
startups to generate revenues. 

      
Table 4: Aspects Regarding Product/Service Characteristics 
  
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
“[…] it has to be something that is valuable 
for the company in developing and foremost, 
verifying that the product or service is 
something that has the capability of 
satisfying needs for the customer’s sake.” (3) 
 
“Since we have a quite clear and transparent 
goal of reducing CO2.” (4) 
 
“So, in order to have a disruptive effect on 
reducing CO2 you need to be able to get to it 
the market and take market shares otherwise 
the technique or the technology can be really 
good but if no one uses it, it's useless. So, for 
us it is really important that the technology 
will be applied. We are looking for 
technology with high possibility of 
applications.”(4) 
 
“Even a small change in electrical motors can 
mean a lot. Let's say when you convert AC to 
DC for an EV (electrical vehicle), there is an 
energy loss of about 2%, but that happens in 
so many electrical vehicles. If you go from 
silicon-based semiconductors to silicon 
carbide (SiC) with just a few percent better 
performance. You have a little less energy 
loss and is a huge market which adds up to 
big CO2 savings. In that sense I think both 
(incremental and radical changes) ways are 
necessary and likely interesting. 
”(3) 
 

 
 
Product/service that satisfy actual customer 
needs. 
 
 
 
 
 
CO2 reduction potential of product/service 
as an influencer to green VC’s  investment 
decision making. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
      
Disruptive and incremental innovation 
equally interesting for VC’s  decision 
making. A small change with a small 
impact, can have great impact when scaling. 
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“So we look for those startups that have 
either some kind of certain level of 
complexity or they have patents or other 
ways to protect their business. We don’t 
really invest in companies where the only 
way to protect against competition is to  
spend a lot of money on marketing just to 
grab a big market share.” (2) 

 
 
 
Degree of Innovation and defendability of 
the product/service as a positive influencer 
to  conventional VC’s decision making. 
 
 
 

      
Table 5: Market potential as an influencer of VCs decision making 
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
“[...] we can see how many contracts, how 
many companies you have as potential 
customers and markets. So, if you have one 
contract with (e.d. big player in startup´s 
target industry) and one with (e.d. big player 
in startup´s target industry) or you have a 
contract with Swedish companies such as 
(e.d. big player in startup´s target industry). It 
doesn’t have to be volume contracts but it has 
to be something that is valuable for the 
company in developing and foremost, 
verifying that the product or service is 
something that has the capability of 
satisfying needs for the customers’ sake.” (3) 
 
“We look for companies that can grow quite 
big internationally […] we hope that they 
can become rather big, it depends of course, 
on margins and so forth.” (2) 
 
“So, what I have seen is that companies that 
have at least 3 different tracks: let's say 
windows, cars, trains, airplanes, different 
tracks, are much more likely to find a track 
that gives them traction and that the customer 
on that track sooner or later will really want 
your product. Not to be too narrow sided, in 
terms of applications and the traces that you 
follow.” (3) 
      
“[...] we hope that they can become rather 
big, it depends of course, on margins and so 
forth. But something like hopefully reaching 
a turnover of 100 Million SEK or something 
like that after 7 years.” (2) 
 

 
      
 
Number of existing contracts with 
companies (customers), shows market 
potential of green startup 
      
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(International) Market potential as a positive 
influencer to VC’s decision making. 
 
 
 
Especially highly potential for different 
“tracks” with the development of 
product/service. Consider all the possible 
uses of the product (e.g. materials), do not 
focus only on one. 
 
      
 
 
 
Turnover as indicator 
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Table 6: Scalability Potential as an influencer of VCs decision making  
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  
 
“We are looking for scalable companies that 
have a  great impact on reducing CO2” (4) 
 
“If there is a sound business model and a cost 
benefit with this product or service and we 
see there is a strong interconnection with 
profitability, scalability and also CO2 
reduction, then we are interested. So, it is not 
contradictory (sustainability/profitability) it 
is basically very well correlated, I think.” (3) 
 
“so we invest in scalable business models and 
products that have no obvious obstacles to 
scaling up for example, we don’t invest in 
companies that are too consultant oriented 
where if you make 1 more hour you have to 
work 1 more hour, because it’s not really 
scalable in that way. We like IT and tech 
companies that can make products that can 
scale up very well.” (2) 
 

 
 
Scalability potential as a positive influencer 
to VC’s  decision making not only with 
regard to profits but also Environmental 
Impact. Correlation profitability, scalability, 
and CO2 emissions. 
      
Scalable Business Models positively 
influences VCs decision. 
 
 
 
 
 
Having a good business model that is easily 
scalable influence positive VC’s decision 
making. 
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Table 7: Entrepreneurial Team and attributes as influencers on VCs decision 
 
Transcript Excerpt  Codification and interpretation  

 
 
“Actually if you would ask me what is the 
most important one I would say the team. It’s 
really absolutely vital to succeed, if you don’t 
have a good or great team, then you are not 
going to succeed” (1) 
 
”we also look at the team, this is  a very 
important factor” (3) 
 
“You need to have different personalities and 
also background. We find that first of all, 
mixed teams are much better performers than 
teams where there are all men or all women, 
but also mixed teams in terms of 
competencies and in all aspects “(3) 
 
 
“[…] a good team is one that is diverse not 
only in gender but also in competencies, like 
you can have an engineer or technology 
partner combined with someone with great 
business ends and being market oriented. So 
if you have that and someone who respects 
HR and realizes that leadership and building 
team is important.” (4) 
 
“[...] some say ‘you need to have a hacker a 
slacker and a hustler in a team’ that's not 
always what you need in our companies but 
there is a lot of truth in that. You need to have 
different personalities and also 
backgrounds.” (3) 
 
 
“It doesn't matter how good your products or 
services are, whether they are devices or 
something else. Given that normally it takes 
quite some time to reach the market and gain 
customers and revenues and so forth, the 
team's ability not only to develop something 
that works, but also to win the customers and 
approach the market in the right way and do 
that over years” (1) 
 

 
Team is crucial in VCs decision making 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Heterogeneous personalities and 
backgrounds positive related to VCs’ 
decision making  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Diversity in gender, competencies positive 
related to VCs’ decision making  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Team’s ability to develop product/service  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Teams ability to win customers and 
approach the market. 
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Appendix 2 – Interview Guide 
 
Thesis Title: “Venture Capital Evaluation Criteria of Green Ventures” 

Authors:  
Enrico Sabbi 
sabbi.enrico@gmail.com 
 
Triantafyllia Karampini 
filiokarampini@gmail.com  

Supervisor: 
Zsuzsanna Vincze 
zsuzsanna.vincze@umu.se  

 
Our study starts from the assumption that venture capitalists together with entrepreneurs, 
can boost the emergence of green ventures and contribute to the needed shift of society 
toward sustainability. That is why we want to analyze the venture capitalists perspective 
on green ventures and develop an understanding of success and failure factors, aiming to 
the development of green ventures as a promising investment sector.  
 
Ethical guidelines: 
We inform the participant that, if in agreement, the interview will be recorded, and a 
transcription will be made as well. The participant has the right to review the transcription 
and modify it if required. The data collected will be accessed and managed exclusively 
by us and eventually consulted by our supervisor. Moreover, any interview content or 
direct citation that will appear on the thesis will be anonymized so that the participant 
cannot be identified. Finally, upon request, the participant has the right to receive 
feedback in regard to the results of the study. 
 
Interview Guide 
 
This interview guide is a starting point for the interview. We would like to maintain the 
format of this interview open, meaning that from an answer, follow-up questions might 
arise when necessary to gain deeper insight. The interview will follow the structure 
presented below. 
 

1.     Brief Introduction of ourselves 
  

2.    Introduction to the subject of the study: 
With our study we aim to understand the venture capitalists´ perspective on green 
ventures. Identifying the factors and characteristics that influence the green investment 
decision is highly relevant for the emergence of successful green ventures and for the 
development of those as a more appealing investment category. Moreover, we aim to 
understand the specific challenges related to green ventures in order to address them and 
understand what changes are needed in order to boost the emergence of green ventures. 
  

3.     Introductory Questions: 
We would like to start with your background and your professional career. If you could 
briefly describe the most significant moments and highlights, until your current 
occupation e.g.: 

- Educational Background; 
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- Career Milestones; 
- Years of Experience in the Venture Capital industry (if any, also years of 

experience in the green Venture Capital industry) 
- Last investment decisions in which you participated, preferred industries or 

sectors. 
  

4.     Investment process and investment decision making criteria: 
- How do you identify investment opportunities? 
- How do you decide to invest in a company? 
- What post-investment activities do you engage in? 
- How do you decide to further invest in a company? 

  
5.     Sustainability 
- Do you consider environmental sustainability principles in your investment 

decisions? If yes, to what extent? 
  

6.     Green ventures 
- What is a “green venture” to you? 
- Have you ever made investments in green ventures? 

 
IF YES: 

- How do you evaluate green ventures?  
- What are the most important aspects in your evaluation? 
- What are the main challenges that you face when investing in green ventures? 
- In your opinion, what could make green ventures more attractive to a wider 

arrange of investors? 
  

IF NOT: 
- What would attract you to invest in a green venture? 
- What are the main barriers to green venture’s investment for you? 

 
7. Is there anything that we have missed and you believe we should take in 
consideration? 
 
Thank you for your support and cooperation. 
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Appendix 3 – Results of Literature Review on Conventional Evaluation criteria 
 

 Team  Product 
/Service 

Market  Financial 
Return 

Risk Environmental Degree of 
purpose 
technology 

Business 
plan 

Additional Comments 

Wells 
(1974) 

Management 
commitment 

        

Poindexte
r (1976) 

Quality of 
management  

  Expected 
rate of 
return 

Expected 
risk  

    

Tyebjee 
& Bruno 
(1984) 
 

Management 
capability 

Product 
differentiation 

Attractiveness   Cash out 
potential 

Environmental 
threat resistance 

  Their study is one of the 
most cited when it comes 
to evaluation criteria 

Shepherd 
& 
Zacharak
is (2003) 

  Market/ 
industry 

Financial 
returns 
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 Team  Product 
/Service 

Market  Financial 
Return 

Risk Environmental Degree of 
purpose 
technology 

Business 
plan 

Additional Comments 

Mason & 
Stark 
(2004)  

       Investments 
fit Business 
Plan, 
Strategy 

 

Baum & 
Silverman 
(2004) 

Top 
management 
of start-up 
(human 
capital) 

Uniqueness 
and protection 
of product 
(Protected 
intellectual 
capital) 

      Besides IPP they discuss; 
- Alliances  
- Spin offs and 

social ties 
- Venture capitalist 

familiarity with the 
industry 

Venture capitalist 
familiarity network  

Chunk 
(2006) 

-Size   
-Prior 
experience 

        

Zacharak
is et al 
(2007) 
 

-Leadership 
experience 
-Prior 
experiences/ 
startup record 

 -Market 
familiarity 
-Size  
-Growth  
-Number of 
competitors  
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 Team  Product 
/Service 

Market  Financial 
Return 

Risk Environmental Degree of 
purpose 
technology 

Business 
plan 

Additional Comments 

Franke et 
al. (2008) 

  -Growth  
-Size 

Expected 
rate of 
return 

Expected 
risk  

   They conducted a survey 
of the existing literature 
and noticed that evaluation 
criteria can be collated into 
4 groups: 
 

1. product/service 
2. market/industry 
3. startup team  
4. financial returns to 

be expected from 
the new firm  

Knockaer
t et al., 
(2010) 

-And contact -Uniqueness of 
product  
-Protection of 
product  

-Acceptance 
-Location 
-Price 
-Growth 

 Time to 
break-
even  
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 Team  Product 
/Service 

Market  Financial 
Return 

Risk Environmental Degree of 
purpose 
technology 

Business 
plan 

Additional Comments 

Brusche 
(2016) 
 
 

 
 

       Categorized Knockaert et 
al. (2010) results into: 
HUMAN, 
TECHNOLOGICAL, 
FINANCIAL. 
Only network size as 
variable that related to 
outside relationships of the 
considered startup is not 
incorporated in the 
categorization of factors 
from Brusche. 
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